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ABSTRACT

In today’s Internet distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks play an ever-increasing 
role and possess a risk to any commercial or governmental entity with a presence on the 
Internet or anyone simply having an Internet connection. Meanwhile, there are no trustworthy 
estimates of the global DDoS attack capacity. To address this issue a novel methodology is 
proposed for the reflected amplified volumetric DDoS attack capacity measurement.

This  thesis  defines  and  implements  the  DDoS  attack  capacity  measurement 
methodology which focuses on the individual reflectors and their properties, primarily, rate 
limiting,  amplification,  and  bandwidth.  This  thesis  presents  a  detailed  analysis  of  the 
measured protocols and the respective calculated attack capacities: NTP – 43 Gbps, DNS – 
27.5 Tbps, SSDP – 808 Gbps, SNMP – 2.47 Tbps, CLDAP – 870 Gbps. The global DDoS 
attack capacity for the analyzed protocols was calculated to be 31.33 Tbps. A range of new 
data views and visualizations based on the measurement data were developed to stimulate 
remediation discussion.

Limitations of the measurement methodology are identified and discussed. Comparison 
with  the  only  existing  alternative  methodology  which  relies  on  the  theoretical  estimates 
instead  of  direct  measurements  revealed  that  both  methodologies  complement  each  other 
rather than compete. The primary advantage of protocol measurement is the ability to detect 
and estimate remediation.

Keywords: DDoS attack capacity, Internet measurement, Distributed denial-of-service 
attacks.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS, ACRONYMS, AND ABBREVIATIONS

Term, acronym, or 
abbreviation

Explanation

AD Active Directory service by Microsoft (or compatible, i.e., Samba)

amplifier A device  providing  network  service  on  the  Internet  replying  with 
significantly  larger  response  than  request,  sometimes  used 
interchangeably with reflector

AS Autonomous  System  –  a  collection  of  IP  prefixes  under  single 
administrative control

ASN Autonomous System Number – unique numerical identifier of an AS, 
frequently used interchangeably with AS in the literature

BAF Bandwidth Amplification Factor

BCP Best Current Practice document of Internet Engineering Task Force

CDN Content Delivery Network

CERT Computer Emergency Response Team

CLDAP Connectionless Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

CPE Customer Premises Equipment – in the context of this thesis active 
devices with an assigned public IP address, e.g., gateways, modems, 
routers, TV set-top boxes

device Embedded  device  or  a  server  providing  network  service  publicly 
reachable on the Internet. If running connectionless protocol then the 
device is a reflector, all reflectors are devices

DoS Denial-of-service  –  a  type  of  computing  or  network  resource 
exhaustion attack

DDoS Distributed denial-of-service – a type of network DoS attack that has 
many sources  of  the  attack same time.  Used interchangeably with 
DRDoS

DRDoS
DrDoS

Distributed reflected denial-of-service – a type of DDoS attack that 
generates malicious network traffic using third-party network services 
(reflectors), usually also amplifying it (amplifiers). Sometimes in the 
literature abbreviated as rDDoS and therefore confused with RDDOS 
– Ransom DDoS

DNS Domain Name System

ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol

IoT Internet of Things

IP
IPv4
IPv6

Internet Protocol, occasionally shorthand for IP address
Internet Protocol version 4
Internet Protocol version 6

IPS Intrusion Prevention System

ISP Internet Service Provider
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Term, acronym, or 
abbreviation

Explanation

IXP Internet eXchange Point – a physical location through which ISPs and 
CDNs interconnect

LAN Local Area Network

Memcached In-memory key-value store with a network capability.

mitigation Activities  causing  a  primarily  temporary  reduction  in  the  DDoS 
attack capacity reaching victims,  e.g.,  filtering network traffic  at  a 
victim,  activating  filtering  in  transit  or  client  network  based  on  a 
threshold

NAT Network Address Translation

NTP Network Time Protocol

OS Operating System

packet IP packet, without explicit context – IP packet with UDP payload of 
an abused protocol

PPS Packets per Second

reflector A device providing a network service that uses UDP protocol and can 
be  abused  to  reflect  responses  to  third-party  (victims),  sometimes 
used interchangeably with the amplifier

remediation Activities causing a primarily permanent reduction in the total DDoS 
attack  capacity,  e.g.,  software  and  firmware  updates,  BCP38 
implementation, removing or blocking reflectors

RPS Requests per Second

RR Response Rate (Ratio) – minimum ratio expressed in percentage of 
the received responses for the sent measurement requests, i.e., “RR 
40%” includes all reflectors that have responded to 40%-100% of the 
sent requests

RRL Response Rate Limiting

RTT Round Trip Time

SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol

SSDP Simple Service Discovery Protocol

TCP Transmission Control Protocol

UDP User Datagram Protocol

VPN Virtual Private Network
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INTRODUCTION

Research background and motivation

Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks have been plaguing the Internet almost 
since its inception. The first-ever officially recorded denial-of-service (DoS) attack occurred 
in 1974 and was caused by a 13-year-old student David Dennis  [1] which wasn’t even a 
network DDoS attack everyone recognizes today. One of the first large-scale network DDoS 
attacks happened in 1999 against  a  computer  network of  the University of  Minnesota by 
flooding it  with  UDP packets  directly  from many hosts  [1].  DDoS attacks  have  become 
almost daily news and have created a large cybercrime industry offering DDoS attacks as a 
service  as  well  as  a  huge  cyber  defense  industry  providing  network  filtering  and  attack 
mitigation  services,  software,  and hardware  solutions.  A reasonable  observer  without  any 
computer networking or cybersecurity background would assume that this issue has been and 
currently is being addressed properly to eliminate the issue at the root cause. The reality is  
that DDoS attacks have been on the rise with the increase of Internet connection speeds.  
Mitigation and remediation efforts have only slowed down the total growth of the attacks.

DoS attacks are still relevant to the extent of exploiting specific hardware or software 
vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities can be exploited by crafting malicious payloads having a 
particular size or content and sending those to targeted victims using one or a few requests. 
Then the affected device enters the hang (broken) state and can’t serve any further requests 
and fulfill internal functions, when the malicious request stream stops the hang state might 
persist until the device’s power is physically reset. It usually affects embedded or IoT devices 
because of the ability to exploit memory caused by poor low abstraction level programming 
practices. It is uncommon in the public services on the Internet which are targeted by the 
attacks, most services are sufficiently protected from a single source DoS attacks. DDoS has 
become a  catch-all  term for  all  forms of  resource  exhaustion  attacks  usually  enabled  by 
network connectivity delivering attack traffic over the Internet. It operates on all 7 layers of 
the  OSI  model  but  does  not  necessarily  exhaust  network  resources,  it  can  exhaust  also 
computing, memory, and storage resources of the victims.

DDoS attacks are not only affecting individually targeted services but also are one of  
the major causes of network outages [2]. Volumetric variant of DDoS attacks can exhaust the 
resources  of  the  whole  targeted network thus  affecting all  the  connected services.  [1.1.3.
Reflected Amplified Volumetric DDoS attacks] is the main focus of this research, this DDoS 
attack  relies  on  abusing  third-party  reflectors  (figure  1,  2)  by  sending  them  requests 
containing the spoofed IP address of the victims to which reflectors are responding with the 
amplified responses. This attack specifically exhausts all the available network connection 
bandwidth of the victim thus preventing legitimate network traffic from being received.

Even unrelated networks can be affected and slowed down because of the large amount 
of attack traffic passing through transit routers. This creates the potential for a vast amount of 
collateral damage. It is not a problem of individual organizations anymore but has evolved 
into a national and even international issue. On this level of decision making only technical or 
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best practice solutions will not suffice. To address the issue properly it has to be based on hard 
facts and knowledge. Such comprehensive knowledge regarding total DDoS attack capacity 
and contributing factors is lacking. This is the main motivator for conducting current research 
and contributing towards both academia and solving the real-world problem at the same time.

A  survey  conducted  by  SANS  Institute  demonstrated  that  organizations  are  not 
addressing  the  DDoS issue  sufficiently  [3].  The  DDoS attack  landscape  is  volatile,  new 
protocols  are  exploited  while  some  of  the  old  ones  get  remediated  or  mitigated  but  the 
maximum attack capacity is still growing. A DDoS mitigation solution that was set up even a 
year ago might  not  suffice anymore.  Organization-level  decision-makers would benefit  as 
well from the source of information regarding the capacity of the DDoS attacks and changes  
occurring over  time.  It  could be used as  part  of  the decision-making process  for  new or 
upgraded solutions for DDoS mitigation.

Novelty of the research

The  research  presented  in  this  thesis  proposes  a  novel  DDoS  attack  capacity 
measurement methodology applicable to the individual protocols abused for reflection and 
amplification. This methodology has been implemented and applied to the whole Internet and 
the most commonly abused protocol attack capacity contributions were calculated. 

At the beginning of this research, there were no authoritative and trustworthy public 
sources  providing the  DDoS attack  capacity  estimates.  Closest  attack  capacity  estimation 
research [4] in simplified terms multiplied reflector counts with the average speed of the ISP. 

Thesis and research questions

During the research following thesis was proposed:

• It is possible to estimate worldwide reflected amplified volumetric DDoS attack 
capacity with high confidence without having to rely on privileged information 
by measuring protocols and services present on publicly reachable devices on 
the Internet.

The following research questions were investigated:

• How to identify and scan for reflectors on the Internet that can be utilized for 
DDoS attacks?

• How to measure the properties of individual reflectors?
• What are the limitations that apply to individual reflectors?
• How to produce the total protocol attack capacity from the individual reflectors?
• Which protocols,  countries,  networks, and devices contribute the most to the 

attack capacity?
• What is the global DDoS attack capacity?
• How does the measured attack capacity compare with the existing theoretical 

methodology?

Research methods

The following research methods have been used in the doctoral thesis:
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• A literature review was conducted to produce an overview of the DDoS research 
field focusing on the attack capacity.

• Quantitative  measurement  to  identify  individual  reflectors  and  measure  their 
properties  was defined,  developed,  and executed in  accordance with the best 
practice of the established research field of Internet Measurement.

• Quantitative data analysis focusing on data visualization was conducted for each 
of the measured protocols.

• Comparative  analysis  was  conducted  for  the  measured  protocols  and  the 
alternative theoretical methodology results.

The scope, aim, and tasks of the research

The scope of this research is  limited to a single type of DDoS attack – volumetric  
reflected amplified. Because of the nature of this attack, it is the most problematic to mitigate 
while maintaining attacked service availability. Whenever the acronym DDoS is used outside 
of  the  context  describing  different  types  of  attacks,  the  author  refers  to  the  volumetric 
reflected amplified DDoS attacks. Only the Internet functioning over IPv4 protocol is defined 
within  the  research scope as  IPv6 introduces  additional  challenges  to  the  scanning while 
contributing little to the overall attack capacity that is discussed in [1.4. DDoS over IPv6].

The aim of this research is to provide an improved DDoS attack capacity measurement  
methodology.  To achieve  this  aim the  following tasks  are  outlined:  review literature  and 
industry sources related to the DDoS capacity, define DDoS attack capacity measurement 
methodology,  implement  the  defined  methodology  for  the  commonly  abused  protocols, 
analyze  and  visualize  the  produced  measurement  results,  review  limitations  of  the 
methodology, explore the abused device classification possibility, compare the methodology 
and produced results with the existing alternatives, analyze the applicability of the results to 
address the persisting attack capacity issue.

Approbation and main results of the thesis

The results of this thesis and doctoral studies are presented in the following academic 
conferences and published in the conference proceedings, by April 2023 12 publications were 
indexed by Scopus and 9 by Web of Science:

1. G. Visky,  A.  Lavrenovs,  E.  Orye,  D.  Heering,  and K. Tam, “Multi-Purpose Cyber 
Environment for Maritime Sector,” iccws, vol. 17, no. 1, pp. 349–357, Mar. 2022, doi: 
10.34190/iccws.17.1.26  [5] presented  by  a  co-author  at  the  17th  International 
Conference on Information Warfare and Security, USA, on March 17-18, 2022.         

2. A.  Lavrenovs,  E.  Leverett,  and  A.  Kaplan,  “The  tragedy  of  common  bandwidth: 
rDDoS,” in  New Security Paradigms Workshop, Virtual Event USA, Oct. 2021, pp. 
43–58. doi: 10.1145/3498891.3500928  [6] presented by the author at the  2021 New 
Security Paradigms Workshop, USA, on October 26-28, 2021.    

3. G.  Visky,  A.  Lavrenovs,  and  O.  Maennel,  “Status  Detector  for  Fuzzing-Based 
Vulnerability  Mining  of  IEC  61850  Protocol,”  in  Proceedings  of  the  European 
Conference on Information Warfare and Security,  2021. doi: 10.34190/EWS.21.007 
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[7] presented by a co-author at the 20th European Conference on Cyber Warfare and 
Security, UK, on June 24-25, 2021.

4. A. Lavrenovs and R. Graf, “Explainable AI for Classifying Devices on the Internet,” 
in  2021 13th International Conference on Cyber Conflict (CyCon), Tallinn, Estonia, 
May 2021, pp. 291–308. doi: 10.23919/CyCon51939.2021.9467804 [8] presented by 
the author at the  13th International Conference on Cyber Conflict, Estonia, on May 
25-28, 2021.

5. R. Meier, A. Lavrenovs, K. Heinaaro, L. Gambazzi, and V. Lenders, “Towards an AI-
powered Player in Cyber Defence Exercises,” in 2021 13th International Conference 
on  Cyber  Conflict  (CyCon),  Tallinn,  Estonia,  May  2021,  pp.  309–326.  doi: 
10.23919/CyCon51939.2021.9467801  [9] presented  by  a  co-author  at  the  13th 
International Conference on Cyber Conflict, Estonia, on May 25-28, 2021. 

6. A.  Lavrenovs,  “Towards  Remediating  DDoS  Attacks,”  in  Proceedings  of  the 
International  Conference  on  Cyber  Warfare  and  Security,  TN,  USA,  2021.  doi: 
10.34190/IWS.21.046  [10] presented  by  the  author  at  the  16th  International 
Conference on Cyber Warfare and Security, USA, on February 25-26, 2021.

7. L.  Bortnik  and  A.  Lavrenovs,  “Android  Dumpsys  Analysis  to  Indicate  Driver 
Distraction,”  in  Digital  Forensics  and  Cyber  Crime.  Proceedings  of  the  11th  EAI 
International Conference, ICDF2C 2020, Boston, MA, USA, October 15-16, 2020., 
vol.  351,  Cham:  Springer  International  Publishing,  2021,  pp.  139–163.  doi: 
10.1007/978-3-030-68734-2_8  [11] presented  by  a  co-author  at  the  11th  EAI 
International Conference on Digital Forensics & Cyber Crime, USA, on October 15-
16, 2020. 

8. A. Lavrenovs, K. Heinäaro, and E. Orye, “Towards Cyber Sensing: Venturing Beyond 
Traditional  Security  Events,”  in  Proceedings  of  the  19th  European Conference on 
Cyber Warfare, Chester, UK, Jun. 2020. doi: 10.34190/EWS.20.062 [12] presented by 
the author at the  19th European Conference on Cyber Warfare, UK, on June 25-26, 
2020.

9. A. Lavrenovs, R. Graf, and K. Heinaaro, “Towards Classifying Devices on the Internet 
Using  Artificial  Intelligence,”  in  2020  12th  International  Conference  on  Cyber 
Conflict  (CyCon),  Estonia,  May  2020,  pp.  309–325.  doi: 
10.23919/CyCon49761.2020.9131713  [13] presented  by  the  author  at  the  12th 
International Conference on Cyber Conflict, Estonia, on May 26-29, 2020.

10. A.  Lavrenovs  and  G.  Visky,  “Investigating  HTTP  response  headers  for  the 
classification  of  devices  on  the  Internet,”  presented  at  the  2019  IEEE  7th  IEEE 
Workshop  on  Advances  in  Information,  Electronic  and  Electrical  Engineering 
(AIEEE), Liepaja, Latvia, Nov. 2019. doi: 10.1109/AIEEE48629.2019.8977115  [14] 
presented  by  the  author  at  the  7th  IEEE  Workshop  on  Advances  in  Information, 
Electronic and Electrical Engineering, Latvia, on November 15-16, 2019.

11. A.  Lavrenovs  and  G.  Visky,  “Exploring  features  of  HTTP  responses  for  the 
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The main results of the research include:
• Defined,  implemented,  and  real-world  approbated  DDoS  attack  capacity 

measurement methodology.
• New absolute and relative data presentations for the remediation and mitigation 

discussion and decision-making.
• Detailed  analysis  of  the  measured  protocols  and  the  respective  calculated 

capacities: NTP – 43 Gbps, DNS – 27.5 Tbps, SSDP – 808 Gbps, SNMP – 2.47 
Tbps, CLDAP – 870 Gbps. 

• Global DDoS attack capacity calculated to be 31.33 Tbps.
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Outline of the thesis

The main  body of  this  doctoral  thesis  consists  of  6  chapters.  [1.  DDoS attack  and
research overview] explores different types of DDoS attacks, academic research investigating 
the attacks and methodology, information and knowledge provided by the industry, and the 
current  DDoS  estimates.  [2.  Attack  capacity  measurement  methodology]  provides  the 
proposed methodology overview and details every step in it. [3. Classifying devices] explores 
possibilities of classifying sets of identified abusable devices for analysis and remediation 
purposes and future research required to be conducted. In [4. Protocol measurements] the 
methodology proposed in [2. Attack capacity measurement methodology] is being applied to 
the individual services and protocols which are abusable for the DDoS attacks, individual 
protocol  contributions  are  explored  in  detail,  implementation  and  data  quality  issues  are 
discussed.  [5.  Global  attack  capacity]  brings  together  protocols  analyzed  in  [4.  Protocol
measurements]  and  reviews  trends  for  a  one-year  period  comparing  with  the  theoretical 
capacity, methodology limitations are explored. In [6. Remediating DDoS attacks] possible 
remediation and relevant actors are being discussed.
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1. DDOS ATTACK AND RESEARCH OVERVIEW

1.1. Types of DDoS attacks

A detailed taxonomy of DDoS attacks and defense mechanisms is provided in academic 
literature and updated every few years [20], [21]. There is no reason to repeat the work done 
thus information in this thesis pertaining to this matter is presented in as limited fashion as  
possible while still providing context for the research being done. 

Multiple ways have been proposed how to classify DDoS attacks in the industry and 
academic  literature.  Zargar  et  al.  categorized  attacks  being  either  network/transport-level 
DDoS flooding attacks or application-level DDoS flooding attacks, further creating disparate 
subcategories  to  accommodate  each  type  of  attack  [21].  Industry  prefers  to  split  off 
volumetric  attacks  into  separate  category  to  signify  their  importance  and  different  
requirements  for  mitigation.  Cybersecurity  and  DDoS  mitigation  company  Imperva 
categorizes DDoS attacks into being either volume based, protocol, or application layer [22]. 
Overview of DDoS attack types are presented in three categories – application layer attacks, 
protocol and network attacks, and reflected amplified volumetric DDoS attacks. Non-reflected 
volumetric  attacks  are  discussed  in  the  protocol  and  network  category,  this  separation  is 
caused by the prevalence of reflected amplified volumetric DDoS attacks and them being the 
focus of this research.

1.1.1. Application layer DDoS attacks

Applications  always  have  less  computational  resources  assigned  to  them  than  is 
available to the OS itself. Applications are far less efficient and optimized than OS network 
stack thus for attackers it can be easier to interrupt the service by attacking the application  
itself. One drawback for the attacker is that the attack software has to be adapted for specific  
applications and respective requests as opposed to volumetric or protocol level DDoS attacks 
which interrupt access to any kind of service or application running.

Websites relying on HTTP protocol are the most targeted ones for the application DDoS 
attacks but the principles across different protocols are the same. In the case of TCP, protocol 
attacks  must  come  directly  from  an  attacking  system  usually  a  botnet  containing  many 
compromised systems, malicious requests can be indistinguishable from the legitimate clients 
[23]. The most common type of application DDoS attack is flooding the application with as 
many requests as possible. If no protection mechanism is enabled practically no application 
will  be  able  to  handle  even  a  single  attacker  system.  By  default,  most  server  OS  and 
application setups do not have any flooding protection as with the generic software actual use 
case is known only to the system owner. This type of attack is mitigatable on the network or 
system log monitoring layer,  if  all  of  the attacker’s  bots  are sending an abnormally high 
number of requests when individual bots reach the threshold they get blocked, in many cases 
after some initial attack period enough bots get automatically blocked so legitimate clients can 
continue using service. The blocking happens on the network level so it is efficient compared 
to  blocking  on  the  application  level.  But  if  the  botnet  is  large  enough  and  with  enough 
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dynamic IP addresses, then flooding can cause prolonged slowdowns and inaccessibility for 
legitimate users.

Instead of overwhelming applications with continuous streams of requests which can be 
blocked by analyzing number of the requests coming from a single IP address, it is possible to 
abuse  slow  and  long-term  requests  and  responses  while  remaining  under  the  blocking 
threshold. Applications tend to have some functionality that is slow because it is resource 
intensive or waits on I/O, if attackers research an application and time the responses they can 
send requests targeting specific slow functionality [24]. The other approach for the attacker is 
to be slow on the requests or reading responses to keep them alive as long as possible, one of 
the most prominent this type of attack is Slowloris [25]. The attacker sends request headers as 
slowly as possible thus overfilling the web server’s active connection handling capacity, this 
attack has been so successful that the same approach was adopted to POST data sending 
attacks and even response reading slowdown [25].

With the rise of CDN prominence and server software optimizations, this type of DDoS 
has become less effective and prevalent. Even if the attack is successful the first time, the 
victim can take preparatory steps to mitigate future attacks on their system or purchase a CDN 
service  without  investing  an  excessive  amount  of  resources.  Simultaneously  attacks  are 
evolving as well, even when it is unfeasible to take the service down, an attacker might cause 
economic  damage  by  trying  to  use  up  as  much  as  possible  of  the  victim’s  bandwidth, 
computational  or  request  resources.  Some  CDN providers  charge  for  those  even  if  it  is 
obviously a DDoS attack. This type of attack is called Economic Denial of Sustainability  
(EDoS), the attacker can use low-cost resources or even free ones to send victims legitimate 
requests that require more bandwidth and resources to respond than the attacker spent, this 
type of the attack is investigated by Wang et al.  [26].  Researchers demonstrated that free 
online services, e.g., Facebook, have the functionality to request remote resources which are 
triggered by a user, attacker can create a large set of fake accounts to trigger that functionality 
thus launching reflected attacks which because of the design of large online systems is likely 
to be also distributed. The only way how to mitigate this type of attack is to verify that user 
requests are coming from an actual human, which can decrease the usability of the system and 
user experience. It was concluded that an attacker with a single IP address and computer can 
cause thousands of dollars in economic damage.

1.1.2. Protocol and network DDoS attacks

Abusing network protocols permits an attacker to exhaust the victim’s computational 
resources without exhausting the victim’s network bandwidth. Stateful network protocols and 
implementations are primary targets for the abuse as the victim has to keep the state of the  
communication in memory and process it. Possibly the most abused protocol is TCP, it has 
multiple features settable by the sender that affect the connection state and can be abused.  
Connection  establishing  is  commonly  abused,  TCP  requires  a  three-way  handshake  to 
establish a new connection,  state of the connection is  stored in OS memory buffers until 
timeout  thus  an  attacker  can  send  new connection-establishing  SYN packets  from many 
spoofed  IP  addresses  (commonly  called  SYN  flood)  and  exhaust  victims  resources  for 
handling new legitimate user connections  [27]. With the redesign of the OS network stack, 
drivers, and other components, and the growth of computational power and proliferation of 
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CDN technologies these attacks have become less effective. But Cloudflare still reports SYN 
being the most popular attack vector in 2022, while TCP RST and ACK packets are also being 
actively utilized [28].

Reflection attacks initially have been used without significant amplification. A common 
historic reflection attack using ICMP protocol is called the Smurf attack, it is triggered by 
sending an ICMP echo request to a broadcast IP address with the victim’s spoofed IP address 
as the source, where all the generated ICMP echo replies target the victim [29]. These types of 
attacks are less efficient and prevalent nowadays as with the exactly same setup and resources  
an attacker can cause significantly larger reflected amplified attacks.

A volumetric  DDoS attack (sometimes called a  flooding attack)  means the network 
bandwidth of the victim is being depleted by the attacker. Originally when these attacks first 
started the bandwidth came directly from systems under the control of the attacker, where the 
total capacity of the attacker had to exceed the bandwidth available to the victim. It was easy 
to determine attacking systems and take action against them on the network level further away 
from the victim and in the physical world by informing network owners and law enforcement 
agencies. With the rise of fame of reflected amplified attacks direct volumetric attacks became 
far less prevalent as attackers saw much higher bandwidth and effectiveness from amplified 
attacks  while  still  hiding  sources  of  infected  machines  under  their  control.  One  notable 
exception is the Mirai botnet composed of IoT devices that were able to execute different 
types  of  DDoS  attacks,  the  direct  volumetric  attack  was  reported  to  be  623  Gbps  on 
September 21, 2016, the largest publicly reported at that time [30]. It might be associated with 
the large count of compromised devices, providing high bandwidth and same time small loss 
if some devices get remediated.

1.1.3. Reflected Amplified Volumetric DDoS attacks

Reflected Amplified Volumetric DDoS attacks are the most problematic type of DDoS 
attacks. To mitigate it a defender has to absorb and process all the received network traffic by 
separating valid from the attack packets. Computationally it consumes few resources to filter 
out attack traffic by analyzing just network protocol and port as long as the network is not 
hosting some of the abused services. Otherwise, much more detailed processing is needed. 
The main issue is the bandwidth capacity of the attacked network. It is limited not only by  
contractual relations between ISP and the attacked network but also by chosen technology and 
network hardware.

It is prohibitively expensive for organizations to build and maintain their own networks 
that can receive and mitigate the attack sizes that are common today. A network connection 
that exceeds planned attack capacity has to be purchased as a service from an ISP. IP transit is 
possibly the cheapest way how to acquire large-capacity Internet connection directly from 
Tier I or II network service providers, prices of IP transit vary significantly even by order of 
magnitude depending on the service provider, location, contractual period, and conditions. 
Because of these factors and their commercial nature, real IP transit  pricing is not public 
knowledge. Hurricane Electric in 2018 has advertised costs as low as 0.15 USD per Mbps on 
large contractual commitment [31], it is possibly the lowest price on the market or close to it. 
In the best case scenario to be able to receive a 100 Gbps DDoS attack, monthly IP transit bill  
alone would be 15,000 USD. It doesn’t take into account the one-time costs of acquiring 
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network equipment and monthly support. Even then maximum attack capacity reported by the 
industry (table  1) far exceeds 100 Gbps, which means larger attacks would still  bring the 
protected network down. This type of attack defense cost is disproportionately high compared 
to the attack cost.

There are two main causes for this type of attack – the ability to spoof IP addresses and 
network services that use UDP protocol and can produce responses significantly larger than 
the received requests. Both of these components are mandatory for this type of attack and 
proper addressing of any one of those would remediate the issue.

Spoofing issues have been addressed in  the industry best  practice  recommendations 
BCP 38 [32], which states that a network should not accept packets for forwarding that did 
not  originate in that  network.  Filtering can be done at  the router  closest  to the client  by 
hardcoding allowed ranges or close to the source at upstream ISP and IP transit provider level 
where it can be filtered automatically by verifying that AS of the network is announcing the IP 
ranges via BGP which are used as the source IP address of the packet,  different filtering 
strategies  are  described  in  BCP 84  [33].  This  requires  some  initial  setup  and  possibly 
continuous maintenance from the network administrator, which is why there is a significant 
amount of networks that neglect it.

The  Internet  relies  on  many  underlying  network  services,  e.g.,  DNS  for  easy-to-
remember domains, and NTP for time synchronization. Historically for speed and simplicity, 
these services were implemented using the stateless protocol UDP, without realizing to what 
extent it can be abused. Besides these useful services, there are some specialized services with 
limited value to the general public. In all cases, some services are misconfigured, primarily in  
a way that internal services become publicly accessible from the Internet by anyone. In total, 
there are millions of devices that are running some UDP network service, which shouldn’t be 
publicly accessible. An additional issue is that some of these services can produce responses 
much  larger  than  the  request  thus  an  attacker  can  cause  with  its  limited  bandwidth 
significantly larger attack – amplified being reflected from these services.

Figure  1 presents a common way how academic, industry and other sources portray 
DDoS attacks. It has only 3 components – Bots (controlled by the botmaster, not displayed), 
Reflectors, and the Victim. Bots send requests for large responses (larger than requests) to the 
Reflectors using the spoofed IP address of the Victim. Reflectors send large responses to the 
Victim  thus  overloading  its  network  connection  so  it  can't  serve  legitimate  clients.  This 
representation is oversimplified!

A  more  appropriate  volumetric  reflected  amplified  DDoS  attack  visualization  is 
presented in figure 2, it contains all the concepts relevant to this attack type. IP packets are 
simplified  and  contain  only  payload,  source  (SRC),  and  destination  (DST)  pseudo  IP 
addresses. There is the Internet and five networks connected to it, all the packets are properly 
routed.

The client with the IP address 1.1 is requesting some useful service from a Reflector 
with IP 2.2. Reflector with IP 2.2 sends the response to the source address IP 1.1 and the 
Client successfully receives it. In this scenario, the reflector is just a server that is running a 
stateless network protocol (UDP) based network service that can be abused for amplification 
and reflection thus the attacks are classified as reflected.
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There is a botnet consisting of two compromised Client machines with IP addresses 1.2 
and 3.3. When a botmaster (not displayed in the illustration) initiates the attack against the 
victim with IP 4.4, bots try to send as many requests as possible the with spoofed IP address 
of the victim to the reflectors. These requests on purpose are containing payloads that will  
generate  significantly  larger  responses  than  requests  thus  amplifying  the  attack.  Network 
clients are generating IP packets fully themselves, proper clients should generate proper IP 
packets with IP addresses assigned to them. Even if clients are misconfigured or compromised 
properly configured and maintained network should detect and block that, like in the case of 
ISP 1 which drops spoofed packets coming from its connected Client with IP 1.2.

On the contrary ISP 3 is a mismanaged network and doesn't stop packets with spoofed 
addresses  from  leaving  its  network.  After  the  packet  has  left  its  originating  network  it 
becomes unviable to filter it later on down the path. Spoofed packets contain SRC IP 4.4 and 
reflectors will  use it  as DST addresses where the response is being sent.  After the attack 
started victim's network connection was overloaded and the legitimate request coming from 
the Client with IP 1.3 doesn't  reach the victim but is  dropped somewhere along the path 
possibly at the victim's ISP 4 router. As the victim's network connection was overloaded the 
attack is classified as volumetric.

Although caused by a single bot multiple reflectors are participating in the attack thus it  
is classified as a Distributed denial-of-service attack. Because of the amplification one bot 
with a slow residential network connection can cause an attack that is hundreds or thousands 
of  times  larger  than  its  network  connection  thus  potentially  overloading  even  enterprise 
network connection.
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1.2. Current research and methodology

DDoS attacks are widely discussed and researched in academia. Although raw data is 
significantly less available to researchers than to commercial and other entities that receive 
DDoS attacks themselves, in some cases, researchers make special agreements to access it. 
But in most cases, researchers have to design and set up their experiments relying on publicly  
available data or  data available through academic channels.  This  section explores various 
approaches and methodologies utilized in academic research primarily concentrating on the 
reflected amplified DDoS attacks. 
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Figure 2: Detailed presentation of volumetric reflected amplified DDoS attack



1.2.1. Analyzing individual protocols

Because of the nature of the DDoS, there has to be a network protocol abused especially 
in the case of reflected attacks. While an attacker can generate and send random payloads that  
make no sense from the protocol perspective and in some cases reflectors might even respond 
it would not produce the maximum amplification possible.

Analysis  of  the  protocol  definition  documentation  and  source  code  of  different 
implementations can allow researchers to identify new potentially abusable services. Some 
assumptions or previous research into the prevalence of analyzed protocol have to be made in 
advance to choose which of the many to pick for analysis.  If  the count of found devices 
having abusable service is low then the overall impact of DDoS attacks is negligible and 
malicious  actors  might  not  even  bother  with  exploiting  it.  Proper  responsible  disclosure 
mandates security researchers to report discovered vulnerabilities in advance to hardware and 
software vendors and other parties that would be responsible for the issue remediation. In 
theory, it would preemptively mitigate the abuse of a particular protocol but in reality, the 
situation is quite different. Research publications and vulnerability reports publicly disclosed 
after the time period given to vendors elapse nevertheless enable malicious actors to abuse 
devices that were not remediated.

One of the most prominent aforementioned cases was NTP DDoS. NTP has existed 
since the 1980s [34] and as the Internet grew became a crucial part of it. Rossow evaluated 
common  UDP-based  protocols  and  identified  that  most  NTP  implementations  support 
command to return client list that was a feature of the implementation and not defined in the  
protocol itself, measured amplification factor was up to 4670 which was the largest from the 
measured in the research  [35]. Because of the potential for abuse, the researcher conducted 
responsible disclosure to the security community and appropriate vendors but probably related 
to this disclosure either directly or inferred through released software fixes, malicious actors 
started  exploiting  it  in  the  wild.  NTP DDoS  attacks  were  first  seen  on  the  Internet  on 
December 2013 and within a few months became the main attack vector for large DDoS 
attacks [36]. The outcome of the remediation campaign was successful and from January to 
April of 2014 identified NTP server count dropped more than 92% from 1.4 million to 110 
thousand. Remediation efforts didn’t seem to be successful until the actual attacks started and 
real damage had been done.

When analyzing individual protocols non-standard features can be explored in detail. In 
the case of NTP, returned client list contained also attacked IP addresses thus allowing to  
discover the targets by being a simple observer and not running any honeypots [36]. It was a 
unique opportunity to gain full insight into all the attacks and victims for one specific DDoS 
variant. The only realistic way how to gain this insight for most protocols is to create a large  
worldwide network of honeypots that can’t be discerned from real reflectors by the attackers.

In the cases of long-term abused services the only research that can be conducted is 
periodical  revisiting  of  the  current  situation  and  observing  the  changes,  possibly  also 
exploring some lesser investigated aspects. Anagnostopoulos et al. explored longtime abused 
DNS  attacks  from  a  new  angle,  instead  of  abusing  resolvers  researchers  measured  the 
amplification  of  the  authoritative  name  servers  and  discovered  that  for  47%  of  servers 
amplification factor was above 60 [37]. Before that, Anagnostopoulos et al. measured resolver 
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amplification in multiple European countries and achieved an amplification factor between 37 
and 44 [38].

1.2.2. Existing measurement research

At  the  time  of  writing  this  thesis,  the  only  methodology  to  measure  the  overall  
worldwide capacity of DDoS attacks is published in the academic literature by Leverett and 
Kaplan [4]. Researchers analyzed only reflected volumetric UDP DDoS attacks thus closely 
relating to this research. More specifically four protocols were analyzed – NTP, DNS, SSDP, 
and SNMP. Using this methodology it was concluded that the total estimated DDoS attack 
capacity is 108.49 Tbps. As researchers acknowledged themselves this capacity is limited by 
other factors not explored in detail and in reality is significantly smaller. This result doesn’t  
take into account the ability of the AS network to handle all of the capacity same time, device 
load and existing bandwidth utilization, and device computational power that might not be 
able to handle producing the responses to saturate the whole available network connection.

In  addition  to  the  total  attack  capacity  estimate,  additional  avenues  to  present  and 
visualize data for easier consumption by non-technical policymakers were explored, e.g., a 
map  of  the  world  with  risks  posed  to  others  attached  to  each  individual  country.  The 
aforementioned  visualization  allowed  researchers  to  spot  an  important  discovery  that 
developed countries actually possess higher DDoS attack capacity than developing countries. 
This finding points to the lack of policy to, at the very least, remediate DDoS attacks or its  
enforcement even in developed countries. Instead of pointing fingers at developing countries, 
this issue should be addressed internally and on an international level.

The  main  drawback  of  the  research  is  that  it  utilized  ready  data  sets  instead  of 
conducting  scans  and  measurements  themselves.  The  risk  to  data  quality  without  having 
control over it is high, but the proper scanning technique might require more effort than is 
available.  A more  significant  issue  is  the  usage of  a  non-public  database  of  the  network 
connectivity speeds. It limits other researchers to reproduce, actualize and compare the results 
to proposed new methodologies like the one proposed in this thesis.

Privileged access to large ISP or IXP data enables researchers to gain insights into the 
real attack capacity flowing through the analyzed network. Kopp et al.  [39] reported their 
observations from a major European IXP privileged vantage point between September 23, 
2019 and April 20, 2020. Although it allows  researchers to gauge different protocol abuse 
(relative ranking) it is impossible to extrapolate this data to estimate global attack capacity.

1.2.3. Attack detection

Detecting DDoS attacks is an important part of the mitigation strategy, the quicker an 
attack is  detected the better  it  can be mitigated while minimizing hindrance to legitimate 
users. Attack detection is a continuous field of study, as technology and science evolve the 
detection  techniques  research  evolve  as  well,  concentrating  on  the  applicability  of  “hot” 
research  topics.  Real-world  implementations  are  dealing  with  a  humongous  amount  of 
network traffic and thus require detection to be extremely efficient. Usually, the detection is 
based on predefined thresholds or statistical methods, but newly proposed detection methods 
can be suitable for particular applications.
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Mousavi  et  al.  have  investigated  SDN  controller  susceptibility  to  the  attacks  and 
proposed  an  early  detection  method  [40].  It  relied  on  detecting  the  lack  of  entropy  for 
incoming packets which was a lightweight process that could detect attacks within the first  
250 incoming packets. Entropy is a widely explored avenue for efficient attack detection, Ma 
et al. explored the possibility to improve entropy-based detection by applying the Lyapunov 
exponent [41]. Karimazad et al. explored the applicability of RBF neural networks for attack 
detection and achieved a detection rate above 96% [42]. 

1.2.4. Attack analysis

Intelligence regarding individual attacks or parts of the overall  attack landscape can 
provide insight for researchers and knowledge for the decision-making process. This type of 
research relies heavily on privileged data or network access.

Ordering attacks from DDoS service providers against a monitored network has been 
explored  by  Santanna  et  al.  [43].  Researchers  located  illicit  service  providers  semi-
automatically by using the Google search engine and common keywords describing the DDoS 
service finding 102,  they purchased DDoS attacks from 14 attackers but  only 9 of  those 
performed reflected DDoS attacks based only on DNS and CharGEN protocols observing a 
maximum 7 Gbps attack peak. This research method allows researchers to compare real-life 
attacks  technical  details  of  which  are  often  kept  private  with  public  data,  academic 
measurements, and various estimates. It allows researchers to determine which of all publicly 
reachable systems are actually abused for the DDoS attacks, when compared different attacks 
were predominantly distinct therefore tested services didn’t actually provide anything even 
close to the maximum possible DDoS attack capacity.

Backscatter of the TCP packets is a common side effect of the SYN flood or other TCP-
based DDoS attacks, it can be detected while analyzing packets that reached the darknet. This  
type of backscatter allows identifying victims because they are the ones creating backscatter 
by replying to packets with spoofed IPs. If attackers are spoofing IP uniformly throughout the 
whole Internet address space it  is possible to infer ongoing DDoS attacks, their size,  and 
victims. There have been numerous investigations into backscatter caused by DDoS attacks, 
the  most  prominent  was  conducted by Moore  et  al.,  determining that  TCP was the  most 
observed  protocol  abused  for  DDoS  visible  in  the  backscatter,  researchers  were  able  to 
identify individual attack attributes like length, size, repetition and victims  [44]. Produced 
results demonstrated that 90% of the attacks lasted less than an hour, the largest identified 
attack was inferred to be 517,000 packets per second, and they were able to distinguish about 
4000  separate  attacks  per  week.  But  nowadays  with  a  loss  of  attack  effectiveness  and 
prominence compared to reflected DDoS attacks TCP attacks are less researched.

Backscatter analysis has been also explored as the research approach for UDP reflected 
DDoS attacks. Fachkha et al. analyzed DDoS traffic backscatter and determined that besides 
scanning activity also attack packets are identifiable [45]. Researchers separated attacks from 
scanning activity based on the observation that scanning activity for an IP address in a data set 
consists  of  a  limited  number  of  packets  and  sometimes  requests  that  do  not  generate 
significantly larger responses. From the 3-month data set they were able to distinguish only 
134 DNS reflected DDoS attacks. This research approach hasn’t proven to be effective as the 
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actual DNS attacks rarely are visible in the backscatter because it also wastes the attacker’s  
spoofing resources without contributing to the attack.

1.2.5. Defense solutions

How to effectively defend against DDoS attacks is an open question that researchers 
attempt  to  address.  Approaches  to  answering  this  question  involve  measuring  existing 
solutions, proposing and validating new solutions, and exploring technical root causes which 
enable the attacks.

Within recent years one of the most researched topics in detecting and defending against 
DDoS  attacks  is  the  application  of  Software  Defined  Networks  (SDN)  and  Cloud 
technologies.  Contradictory relationship between DDoS defense and SDN where resource 
exhaustion might occur on the SDN plane while trying to defend against  the attacks and 
additional SDN concerns are overviewed by Yan et al. [46].

Offensive security at the moment of writing this thesis was a mostly taboo topic among 
academia,  government,  and  military  organizations.  A semi-offensive  approach  has  been 
explored by Walfish et al. where bots causing application-level resource exhaustion before 
bandwidth exhaustion were forced to use more bandwidth [47]. It relies on previous research 
where botnets were comprised of individual bots having very limited bandwidth, by requiring 
all clients to send more bandwidth while limiting the request count per client, bot bandwidth 
can be exhausted thus limiting bot effectiveness for current and coinciding DDoS attacks. 
This approach is not viable for the most problematic case of the reflected DDoS because 
reflectors are usually non-compromised legitimate services, sending or requesting more data 
from those can impact their performance.

Filtering  particular  network  traffic  at  the  upstream  provider  level  to  limit  attacks 
received by the targeted network and minimize collateral damage is a common DDoS attack  
mitigation technique called blackholing. Dietzel et al. analyzed blackholing data from a large 
Internet Exchange and determined that predominantly individual IP addresses are blackholed 
indicating attacks against  specific services,  in the rest  of the cases distributed systems or 
networks are likely being targeted  [48].  Researchers observed that the average number of 
blackholed network ranges is exceeding 1000 which would correspond to ongoing attacks 
being mitigated.

As discussed in [1.1.3. Reflected Amplified Volumetric DDoS attacks], one of the two 
root causes of the reflected amplified DDoS is the ability to spoof IP addresses that malicious  
actors abuse. Technical solutions to IP spoofing detection and mitigation have been proposed. 
Jin et al. initially proposed to analyze the Time-to-Live value in received IP packet headers 
and compare those to the real path of the IP packet to detect the difference but this approach 
has issues with multipath routing and other Internet peculiarities [49]. This approach has been 
revisited and developed further by several researchers, Mirkovic et al. managed to address the 
main drawbacks caused by the nature of the Internet routing thus creating a self-learning 
system that  erroneously  drops  a  low amount  of  legitimate  traffic  and  a  high  amount  of 
spoofed packets [50]. But even when deployed it would not protect against reflected DDoS, as 
the  received  attack  would  consist  of  non-spoofed  packets.  None  of  these  solutions  have 
proven to be fully effective against DDoS attacks in real-world deployment, the only proven 
solution is to universally apply BCP 38 [32].
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1.2.6. IP Spoofing

The ability to spoof the IP address of the packets is the main cause for multiple types of 
attacks, including the most problematic reflected DDoS, that is why it is important to analyze 
sources of IP spoofed packets to better understand and address the issue.

Center  for  Applied  Internet  Data  Analysis  (CAIDA)  based  at  the  University  of 
California's San Diego Supercomputer Center has been conducting research into the state of 
IP spoofing and continuous monitoring since 2008 [51]. When a spoofed packet is received it 
is already too late to search for its source, defending against received spoofed packets is not 
effective, meaning this issue has to be researched and mitigated at the source. CAIDA has 
developed a tool for popular OSes which users have to download and execute themselves, this 
tool sends IP packets from user computers trying to spoof the IP address in multiple ways. 
Data quality depends on measurement count and even more on distribution across as many 
ASes as possible. If there is not a single measurement from an AS, then no exact conclusions 
can be made, blocking spoofing could possibly be inferred from upstream AS results, but no 
research into this topic has been published. A similar issue is with the old data, if the latest test 
was conducted years  ago it  is  unclear  if  the  judgment  about  a  particular  network is  still  
relevant, because there might have been remediation or less likely new misconfiguration.

CAIDA software creates various types of spoofed IP packets to determine whether they 
can exit the user’s network, including both IPv4 and IPv6 protocols, both public and private 
IP addresses and parent ranges  [51]. These packets are sent to the CAIDA server therefore 
researchers can determine that received testing packets have been routed through the Internet  
without proper filtering. Adjacent IP spoofing is a separate concern, if filtering is happening 
on a network service provider level then depending on the network’s architecture, it might be 
problematic to filter out one client spoofing another client’s IP ranges. Then it can be abused 
to cause DDoS attacks against neighboring networks.

CAIDA spoofer project publishes updated and historical data from their measurements, 
in total 22.6% of the IPv4 AS not using NAT were spoofable in July 2018 which corresponded 
to 14.3% of the IP address blocks [51]. In general countries in developing regions are found to 
be proportionally more spoofable than already developed countries. But in absolute numbers, 
the USA has most of the spoofable IP blocks. This finding that in absolute numbers developed 
countries contribute most to cybersecurity issues is similar to Leverett and Kaplan [4].  These 
results demonstrate that the spoofing issue is still serious and not properly addressed, even a 
much smaller number of spoofable networks can cause as large DDoS attacks as current ones 
because bots or servers using spoofable networks are not usually the bottleneck of the attacks.

Relying on end users  to  collect  data  might  not  be the best  solution because of  the 
discussed drawbacks. Lone et al. have proposed a new measurement technique relying on a 
traceroute sent from a vantage point outside of the tested network [52]. If a traceroute packet 
with the vantage point’s IP address as the source address is sent on purpose to AS which 
doesn’t serve the IP range of the target and is returned researchers infer that source IP address 
filtering is not sufficient. Their results indicated that 1.3% of network service provider ASes 
and 3.2% of network service customer ASes allow IP spoofing.
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1.2.7. Internet connectivity outage detection

A major  DDoS attack  can  cause  local  Internet  outages.  Inadvertently  research  that 
focuses on the Internet speed, stability, and reachability can detect also the issues caused by 
DDoS attacks. This type of research doesn’t necessarily focus on low-level networking data, 
many public  sources  of  information  often  are  more  easily  acquirable.  Aceto  et  al.  while 
conducting a comprehensive survey on Internet outages determined that DDoS attacks are a 
substantial cause of the outages [2].

Banerjee et al. explored Internet outages by analyzing large data sets of mailing lists of 
network operators discussing causes for network outages and other intermittent issues  [53]. 
They  discovered  that  DDoS  was  the  main  cause  in  the  security-related  Internet  outage 
category.  Gunawi  et  al.  investigated  public  information  regarding  major  cloud  provider 
outages [54]. Researchers determined that DDoS attacks accounted for about 5% of the cloud 
providers’ major outages.

1.2.8. Motivation behind the attacks

The motivation behind the DDoS attacks varies significantly, actual attack executors are 
commonly driven by financial gains and sometimes as a form of political activism. Insights 
into these motivations can permit researchers and decision-makers to address the DDoS issue 
more appropriately. These research approaches involve analyzing public and hidden forums 
and websites offering and discussing the service, leaked and publicly accessible data, and 
attack details.

DDoS attacks have become a popular service provided by the cybercrime industry thus 
allowing people without any knowledge and qualification to launch attacks against any targets 
for as low as 1 USD and even offering a “free testing period”, these services are commonly 
referred to as booters [43]. This has changed the threat landscape dramatically and all services 
on the Internet are threatened, even students that don’t want to participate in online exams can 
order DDoS attacks to successfully bring the exam infrastructure down [43].

There is an interesting phenomenon that DDoS attacks are not only used against public 
services but also against online gamers who use residential Internet connections and thus are 
susceptible to network overload, leaked data from TwBooter DDoS service demonstrated that 
most of its victims are online gamers and attacks last usually less than 10 minutes, which is 
enough time to make the victim lose a particular online match, motivation can be as simple as 
winning a game without any monetary or other kind of gain  [55]. Even before DDoS as a 
service was widely available not only individual gamers but also online game servers and 
related forums were commonly targeted. A special case is online gambling. System owners 
can escape local laws and regulations by hosting gambling systems in offshore locations but 
by  being  a  lucrative  business  it  attracts  cybercriminals,  extortion  is  the  main  motivation 
behind attacking these systems. System owners have a dilemma either lose money from being 
inaccessible to clients or lose money by paying extortionists who will attack again in the 
future [56]. All these extortion attacks can be classified as ransom DDoS (RDDoS). These and 
similar high-risk systems are the reason for creating new DDoS mitigation and protection 
industry.
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Booter services can be found by clients via search engines and hacking forum posts,  
leaked data showed that a single DDoS service can make up to 24 thousand USD per month 
[57]. Before the rise of cryptocurrencies to prominence it was a promising approach to target  
conventional online payment systems like PayPal accounts of the booter services which could 
be determined by making a payment for the criminal service. It targeted not only received 
funds but forcing cryptocurrencies as the only method of payment would also decrease the 
potential  earnings  from  not-so-technically  savvy  customers  thus  minimizing  profits  and 
motivation to provide the services.

Political activism and dissent can be placed into a different category of motivation. Not 
only  the  same approach of  purchasing  service  is  available  but  users  can  install  software 
capable of creating DoS attacks directly from their computer, the most popular being LOIC 
which permits to voluntarily join a botnet [58], therefore the DDoS attack strength against a 
single target is proportional to the count of participants that are representing same opinion 
[59].

1.3. Research outside of academia

Case  studies  analyzing  individual  attacks  are  occasionally  published  online  by 
commercial entities receiving or mitigating DDoS attacks. It happens when a new protocol is  
starting  to  be  abused  for  the  attacks  or  when  previous  attack  records  are  broken.  The 
motivation behind these case studies is to advertise the ability to handle DDoS attacks to gain 
more clients. Details in these case studies are usually very restricted so as to not reveal any  
commercial information or weak points in the defenses. These case studies have become the 
main point of reference when discussing DDoS attack capacity. When the question is raised in 
most  settings what  is  the maximum realistic  DDoS attack capacity,  the following answer 
usually refers to the latest or a recently published attack case study. The DDoS mitigation 
industry has addressed non-volumetric reflected DDoS attacks to such an extent that they 
generally don’t make any news or reports anymore.

Some of the most known and referenced case studies of the aforementioned type are 
presented in table 1. The overall trend of the reported attacks is going up and protocols that 
can be exploited are exploited.

Organization Service abused (port) Capacity Date reported

Arbor – DDoS mitigator Memcached (UDP 11211) 1.7 Tbps[60] 05 Mar 2018

Akamai – CDN provider Memcached (UDP 11211) 1.3 Tbps[61] 01 Mar 2018

Cloudflare – CDN provider Memcached (UDP 11211) 260 Gbps[62] 27 Feb 2018

Cloudflare – CDN provider SSDP (UDP 1900) 100 Gbps[63] 28 Jun 2017

Akamai – CDN provider CLDAP (UDP 389) 24 Gbps[64] 04 Mar 2017

Cloudflare – CDN provider NTP (UDP 123) 400 Gbps[65] 13 Feb 2014

Cloudflare – CDN provider DNS (UDP 53) 75 Gbps[66] 20 Mar 2013

Cloudflare – CDN provider SNMP (UDP 161) 21 Gbps[67] 03 Aug 2012

Table 1: Highly referenced case studies and reports published by the industry
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There are  four major issues with this approach and that is one of the reasons for this 
research:

1. Attacks  that  have been successful  usually  are  not  described so  as  to  not  lose 
reputation and reveal  the  weakness in  defenses.  There is  a  strong commercial 
motive to keep this kind of information hidden.

2. Individual DDoS attacks mostly consist of one type of vulnerable protocol being 
abused. Consumer of the report doesn’t get the holistic picture of the total possible 
attack capacity.

3. It is unknown what percentage of the total attack capacity of a particular protocol 
was actually utilized. It might be observable by looking at the unique IP addresses 
in logs to determine what percentage of the total reflectors of the specific type 
participated in the attack. But that doesn’t necessarily reflect the percentage of the 
total possible attack capacity.

4. These capacity values represent a single point in time. Even if these really were 
the maximums that included all the significantly contributing reflectors at their 
maximum capacity  which  is  highly  unlikely,  they still  have  no  relevancy  for 
understanding current attack capacity.

1.3.1. Abusable network service scanning projects

Whenever a new service gets abused for DDoS attacks usually a new scanning project 
presenting the results publicly is created. The creators of these projects are organizations and 
individuals working in networking or cybersecurity fields who are affected by DDoS attacks 
but frequently prefer to remain anonymous. The main purpose of such projects is to advise the 
public in general and network owners that their networks contain systems that can be abused. 
It can be done by either emailing notification messages to network abuse addresses, notifying 
only persons that signed up for their network ranges, or enabling them to do network range 
searches in their database. The goal of these projects is to minimize the number of abusable 
devices as much and as quickly as possible.

Sometimes these projects cooperate with researchers from academia by providing them 
with raw data, so research can concentrate on data analysis instead of technical data gathering. 
On its own, the research usually is limited to scanning the Internet for all the devices using 
specific ports and protocols, grouping found ones by AS and geographic (country) attribute, 
and presenting the results in table and graph formats. If scans are repeated then a comparison 
can be made between time spans and device count decline trends can be identified. If scans 
are scheduled periodically then the current situation can be ascertained.

Many  open  ports  exposed  to  the  Internet  are  being  scanned  by  The  Shadowserver 
Foundation including more than 10 that  are  most  commonly used for  amplified reflected 
DDoS attacks  [68]. The approach is to use the same scanning infrastructure, the same data 
processing  and  visualization  software,  and  the  same notification  approach  for  every  new 
protocol  added.  The  only  change  that  is  required  is  developing  and  deploying  the  new 
protocol payload and port.

Open NTP project provides scan data about network time servers supporting two types 
of commands that can be exploited for DDoS attacks [69]. The issue with scanning projects 
that focus only on one type of service is that with decreased relevance or time they tend to 
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stale and stop conducting the scans. In this case, the latest data is from October 2016 at which 
point they detected 3.8 million of the reflectors. 

On the opposite side, scanning activities can be detected and presented in real-time and 
as historical data. One of these projects is NetworkScan Mon, it aggregates data by source and 
destination attributes of the IP packets and presents aggregated statistics which revealed that 
in July 2018 there was not a single protocol abusable for DDoS attacks among the top 10 
ports  receiving  scanning  activities  [70].  It  indicates  that  DDoS is  a  specialized  niche  of 
cybercrime  and  because  of  the  required  2-pronged  execution  it  is  less  attractive  to 
cybercriminals as opposed to most popular scanned ports which are used by services that can 
be directly exploited. This project has partially identified and logged IP addresses used in the 
current research, other academic researchers can be identified as well by the university AS 
names.

Open resolver project is one of the most used and referenced reflector scanning projects 
in  the  academic  literature.  It  has  monitored  the  DNS  resolver  count  from  2013  till  the  
beginning of 2017, providing statistics about resolver count and replies [71], no information 
about the current or future functioning of the project is known. Raw scanning data sets are 
being provided to verified academic researchers. CyberGreen is the best-known organization 
developing a DDoS monitoring project which provides some statistics and data sets to the 
public  but  the  full  detailed  information  is  kept  private  [72].  This  project  relies  more  on 
calculations and estimates rather than actual measurements besides the scanning stage.

1.3.2. Attack monitoring projects

It is possible to monitor DDoS attacks and extract some of the attack attributes by either 
passively monitoring network traffic at IXPs or maintaining a distributed set of honeypots that 
pretend to be exploitable network services. 

DDoS Mon project provides insight into worldwide DDoS attack statistics and historical 
trends, in July 2018 it reported averaging about 20,000 attacked IP addresses per day [73]. An 
attacked IP address doesn’t necessarily equal a single attack or target as systems under attack 
can have multiple IP addresses. But no deeper analysis into grouping separate IP addresses 
into a single target was provided, it might have a potential for separate research. In the same 
time period, USA and China were the most attacked countries, HTTP port 80 and HTTPS port 
443 were the most targeted ports, and websites using  .com top-level domains were targeted 
most often. Amplification and reflection-based attacks were the most common amounting to 
nearly 70% of the DDoS attacks by frequency, the most commonly abused protocols were 
CLDAP, NTP, and DNS. These attack statistics have drawbacks in the sense that a number of  
some  specific  abused  protocol  services  don’t  correspond  with  their  overall  bandwidth 
contribution  to  the  attack  which  is  the  main  property  of  the  DDoS attack.  Additionally, 
multiple types of DDoS botnet command-and-control servers are monitored and commands 
are analyzed to extract information about targets.
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1.4. DDoS over IPv6

IPv6 deployment has opened new avenues for network misconfigurations exploitable 
for DDoS attacks by either weakened defenses or by unprotected network services utilizable 
for reflection.

Scanning the IPv6 part of the Internet the same way as IPv4 by fully enumerating the 
address space is unfeasible because of the difference in the address space size 128 bits vs. 32 
bits  which is  28 orders  of  magnitude larger.  Even taking into account  the fact  that  IPv6 
address space is sparsely populated also on the network prefix level, and it  is possible to 
extract currently employed subnet prefixes from routing tables and scan only those, the host 
part of the network address is commonly 64 bits large  [74] which is still as unfeasible as 
scanning the whole address range. All of the known approaches for IPv6 network scanning are 
analyzed in RFC 7707 [75]. Most of the described techniques rely on scanning a particular 
subnet  from  outside  or  inside  of  the  network  for  penetration  testing  purposes,  for  this 
scenario, even a partial view of the IPv6 network can be sufficient. Many of the described 
approaches like scanning for vendors that are known suppliers for target networks, using local 
broadcasts, and DHCP assignment patterns are completely irrelevant to Internet-wide scans. 
The most relevant method for this thesis is the enumeration of low bytes of the host part of the 
network  address  which  are  commonly  assigned  manually  by  system  administrators  for 
publicly reachable network services. It can get as high as 92.65% in the case of tested mail 
servers but at the same time client addresses rarely use this addressing scheme instead opting 
for  randomized  addresses  which  were  introduced  because  of  privacy  concerns  about  the 
unique traceability  of  MAC addresses  being used as  part  of  IPv6 address  [76].  Thus the 
described IPv6 scanning techniques can’t  be applied for the whole Internet scan with the 
expectation of gaining a full view of the publicly reachable devices.

Gasser et al. have approached this issue from a different direction and instead of active 
probing conducted passive monitoring of traffic and other public sources of information and 
found in total 150 million unique IPv6 addresses  [77]. IP addresses were acquired from an 
IXP and a scientific network, and because of the dominance of randomized IPv6 addresses 
this approach is the only one that together with methodology from RFC 7707 can produce a  
view of the IPv6 Internet as close as possible to the real world. The limitation of this approach 
is that for the full IPv6 Internet view, it would require data from many IXPs and even then 
some devices that have limited communication might not be identified. The factor that limits 
this approach is that there have to be agreements with a variety of IXPs about extracting data  
without violating individual and company privacy. Furthermore, there are concerns as to what 
extent the extracted IPv6 addresses can be used and would active probing for services on them 
be even permitted.

Hendriks  et  al.  searched  for  open  DNS resolvers  that  can  be  abused  for  reflected 
amplified DDoS over IPv6 [78] by extracting data from the DNS servers themselves. A DNS 
server  scan  was  conducted  over  IPv4  and  then  the  identified  open  resolvers  were  sent 
specially  prepared  queries  that  would  be  resolved  over  IPv6  if  it  was  configured  thus 
unmasking the IPv6 address. The main concern of the research was that the DNS servers 
running over IPv6 might be significantly less protected than IPv4 because of human factors 
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applying firewall rules and configuring settings. This approach is different from previous ones 
but it is applicable only to DNS servers.

The total available upload bandwidth of a device connected to the Internet is not limited  
by the Internet protocol version. But rather by technical or contractual limitations of an ISP 
which provides network connectivity. If the device has vulnerable network services running 
on both IPv4 and IPv6 protocols total contribution to the attack capacity should not exceed of 
that what only the IPv4 service running can contribute. There can be exceptions – only IPv6  
connectivity on the device, different network transit providers for different protocol versions, 
configuration differences, etc. One of the possibilities is that AS could have separate physical 
network connections for IPv4 and IPv6, then the total attack capacity contribution of this AS 
would be higher for both protocols than only IPv4. Another concern raised in  [78] is that 
configuration of running services or protecting firewalls might be neglected on IPv6 thus 
resulting in attack potential only over IPv6.

Because of these stated technical limitations and potentially small additional gain from 
including IPv6 in this research it was decided to exclude IPv6 from the scope of this thesis. 
Same time author acknowledges the importance of IPv6 and proposes it as future work or 
separate research.
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2. ATTACK CAPACITY MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY

This  chapter  presents  an  overview  of  the  proposed  DDoS  attack  measurement 
methodology  without  examining  the  technical  details  of  the  implementation,  technical 
implementation  is  presented  in  [4.  Protocol  measurements].  Additionally,  major  issues 
regarding scope, legal and ethical considerations, and non-implementation technical options 
are discussed.

2.1. Scope of the research

The research reported and methodology proposed in this thesis focus only on measuring 
individual services (protocols) utilizing stateless network protocols more specifically UDP 
which generate amplified responses. Because of the IPv6 limitations discussed in [1.4. DDoS
over IPv6] only the IPv4 protocol is  being considered.  The proposed methodology is  not 
applicable to the DDoS research outside of the defined scope as scanning and measurement 
stages will not produce suitable data to use in the capacity calculations. Although [5. Global
attack capacity]  discusses  totaling of  different  protocol  measurements  it  is  outside  of  the 
defined scope of the proposed methodology.

2.2. Proposed measurement methodology

In theory, an experiment directly measuring the maximal possible DDoS attack which is 
launched against the network being measured could produce a number that would represent 
the  total  DDoS attack  capacity  worldwide.  In  practice  that  is  impossible  because  of  the 
prohibitive costs of creating a network supporting the attack size and collateral damage to 
other networks. Even if a CDN network with distributed presence around the world would be 
used, the collateral damage potential would still persist.

The proposed solution is to split the experiment into smaller chunks and conduct “self” 
DDoS.  The smallest  block of  the  experiment  would be  a  single  device  connected to  the 
Internet providing a service abusable for DDoS attacks. Testing an individual device shouldn’t 
cause any networking issues in any part  of the network path between the device and the 
measurement system. Limiting test traffic should protect the tested device from overloading 
or  any  damage.  When  all  the  reflectors  of  a  particular  abused  protocol  are  measured, 
limitations that affect total attack capacity can be applied.

The steps of the proposed methodology are the following:
1. Identify abusable network services (protocols) and corresponding requests, that 

are exploitable for the DDoS attacks.
2. For  each  of  those  services  identify  all  the  publicly  reachable  devices  by 

conducting the Internet-wide scan.
3. For  every  one  of  the  identified  devices  send  a  set  of  exploitable  requests  to 

measure individual properties – amplification, rate limiting, speed, etc.
4. Identify limiting factors and apply those to the measured set to produce the total 

attack capacity of the measured protocol.
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Although the idea to  measure the total  DDoS attack capacity  is  similar  to  research 
conducted by Leverett and Kaplan  [4], the methodology differs significantly. There are no 
interactions with individual devices trying to measure respective contributions to the issue. 
When determining the bottleneck of total DDoS attack capacity only the median upstream 
connection  speed of  a  country  is  used.  Although not  a  methodological  difference  but  no 
measurements were conducted as data sets were provided by third parties.

2.3. Services abusable for DDoS attacks

Any service connected to the Internet and responding to requests can potentially be 
abused to some extent. This thesis focuses only on services using UDP protocol as these are 
the easiest to abuse and produce the largest BAF. For the reflected amplified DDoS attack 
variant, attackers are concerned with the ability to locate abusable services easily and the  
amplification those services can provide. From an attacker’s perspective, the perfect service to 
abuse is the one comprised of millions of devices having BAF in hundreds or thousands. NTP 
has been a great example of that but because the issue was so serious that it was affecting also 
reflectors it was significantly remediated in a short period of time [36].

The worst services to abuse from an attacker’s perspective are the ones having very few 
publicly reachable devices providing insignificant amplification. But even if the number of 
devices is high and BAF is low or vice versa, it might still cripple the attacker’s ability to  
launch a large-scale DDoS attack. Remediation efforts of the industry target both of these 
characteristics.  In  reality,  most  of  the  attacks  are  closer  to  the  middle  ground containing 
enough reflectors which produce average amplification.

Attackers’ spoofable  bandwidth  is  the  most  valuable  resource  for  the  attacks,  its 
capacity is limited by the number of compromised systems under the control of the attackers.  
The higher is BAF of the abused protocol the larger DDoS attacks can be produced with the  
same  limited  resources.  The  larger  the  DDoS  attack  the  higher  the  probability  for  it  to 
negatively affect the victim. Attackers with very limited spoofable bandwidth might prefer 
protocols with the highest possible BAF, especially when a new protocol starts getting abused 
right before any remediation has taken effect.

The ability to easily scan for abusable services is another requirement from an attacker. 
It is easy to scan for services that are located on known fixed port numbers, always reply to  
generic  requests  (e.g.,  DNS),  or  respond to amplified requests  when are  vulnerable  (e.g., 
NTP). Said properties are common for protocols providing some service to clients but might  
not be the case for client protocols. Client protocols can choose random ports as they are  
initiating communications and respond only in some cases. It might be possible to identify 
clients  with  appropriate  ports  for  particular  protocols  using  directory  servers  or  through 
communicating  with  other  clients  but  in  all  these  cases  it  requires  additional  effort  and 
resources from the attacker. For this reason, client protocols are not significantly abused for 
DDoS  attacks,  even  though  research  demonstrates  that  amplification  is  possible  and 
amplifiers are common [35]. When all server protocols are significantly remediated malicious 
parties might turn to abusing clients but currently that is less efficient.

For the purposes of this research, only the protocols already commonly abused for the 
DDoS attacks  presented  in  different  sources  are  measured.  These  sources  include  DDoS 
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attack monitoring projects [73], academic publications [35], [39], and non-academic scanning 
projects  [68].  Identifying  vulnerable  services  is  outside  of  the  scope  of  this  research, 
analyzing  individual  protocols  for  the  abuse  potential  is  discussed  in  [1.2.1.  Analyzing
individual protocols]. 

2.4. Scanning the Internet

Internet-wide scanning is a common occurrence and is conducted by various parties – 
researchers, malicious actors and commercial entities but the motivation of these parties are 
diametrically opposite. Large-scale analysis of scanning being conducted on the Internet has 
been provided by Durumeric et al. by investigating network traffic received by a large darknet  
(network  region  containing  no  running  services)  [79].  By  grouping  together  source  IP 
addresses from the same subnets and aggregating by time and destination ports researchers 
were able to distinguish the individual scans. Which allowed fingerprinting the used tools, 
sources and speed of the scans, and targeted services. Most of the defensive research done in 
academia or by commercial entities was easily identifiable by network ranges, reverse DNS 
entries, and web pages that explained the purpose and authors of the research. Seemingly 
malicious actors in most cases used hosting providers known for poor security practices and 
scanned for recently published vulnerabilities. Active probing demonstrated that only 0.05% 
of the tested network ranges block subnets from which scanning activity originates which has 
a negligible effect on the research data quality.

The first commercial search engine that indexes Internet-exposed devices was Shodan 
[80].  It  crawls the whole IPv4 address space testing for  common open ports  and tries  to 
extract identifying data using appropriate protocol payloads. Competitor targeting specifically 
the academic community Censys was released later on [81]. Both have been used extensively 
for commercial and academic research purposes as those enable the extraction of useful data 
without  creating  a  scanning  setup  which  can  have  technical  and  bureaucratic  pitfalls. 
Additional processing of the results after service discovery offers a data set that is much more  
detailed thnt a common scanner would create as an output.

There are various primarily commercial entities conducting Internet-wide scans for their 
own benefit and not publishing the results. Researchers can negotiate access to that data for a 
specific  purpose.  This  approach  can  limit  the  researcher’s  ability  to  be  completely 
independent and affect the research outcome when access gets revoked.

Although mentioned sources of data have proven to be useful for research purposes in 
the case of the current study more control is needed especially over the age of data. When  
using third-party scanning results one has limited options to pick data sets by scanning time 
period and even if the newest data set can be selected the largest issue remains as there is no 
control  over  when  the  individual  device  identified  in  the  scanning  process  was  found. 
Individual  entry  can  be  hours  or  even  days  old.  When  measuring  individual  devices  it 
becomes hard to separate the devices that refuse to communicate properly from the ones that 
have become unreachable over time – disconnected from the network or power, changed IP 
address or some network connectivity issues (churn) had occurred. To maximize data quality 
all of the individual processing and communicating must occur instantaneously after every 
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single individual device is discovered. It forces the author to conduct Internet-wide scans as 
part of this research.

2.4.1. Role of the Internet scanning

Role of the Internet scanning is simple but crucial for this research. TCP open port 
scanning is  the  easiest  to  conduct  as  there  is  no payload and all  of  the  TCP connection 
establishments are uniform and independent of the port or the protocol used. As the scope of  
this research is limited exclusively to the abusable network services running UDP protocol, 
scanning  becomes  more  complicated.  UDP  as  a  stateless  protocol  has  no  connection 
establishment thus the only way to identify service is to send an actual payload and wait for 
the appropriate response. Every network service running on UDP requires a different payload. 
Network scanners frequently provide built-in generic payloads for common services that are 
optimized to generate (discover devices)  as  many responses as possible.  But  as noted by 
Hendriks et al. default provided payloads might not be sufficient because of fake devices and 
network misconfigurations [78].

The goal  of  the scanning stage is  to simply identify all  the devices on the Internet 
running a specific network service so this information can be used for further processing in 
the next stage. Only then do any further communications with devices occur deciding if it is  
abusable for the DDoS attacks or not.

2.4.2. Selected solution

Currently, the most utilized Internet scanning tool (judging by the number of indexed 
publications  in  Scopus)  among  academic  researchers  is  zmap originally  developed  by 
researchers from the University of Michigan. It has been designed and developed with the 
goal of scanning efficiently the whole Internet. Some of the design choices make it especially 
effective compared to the alternatives [82]:

• Randomizing destination IP address so the generated network load is equally spread 
against the target network (the whole Internet).

• Skipping OS TCP/IP network stack and generating raw Ethernet frames thus avoiding 
OS network bottlenecks.

• Not  maintaining  a  connection  state  but  trying  to  extract  as  much  information  as 
possible from the received responses.

• No retransmission of lost packets while still maintaining up to 98% network coverage 
using a single packet per the destination IP address.

These design choices enable zmap to complete the full Internet-wide scan efficiently in 
sub one hour time using only a single average computer  [82]. In addition, features like the 
ability to launch scans from multiple systems simultaneously, blacklisting of networks, and 
using multiple  source  IP addresses  on a  single  system make it  production ready.  Further 
improvements to the zmap have enabled it to utilize a full 10 Gbps network connection which 
allowed it to scan the whole Internet in less than 5 minutes using server-grade hardware [83]. 
Although not relevant to this thesis for network security researchers it has created a possibility 
to take near-perfect snapshots of the state of the Internet and discover systems susceptible to 
newly published vulnerabilities almost instantly which can be exploited by malicious parties 
as well.
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The modular architecture of  zmap enables it to be extended with almost any network 
scanning  functionality  without  modifying  the  source  code  of  the  scanner  core.  And  the 
modifiable output format can be directly piped into any third-party or custom tool for further  
data processing or network interactions. The tool over time has evolved into the ZMap Project 
containing a whole toolset of scanning and scan data processing software [84].

Because  of  the  author’s  previous  experience,  discussed  factors,  dominance  among 
academic researchers, and functionality that satisfies conducted research requirements zmap 
was chosen as the tool for the Internet scanning stage.

2.4.3. Alternative solutions

Currently,  there  are  multiple  competing  tools  suitable  for  Internet-wide  scans, 
performance and functionality wise the one most closely resembling zmap is masscan [85]. 
Although used in the industry quite extensively it has not gained traction among academic 
researchers (judging by the number of indexed publications in  Scopus) possibly because it 
was  released outside  of  the  academic setting.  Interestingly  both  tools  have been released 
around the same time indicating high demand for efficient Internet-wide scanning, before that 
another  tool  unicornscan provided  similar  functionality  but  has  lost  the  functionality 
battle [86].

One of the most popular network scanning tools is nmap [87] which has a wide range 
of functionality and serves well for local network testing or remote limited network range 
scanning for the information gathering purposes of penetration testing. Although it has been 
used for the Internet-wide scanning the efficiency and speed are too low to guarantee data 
quality. It has been estimated that  zmap with equivalent accuracy is 1300 times faster than 
nmap for the Internet-wide scan [82].

Any programming language supporting a network stack can be used to develop custom 
computer programs to scan the whole Internet for some specific purpose. This approach has 
been used by researchers (including the author for the previous research) extensively before 
the development of zmap but it has several serious drawbacks. The program becomes either 
simple but slow or fast but complex because of the required parallelism. OS network stack 
tuning becomes necessary to maintain produced data quality. Limited reusability of produced 
software between separate researches makes this approach wasteful and replicability in the 
academic setting becomes limited.

2.5. Measuring amplification

Amplification is an important property of the set of found devices to understand the 
abuse potential of the protocol, it is needed to make measurement decisions but it might not 
be required to calculate the total attack capacity of a protocol. If the device count is low then 
the total attack capacity is low even if amplification is significant. Attackers don’t care about  
services that provide no or small amplification even if the set of devices is large, because 
small amplification is still  affected by packet loss, rate limiting, and other factors. In this 
scenario, an attacker can more easily execute a direct attack from bots against a victim using 
spoofed IP addresses. Any device or network service that responds to the request with a larger 
response can be referred to as an amplifier. Amplification in the case of DDoS attacks is a  
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property of the attack that describes the attacker’s ability to utilize the bandwidth available to 
them but cause more bandwidth to be received by the victim.

The commonly  used  term to  describe  amplification  size  is  bandwidth  amplification 
factor (BAF), it  was coined by Rossow and defined as “bandwidth multiplier in terms of  
number of UDP payload bytes that an amplifier sends to answer a request, compared to the 
number of  UDP payload bytes of  the request”  [35].  The researcher knowingly disregards 
Ethernet, IP, UDP headers to preemptively address changes in the IP protocol version and 
keep BAF future-proof. In some scenarios, this calculation can produce a wrong impression 
because network connection speed is defined as the ability to move the amount of bits on the 
lowest  physical  level  of  the network link.  Even if  the UDP payload was 0 it  still  would 
consume some bandwidth of the network link to send or receive such a packet, UDP header 
would be 8 bytes [88], IP protocol header would be at least 20 bytes [89], and in the case of 
Ethernet frame (header, CRC, preamble) at least another 26 bytes are used [89]. Totaling at 
least 54 bytes of the network bandwidth consumed for transferring a 0-length UDP packet. If 
a payload causing the amplified response is very small (a few bytes) and the calculated BAF 
is a multiple (e.g., 3-10), then the real link layer amplification the victim receives can be 
multiple times smaller than the BAF. In real life attacks request payload and BAF is usually  
large enough to disregard the overhead for estimation purposes. 

In the same research [35] term packet amplification factor (PAF) was proposed as the 
ratio of received packet count to sent packet count. This term hasn’t been commonly adapted 
because modern network devices computationally can handle small network packets up to the 
bandwidth capacity of the network port. Thus the network port usually has to be exhausted 
volumetrically  by  bandwidth  to  cause  DDoS  before  computational  resources  of  packet 
processing are exhausted. In most cases, PAF is far less relevant than BAF when analyzing 
DDoS attacks. Usually, PAF is not even mentioned when discussing case studies of attacks or 
in academic research.

Amplification can be caused by the two types of commands – standard (protocol) and 
non-standard. Non-standard commands are not defined in the protocol specification and can 
be  debugging  or  implementation  features.  These  features  can  usually  be  safely  disabled 
without affecting the service functionality. But when these non-standard features propagate on 
the Internet it is caused by the default software configuration distribution over a long period 
of time, at some point attackers can discover those and abuse them, after that, it takes months 
and even longer to remediate those services. In the case of DNS, amplification is caused by 
standard request command which generates a large response, large responses are defined in 
the protocol and are always useful for DNS functioning, e.g., many alternative IP addresses 
for a single domain request. This feature of the protocol can’t be disabled, this is one of the 
reasons why the DNS is a longtime abused service. In the case of NTP, the opposite is true, 
abused command is debug feature that is not defined in the protocol specification and does not 
affect NTP functionality, it spread across many platforms because it was enabled by default in 
the software implementation. It got significantly mitigated by releasing software updates with 
this feature disabled, only leaving behind devices that are not updated and managed.

Measuring amplification is one of the steps of the research methodology proposed in 
this thesis. It can be done by sending a single request that is known to cause amplification and  
waiting for the response and measuring the total bandwidth and packet count received. Real-
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world amplification per every potentially abusable device has not yet  been measured and 
published in other research. Amplification testing payload has to be developed and tested for 
every  investigated  protocol.  There  are  two  variants  of  commands  that  are  abused  for 
amplification – parameterless or parameterized. Measuring amplification for requests without 
any specific parameter is easier, it provides the maximum result for every device regardless of  
other factors. Parameterized requests, e.g., a specific type of query for a specific domain name 
in the case of DNS, affect response size based on the input parameter. This variant has to be 
carefully selected from real-life attack reports and tested that it  is still  valid,  or manually 
crafted, wrong parameter selection will not produce maximum amplification which is a risk 
for data quality for this research.

Measuring amplification in theory should be a safe action as it is using standard features 
of the devices, it should neither cause any issues to the device nor the network. In reality,  
there are anomalies detected by the author and other researchers, there are amplifiers that in 
response to a single packet send multiple gigabytes of the response while sustaining hundreds 
of  Mbps  [36].  This  not  only  endangers  data  quality  but  also  the  tested device  itself,  the 
network it is located in, and other networks on its path to the measurement network.

When discussing the amplification of a set of devices usually some average number 
either measured or estimated per protocol is used as the amplification factor, e.g., provided by 
US-CERT  [90] or  Rossow  [35].  Generally,  BAF measurements  are  simple scans utilizing 
optimized  amplification-causing  payloads  and  are  calculated  for  each  received  response 
(single response per device), if this payload discovers a sufficient number of devices then 
BAF  property  can  be  extracted  from  the  standard  quantitative  scan.  Although  the 
implementation of the proposed measurement methodology relies on this simplified BAF in 
[4.  Protocol measurements],  the methodology proposes also optional whole protocol BAF 
which can be expressed as the ratio of all  received (0 to measurement count per device) 
response payload bytes to all sent measurement payload bytes. This metric is meaningless 
without a universal limitation applied across all the measured protocols, e.g., device speed 
threshold, rate limit threshold. If an attacker relies on similar limitations then the produced 
protocol BAF can correspond to the real-world DDoS attack amplification and can be used to 
determine the required spoofable bandwidth.

The purpose of this methodological step is to establish to what extent the protocol is 
abusable compared to the reported theoretical maximum or initially measured BAF values. 
Decreasing BAF is one of the remediation approaches which is usually not remeasured after 
the introduction and proliferation have occurred, e.g., configuration bundled with a software 
package that is automatically updated.

2.6. Detecting rate limiting

Attackers  abusing  network  services  rely  on  that  they  don’t  have  any  rate  limiting. 
Academic  and  industry  research  usually  stops  at  identifying  the  devices  or  estimating 
amplification, there is no published research regarding real-world rate limiting among the 
identified potentially abusable devices. The lack of aforementioned research is the reason why 
rate limit detection is part of the proposed methodology for this thesis.
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For measuring amplification one request packet can suffice but for detecting rate limit 
many identical requests have to be sent and answers received and measured. Every measured 
protocol (implementation) can have its own specific rate limit that needs to be tested, e.g., 
default  configuration  value  for  software  distribution.  If  it  is  not  possible  to  identify 
trustworthy rate limit values then more aggressive testing might be required but only for a 
limited set of devices. Because of the count of sent requests, rate limit measurement is much 
riskier than amplification measurement, no harm should be caused to properly designed and 
engineered  devices.  In  some  rare  and  specific  cases,  a  burst  of  packets  might  overload 
improperly  designed  devices,  causing  a  slowdown,  hanging,  or  reboot,  but  no  physical 
damage  should  occur.  The  assumption  for  this  thesis  is  that  these  devices  are  publicly 
reachable and already receive traffic that would cause potential  issues often, and in these 
cases, no real damage is caused.

Rate  limiting  can  be  caused  by  software  implementing  RRL  to  mitigate  the 
consequences of abusing stateless protocol for DDoS attacks [91]. RRL can be implemented 
in different ways over different time intervals, by using the burst response measuring method 
actual rate limit per second is not known. For approximation in this thesis, it is assumed that  
the measured rate limit is per 1 second but the primary concern of this methodological step is 
to detect if any rate limit is present. If a need to measure RRL more precisely arises in the  
future it can be accomplished by using a continuous stream of requests for multiple seconds 
instead of the single burst.

Rate limiting might also be an unintended consequence of the limited computing or 
network resources. A significant portion of the reflectors is CPE, networking, and IoT devices 
with low computing power which might also have a low-speed network connection.  It  is 
possible that the resources of a device at the moment of measurement are utilized for some 
legitimate task or even for ongoing real DDoS attacks to the extent which will produce false 
positive rate limit detection, it is an acknowledged risk for data quality but it is not addressed 
within the scope of this thesis. Causes for rate limiting might be a worthy separate research 
question but because of the complexity is not investigated in this thesis. For the purposes of 
this thesis, there is no differentiation between different causes of rate limiting.

Technically rate limit measurement can be implemented in two ways – by sending a 
burst of packets and verifying the count of received packets or by analyzing every pair of  
response and request packet sets. Because the measurement requests are identical for most of 
the protocols it  should produce identical  or very similar response packets count-wise.  By 
using  packet  count  from the  amplification  measurement  step,  it  is  possible  to  divide  the  
number  of  received packets  with  PAF to  roughly  estimate  if  the  resulting  value  is  close 
enough to the number of sent requests, if it is then there is no rate limiting or it is above the 
selected threshold, otherwise resulting value approximately corresponds to rate limit.

More precisely rate limiting can be measured by mapping sets of response packets to 
each appropriate request. To an extent it allows to differentiate packet loss from rate limiting, 
as rate limiting is implemented per response basis, it potentially allows to identify exactly 
from which request responses stopped coming. This method is also suitable for measuring rate 
limiting that is not per second basis by detecting at which request number responses stop and 
at which restart. This type of measurement technically can be implemented in two ways. The 
easiest  way is  that  every request  uses a different source port  number and every response 
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packet set will be received by a different port. But in DDoS attacks usually all of the reflected  
packets  target  a  single  port.  A more  challenging way is  to  use  the  same port  but  try  to 
differentiate between responses which depending on the tested protocol might be unfeasible 
because all the sent requests have to be the same. Different protocols possibly might produce 
better data using different measurement methods, from a methodological perspective it does 
not  matter  which  approach  is  implemented  as  long  as  for  every  tested  protocol 
implementation advantages and disadvantages are considered.

A more advanced way how to detect rate limiting could be sending the same amount of 
burst packets from single IP and a set of IP addresses, and comparing the results. If the set of 
IP addresses receives significantly more traffic than the single one then it is highly likely that 
rate limiting exists. The main requirement for the set is that IP addresses are from different  
subnets as some rate limiting is implemented on per subnet not per IP address basis. This 
approach is not explored further within this thesis but has the potential for future research.

It is highly advantageous for attackers to abuse only the network services that don’t  
have rate limiting, otherwise, resources of the devices with the ability to spoof IP addresses 
are wasted as reflectors receive requests but don’t send responses to the victims. Published 
research doesn’t analyze the activities of the attackers regarding rate limit measurements. The 
author has attempted to identify if attackers are measuring RRL on DNS servers by creating 
honeypots and logging all the requests but the produced data were inconclusive and thus not  
analyzed  in  the  context  of  this  thesis.  This  measurement  has  to  come  directly  from the 
machine under the attacker’s control without IP spoofing and the testing pattern should be 
observable – a burst of requests from a single IP address in a short period of time (testing 
stage)  and  then  after  possibly  significant  delay  following  a  large  amount  of  continuous 
requests  from different  spoofed IP addresses  (attack stage).  This  open question regarding 
attacker activities before the attack execution warrants further research.

2.7. Identifying bottlenecks and applying limitations

After detecting rate limiting on every tested device it might be tempting to continue the 
same stream of requests and measure the total upstream bandwidth of the device, then sum 
together all the measured results to produce total DDoS attack capacity. This approach has the 
potential  to  negatively  impact  some  of  the  tested  devices  and  services  they  provide, 
furthermore,  all  the devices are connected to the networks which have limited bandwidth 
available to them. The sum of the speed of every device located in the network might exceed 
that network’s upstream capacity, this is one of the potential bottlenecks that might need to be 
applied  to  the  set  of  identified  abusable  devices,  another  bottleneck being the  maximum 
upload speed of an individual device.

The maximum real network speed of a specific network connection can’t be reasonably 
measured from a remote observer’s vantage point. It might be possible to locate a sufficient 
number of network services located in some of the measured networks to generate enough 
response  traffic  to  fill  the  whole  upstream  bandwidth.  It  would  negatively  affect  tested 
networks potentially triggering counteractions, likely be illegal, and use a significant amount 
of resources without guaranteeing precise results. Bandwidth in this scenario can be affected 
by many factors that can’t be properly addressed, e.g., network connection saturation, network 
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path overload at any point, measured device load, activity on the network, time of the day, etc. 
Because  of  these  limitations  remote  network  speed and bottleneck measurements  are  not 
feasible, to produce a DDoS attack capacity estimate other information sources have to be 
used for calculations.

Academic research into the bandwidth of individual networks is lacking. Leverett and 
Kaplan solved the bottleneck data issue by using the average upload speed of the Internet  
connection per country as the maximum speed of individual devices,  then applying more 
precise network speed to the devices which could be extrapolated from the M-Lab data set 
[4]. This approach doesn’t answer the question if the networks themselves are a bottleneck or 
if they can handle all the amount of the outgoing attack traffic without any issues.

The speed of the network is not a value that can be easily estimated. It can be even hard  
to draw precise border where individual network connection is, AS as a network differentiator 
would be the easiest  solution.  In reality,  a single AS can provide a multitude of network 
connections  to  different  clients  with  different  network  speeds,  this  information  might  be 
disclosed through the whois systems but it is not universal.

The main purpose of this methodological step is to address the issue that bottlenecks are  
present on the network level, it provides no perfect solution how to achieve that. One option is 
to use external data sources for the limitation and capacity calculations, the choice of these  
sources is part of the implementation but has to be the same for all the investigated protocols.  
The alternative option implemented in this thesis and presented in [4. Protocol measurements] 
is to rely on the measurement itself as the fully self-contained data source, it can provide  
individual device speed estimates and by excluding rate-limited reflectors the network level 
bottlenecks can be essentially avoided. Defining and applying these limitations permits to 
generate the measured protocol’s total attack capacity and protocol level BAF.

The goal of this step’s implementation is  to achieve modularity where implemented 
bottleneck  calculation  can  be  easily  replaced  by  a  different  one,  probably  joining  with 
information from other  sources.  These better  sources can arise  in  the future  thus making 
DDoS capacity monitoring system future-proof, even previous results can be recalculated to 
be more precise in those cases.

2.8. Notifying network owners

Notification of  the  network and system owners  that  devices  under  their  control  are 
abusable  for  DDoS attacks is  one of  the main goals  for  academic and industry scanning 
projects. This is the practical way how the issue is currently remediated, besides notifying 
also networks that allow IP spoofing. Commonly notification is done by sending an email 
containing a list of found devices to the abuse email addresses published in the whois. Whois  
service  is  supported  by  Regional  Internet  Registries  (RIR)  and  most  Internet  Routing 
Registries (IRR) [92]. Depending on the network provided information could even contain the 
contact email address of the end client using the Internet connection.

Notification can be a part of the methodology with the research goal to not only provide 
information  and  knowledge  to  the  decision  makers  but  also  to  try  to  contribute  to  the 
remediation  of  the  issue  on  the  individual  network  maintainer  level.  The  proposed 
measurement methodology can be more efficient than previous attempts because for every 
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network (AS) it is possible to estimate contributed attack capacity which can be presented to  
the network maintainer as the amount of wasted bandwidth thus possibly motivating them 
more to remediate the issue. This thesis doesn’t implement a notification stage, the potential 
for  the  notification  applicability  is  discussed  in  [5.  Global  attack  capacity]  and  [6.
Remediating DDoS attacks].

2.9. Ethical and legal considerations

All  academic  research  strives  to  be  completely  legal  and  ethical.  Oftentimes 
cybersecurity researchers cross into the gray zone and sometimes even commit illegal acts. 
The legal basis of cybersecurity research is not stable and is still evolving around the globe. 
There are three main aspects to this thesis that require clarification from legal and ethical  
standpoints to mitigate potential issues:

• Scanning the Internet to find abusable devices.
• Interacting with the discovered abusable devices.
• Publishing the results that might be used for nefarious purposes.
Scanning the whole Internet from a single IP address sufficiently quickly (in 1 day or 

less) will generate abuse emails to the abuse contact information associated with the IP range. 
Most of these emails are generated automatically by the systems serving the network IDS role 
when a predefined threshold is exceeded or a pattern is matched [93]. These emails describe 
network events corresponding to scanning, might contain part of the network log, request a 
solution to the event, and demand an answer. Conducting initial scanning from a single IP 
address clearly established that  every single time one or more abuse emails are received.  
These  abuse  emails  mandated  responses.  The  organization  managing  the  network  and 
responsible  for  abuse  email  resolution has  to  be  notified  about  the  activities,  before  that  
permission to conduct scanning activities should be acquired as it violates terms of service for 
most of the networks. One efficient way how to minimize abuse count and other technical  
risks is to use as many IP addresses as possible and spread outgoing requests equally across 
them. Most IDS systems will process network activities per IP address thus in most cases 
notification threshold level won’t be exceeded.

Developers of  zmap and related projects have provided recommendations on how to 
conduct  scans  without  negatively  affecting  network  operations  and  maintaining  ethical 
standards for the research [81], [82]. These recommendations are:

• “Coordinate closely with local network admins to reduce risks and handle inquiries.
• Verify that scans will not overwhelm the local network or upstream provider.
• Signal the benign nature of the scans in web pages and DNS entries of the source 

addresses.
• Clearly explain the purpose and scope of the scans in all communications.
• Provide a simple means of opting out, and honor requests promptly.
• Conduct scans no larger or more frequent than is necessary for research objectives.
• Spread scan traffic over time or source addresses when feasible.” [82].
These recommendations have become the de facto standard for most academic research 

involving Internet-wide scanning and even crawling, but neither they nor any other scanning 
publications investigate the legal aspects. 
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Interaction with the devices is separated from the scanning aspect. Scanning for devices 
using TCP protocols is straightforward as only protocol communication is established and no 
payload is being sent. UDP scanning and TCP communication are already more intrusive and 
risky  as  the  devices  are  instructed  to  do  something and reply  but  it  is  still  classified  as 
scanning. These instructions usually are safe and normal which generate proper response in 
all cases in theory. In practice because of different implementations and other anomalies some 
fringe  devices  might  be  negatively  affected.  From  an  ethical  and  legal  perspective,  no 
malformed or other payload interfering with the normal functioning of the device can be used.

The interaction stage in academic research usually involves the extraction of additional 
data with as few commands as possible. The risk is increased in comparison with the scanning 
stage as there might be multiple requests which are implemented even worse that the scanning 
ones. There is no detailed research into affecting devices but this risk is acknowledged for 
some protocols with poor implementation, e.g., DNP3 [94]. The measurements conducted in 
this research involve dozens or hundreds of identical requests, these requests are the same or 
similar to the scanning ones and are as safe.

Scanning involves risks, data flowing all around the world, multiple jurisdictions, and 
fields of law that a researcher has to adhere to. Further interaction has a theoretical potential  
to  overload  some  individual  devices.  The  author  has  consulted  with  legal  professionals 
regarding  the  legal  ramifications  of  this  research.  The  received  feedback  has  been 
dissatisfactory as there is no clear established legal practice or precedent regarding this type 
of research. Thus the author hasn’t taken any additional actions addressing the ethicality and 
legality of this research.

Publishing the results that can be used by malicious parties for illegal purposes is a 
serious  ethical  consideration  that  has  prevented  and  delayed  the  publishing  of  academic 
security research before. This research contains both methodology and actual data. Malicious 
parties are already conducting scans to determine which devices are abusable and use those to 
conduct the attacks. The methodology provided in this thesis can allow readers to gain a better 
understanding of the contributors to the attack capacity. It might enable malicious parties to 
achieve larger or more effective attacks if implemented. But, likely, some measurements for 
this purpose are already being conducted.

Current research doesn’t disclose raw data to the public and identified IP addresses of 
the devices that are deemed to be significant contributors are hidden as well. Information is 
presented as a statistical overview and can’t be directly abused.
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3. CLASSIFYING DEVICES

Device  classification  has  an  important  role  and  numerous  uses  in  both  academic 
research and industry discussed in [3.2. Classification research]. Understanding what is the 
type or ideally specific model of an unknown device that is present on a network or even more 
worryingly sending data to the outside is crucial in the modern security context. Albeit there 
are methods for device classification that can achieve high precision for small sets of devices 
there were no suitable solutions for the large sets such as millions of DDoS reflecting devices 
at the start of this research (c. 2017) therefore the author has explored this topic and published 
contributions to this field. This chapter provides a short overview of the published research 
[8], [13]–[15], [17], [18] where the author was the lead researcher and its relevance to the 
DDoS research in the context of this thesis. Refer to the original published papers for a more  
thorough view.

3.1. Relevance to the DDoS research

After the primary research question “which protocols are contributing the most capacity 
to  the  attacks”  is  answered  then  a  secondary  research  question  arises  –  “what  are  these 
devices”? If it is possible to identify sets of highly contributing reflectors can we classify 
those and act upon this new knowledge? Can the DDoS capacity issues be addressed from the 
device angle is discussed in [6. Remediating DDoS attacks].

Although not a part of the currently defined capacity measurement methodology, the 
classification of the identified highly contributing reflectors can provide valuable insight into 
the  issue.  The  current  methodology  doesn’t  get  into  depth  analyzing  what  every  device 
actually is besides only the identified and measured protocol. This protocol might serve only 
an auxiliary function of the device, e.g., a web server running an NTP server because of some 
specific requirements or a misconfiguration. Or a residential Internet router that operates a 
DNS server on both external and internal interfaces. This knowledge can be highly valuable to 
address  the  issue  at  the  root  cause  for  every category of  found devices.  For  example,  if  
determined  that  a  significant  amount  of  residential  Internet  routers  are  responsible  for 
substantially contributing to the DDoS attacks, while the abused network service might not  
even be needed to fulfill its functions but is enabled by mistake on the external interface, 
policymakers  can  force  manufacturers  to  address  it  in  the  newly  produced  devices  and 
through firmware upgrades.

It is possible to make judgments about every single individual device by analyzing other 
ports  and  services  running.  There  are  two  major  issues  that  caused  classification  to  be 
excluded from the scope of the proposed methodology. The first issue is balancing between 
scanning as many ports for every device as possible while not getting blocked or causing 
issues to the targeted device. The more ports of the device are scanned the more data for 
classification is extracted. Data quality plays an important role in this research and getting 
decreasing number  of  results  because  of  getting detected and blocked would cause  more 
complications than gained insights. The second issue is that creating a large classifier is very 
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meticulous and time-consuming work and could easily fill a separate doctoral thesis on its  
own. Without proper training set this task can’t be handled using machine learning.

3.2. Classification research

A variety of individual fingerprinting techniques are explored in academic literature and 
industry products. One of the simplest and oldest ways is to passively analyze TCP/IP stack 
default settings to determine the operating system [95]. Information disclosure using version 
identification requests implemented by a protocol running on the device is one of the most 
common ways to classify the devices but it is usually used against already specific device  
categories,  e.g.,  scanning  the  Internet  for  industrial  control  system  (ICS)  devices  [94]. 
Because of the differences between how various protocols and implementations operate and 
the overall  protocol  count,  it  hasn’t  become the way how all  devices  on the Internet  are 
classified.  Not only operating systems or running software can be identified but  physical 
devices  can  be  fingerprinted  as  well  and  identified  by  their  skewed  clocks  if  they  are 
synchronized with time servers  [96].  But nothing from the existing body of work can be 
readily adapted for the current research purposes, a more integrated approach is needed by 
utilizing the most effective fingerprinting techniques together.

Scanning the  Internet  for  specific  devices  or  protocols  is  an  established practice  in 
security research. This type of research in itself has no novelty in the classification aspect. 
Assumptions can be made that a device with a known open port corresponding to a non-
generic  protocol  is  serving  a  role  that  could  be  easily  classified.  Further  validation  by 
executing  protocol  communications  can  be  conducted  and  data  potentially  useful  for 
classification extracted. This methodology is effective for locating high-impact devices that 
are running specific protocols (commonly ICS) for the purpose of disabling public access. 
Mirian  et  al.  scanned  the  Internet  for  common industrial  protocols  while  identifying  the 
discrepancy between open ports and the ability to handle respective protocol handshakes [94]. 
Dahlmanns et al.  explore the security issues for the publicly reachable industrial  protocol 
OPC UA [97]. Feng et al. automated IoT classification rule generation [98].

A privileged observer can identify traffic passing through network routers. The basic 
properties of port and protocol communication can be similar, while active communication 
requires sophisticated fingerprinting. This approach might allow identifying devices that are 
not publicly reachable but are actively communicating while at the same time, it might miss 
devices that are not actively sending packets. Nawrocki et al. utilized IXP and ISP vantage 
points  to  identify  common  industrial  protocols  while  still  being  challenged  by  traffic 
classification [99].

The research into AI classification consists of the same two vantage point approaches. 
The main challenge becomes identifying features and labeling sufficient training sets. Yang et 
al.  identified and classified ICS and IoT devices extracting features and fingerprints from 
multiple communication layers [100]. Augmenting this with automated rule generation saved 
a  significant  amount  of  work  for  labeling  the  training  set.  Privileged  network  observer 
classifiers commonly are trained on labeled data either from a laboratory network [101] or a 
campus  network  [102],  [103].  Yadav  et  al.  provide  a  systematic  categorization  of  ML-
augmented techniques for fingerprinting IoT devices [104].
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Due to the fact that many AI models follow the black-box approach in terms of result  
transparency, research in the explainable AI domain has evolved drastically in the last few 
years.  Multiple  frameworks  such as  LIME  [105] and SHAP  [106] have  been developed, 
aiming to facilitate the implementation of AI in different domains, by providing transparency 
and trust in underlying models. Explainable AI solutions are already employed in the IoT 
domain, where low-cost sensors incorporated one in a decision support system [107] and an 
IoT system [108] generating explanations about the knowledge learned by a neural network 
from IoT environments.

3.3. Feature selection

Albeit  feature selection is  a vast  research direction in itself  in this section only the 
features relevant to the reflector classification are discussed. As this research addresses only 
remotely reachable devices the possible feature set is limited to what can be extracted from 
the communications initiated by scanning or measuring tools.

Network fingerprinting is an old technique of applying static rules to the non-payload 
component  of  the  communications  which  may  be  either  passively  observed  or  actively 
initiated by the fingerprinting tools. This type of fingerprinting primarily relies on the limited 
quantity of different TCP/IP stack implementation choices. With time variety of devices and 
their  respective network stack implementations have grown exponentially  thus decreasing 
fingerprinting result quality. All of the measured protocols by the scope definition are UDP 
based thus no fingerprinting can be achieved. Therefore this approach is not suitable for the 
desired classification.

Most  feature-rich  sources  are  protocol  communications.  A reachable  device  on  the 
Internet  might  have  multiple  protocols  running which  might  or  might  not  serve  a  useful 
function just as reflectors. The main issue is that in this research measured protocols don’t 
provide enough identifiable data in their amplified responses meaning that no classification is 
possible. Devices might serve other protocols that reveal or leak information that is sufficient 
for classification and sometimes even pinpointing the device manufacturer and model. But it  
always requires additional one or more protocol requests for each potential protocol being 
tested at the time of measuring.

HTTP is a simple generic way of how different kinds of embedded devices can provide 
an  interface  (graphical,  REST).  HTTP features  that  are  suitable  for  the  classification  are 
investigated in detail in [14], [15], [17], [18]. HTTP protocol is feature rich and many of these 
features individually can serve as a clue to what the device could be – status, protocol version, 
body, and headers [109]. Although response status codes are standardized the corresponding 
messages can be customized which distinguishes large groups of  embedded devices.  If  a 
device responds with an old HTTP/1.0 version response when a modern version request was 
issued it indicates that this is either a legacy software or a resource-constrained device, in 
almost all these cases these are low-power low-cost low-resource embedded devices.

HTTP response  body  can  contain  keywords  revealing  the  manufacturer,  model,  or 
purpose of the device in either the HTML body section visibly or in the HTML head section  
not displayed in a web browser. Even nondescript textual and graphical elements or external 
resources  enable  precise  grouping.  HTML tree  hash  can  group  large  sets  of  embedded 
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interfaces having textual differences, e.g., interface displaying different languages in different 
regions  or  exposed  version  number,  or  the  current  date.  Although  numerous  similarity 
calculation algorithms can be applied to the textual part or HTML tree the false positives are a  
guarantee and require significant expert intervention. External resources (e.g., user tracking 
script) linked in the response body can identify everything else besides embedded devices as 
these almost never utilize such functionality.

HTTP response headers can reveal extensive technical information that enables users’ 
web browsers to properly process and visually display that response. Although a subset of 
most common headers are standardized custom headers can be defined (e.g., for debugging 
purposes)  which  enables  grouping.  Lack  of,  presence  and  combination  of  headers  can 
indirectly identify or indicate the use case of the device, modern headers generally are not 
present  on the embedded devices.  The server  header  can directly  reveal  an HTTP server  
software but the same embedded software solutions are regularly reused across a wide range 
of  devices.  WWW-Authenticate  header  sent  by  the  server  defines  the  properties  of  the 
authentication  [110] which only embedded devices and internal web sites use. Cookies can 
serve  a  more  complex authentication role  and commonly are  named identifying software 
names. The date header can identify low-power devices lacking battery-supported clocks.

Redirects to other URLs can identify devices with a unique landing or authentication 
path. Redirects or direct requests to HTTPS enable to additionally extract data from SSL 
certificates. Web sites generally have a valid certificate while embedded devices have self-
signed ones which are commonly generated using the manufacturer’s information. 

Features  from  external  sources  have  proven  to  be  useful.  The  utilized  ones  are 
geographic  country  and  AS mapping  extracted  from the  GeoIP database  [111] using  the 
device’s  IP address.  Other  potential  external  features  include  forward  and  reverse  DNS 
records which require executing DNS lookup at the time of scans or having access to a DNS 
historic records database.

3.4. Classifying devices on the Internet

This  section  provides  an  overview  of  the  published  research  [13] where  device 
classification is explored focusing on the web interfaces which are present on various types of 
devices, from low-impact residential devices to high-impact industrial devices affecting whole 
regions. In this research, primarily HTTP protocol features are utilized which are discussed in  
[3.3. Feature selection] - response headers and their values, AS name, HTML tree hash, body 
title and keywords, SSL certificate issuer, and subject.

3.4.1. Classes of the devices

Distinct sets of device classes have been proposed  [100], [103], [112] as every early 
exploratory research defines classes from scratch. It is expected that with maturity there will 
be formalized sets of device classes that would allow easy comparison between research and 
industry tool outputs. For this research, a small set of 10 classes was defined where every 
class  is  selected  based  on  role,  impact,  size  of  the  reachable  device  set,  and  historical  
prevalence based on expert input and previous exploration of the device classes [113].
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Device class set definition is a balancing act as these can be viewed from the user,  
functionality, impact, and observer perspectives. Creating more classes would require a larger 
and more precise labeled training set without guaranteed improvement of the total overview. 
Indistinguishably similar behavior even within the small class set is observed because of the 
HTTP protocol genericness requiring a special class for these devices. Same time some of the 
proposed classes have small subsets of devices that vary drastically in their behavior and 
specific purpose. Although the labeled set is significant and proportional to the whole data set, 
it is not sufficiently representing various rarer devices and subclasses to train the classifier.  
Which  combined  with  hard-to-distinguish  protocol  responses  would  introduce  even  more 
uncertainty. These issues can be mitigated by augmenting data sets with features from other 
protocols.

ICS class contains the most impactful devices which can affect not only individual users 
but potentially whole regions. It includes industrial control systems, SCADA, and building 
automation devices. The role and software vary drastically for devices in this class. Through 
significant scanning and notification efforts, the number of reachable devices has fallen. 

Network  devices  are  classified  as  the  NET class  which  includes  all  the  wired  and 
wireless devices used in individual residential installations and most of the devices serving a 
more  significant  role  on  the  network,  providing  connectivity  to  organizations  and  other 
networks, primarily these are routers, switches, and firewalls. The impact of attacks on these 
devices cannot be overstated as not only detectable network interruption but hidden MITM 
attacks can be executed. Other devices in this class include network storage, television, and 
streaming  set-top  boxes.  INFRA  class  encompasses  data  center  infrastructure  devices 
affecting  the  physical  properties  of  the  server  hardware.  These  are  high-impact  devices 
providing server control panels and virtualization solution control panels. 

Although a variety of IoT devices from the serving role viewpoint is significant, all of  
these are placed in one IOT class. The ratio of IoT devices connected to the Internet versus 
those directly reachable is lower than for most of our other classes. It can be explained by the  
different ways different devices are connected to networks. 

Historically prevalent device classes PRINTER, IPCAM, and VOIP are kept separate. 
These classes had historic  public  mass attacks that  negatively affected a large number of 
people, e.g., wasting toner on printing unwanted documents, leaking private video feeds. Thus 
their reachability should have decreased over time. IPCAM class includes not only IP cameras 
but also DVR and NVR devices providing recording and viewing functionality. PRINTER 
class  includes  printers  and  network  print  servers.  VOIP  class  includes  phone  sets, 
conferencing solutions, and VoIP gateways.

It is possible to determine with a high likelihood that a specific device is not a generic  
web server. Features like unsupported HTTP protocol version 1.1, the wrong clock which 
starts to count time from Unix 0 seconds, and the lack of any headers indicate custom or 
outdated server software that is usually an embedded device and only in rare cases serves a 
generic web server role. If response features are insufficient, these devices are classified as 
UNCLEAR. This class also includes manufacturers that are represented in multiple classes, 
but no clear dominant class is established, and it is not possible to distinguish the device class 
from the  response  alone,  e.g.,  the  same  web  interface  is  re-used  across  classes.  All  the 
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remaining cases,  where it  is not possible to confirm that the device is not a generic web 
server, are marked UNCATEGORIZED.

From  the  security  research  perspective,  generic  web  servers  hosting  various  web 
applications are often the least exciting class of reachable devices. These devices are much 
more  often  properly  managed  and  automatically  updated  as  they  are  usually  deliberately 
reachable. The most vulnerable parts of these devices are web applications themselves, not the 
HTTP servers, but these applications in most cases are reachable using the domain instead of 
the IP address, which involves a different kind of scanning. There are web applications that 
are configured to process requests received without the domain name, but quantity-wise they 
are a minority. All generic web servers, web applications, and services related to these, e.g., 
CDN are placed into the WEB class.

3.4.2. Classifier

Four data sets were created by scanning the Internet using scanning tools commonly 
used for research: zmap and zgrab. Both HTTP default port 80 and common alternative port 
8080 were scanned in December 2018 and one year apart in December 2019. Up to three 
redirects are being followed to any port including HTTPS, in which case TLS negotiation is 
being saved as well. For the standard port in 2018, there are 54,811,827 elements, and in 2019 
there are 57,131,825 elements. For the alternative port, there are 7,792,077 and 8,100,201 
elements,  respectively.  An  element  is  a  single  response  or  response  redirect  chain 
corresponding to a single request that contains at least one proper HTTP response.

The labeled set consists of 171,791 elements. It was created from random elements of 
the 2018 port 80 data set and therefore is unbalanced across classes. There are 132,562 WEB, 
22,002 NET, 9561 IPCAM, 711 INFRA, 265 VOIP, 243 ICS, 218 IOT, 153 PRINTER, 4175 
UNCLEAR, and 1901 UNCATEGORIZED devices in the labeled set.

Two models were trained - one with the full labeled data set (large) and one balanced 
model (small). Comparing their accuracy (about 87% for the small and 97% for the large data 
set), by randomly sampling the classified output of the whole data set it can be noticed that  
the small model performed better due to the bias in the large data set. As the full labeled data 
set primarily consists of WEB devices, the classified output is significantly skewed towards 
classifying devices as WEB. To avoid bias of overrepresented classes in the labeled data set, a  
balanced labeled training set is employed (in total 11,479): ICS:243, INFRA:711, IOT:218, 
IPCAM:1,999,  NET:2,000,  PRINTER:153,  UNCATEGORIZED:1,901,  UNCLEAR:1,999, 
VOIP:265, WEB:1,999. The labeled training data set was divided into a training set (5,628), a 
validation set (2,413), and a test set (3,447). The test accuracy is 0.87277. Neural network 
selection justification, model training, and workflows are outside of the scope of this thesis 
and are discussed in detail in [13].

3.4.3. Results

The model was trained using the 2018 standard port labeled data set and applied to the  
2019  standard  port  data  set  and  also  port  8080  data  sets  for  both  years.  Although  the 
reachability of devices has been recognized as a poor and high-risk management practice, 
there is an increase in the data set size in 2019. 
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The standard port 80 classification results are provided in figure  3. As expected from 
labeled set WEB devices are the most prevalent ones. What was not expected is that the  
UNCLEAR and UNCATEGORIZED devices will be so numerous, but that can be explained. 
UNCLEAR and UNCATEGORIZED devices often have a small set of rare features extracted 
from  the  HTTP  responses,  which  makes  classifying  them  even  manually  challenging 
(requiring aggressive service enumeration combined with using external sources) and in many 
cases  impossible.  Although  while  creating  the  labeled  set  many  of  these  devices  were 
categorized, it was done through numerous weak rules utilizing only the available features. 
These features might be rare and unique enough that are not applicable to the whole data set  
in which case HTTP response data on its own might not suffice for accurate classification.

We can observe a slight decrease in reachable INFRA and IOT devices in 2019. As the 
number of IOT devices is growing significantly, it would be expected that the number of these 
reachable devices would grow over the one-year period. However, this class of devices is the 
only one from the defined one that historically rarely could be connected in a way that made 
them reachable. A more significant decrease in VOIP could be explained by changes in the 
way these types of devices are deployed and managed on a vendor level.

From the publicly well-known attacks targeting IPCAM and PRINTER devices, it could 
be  expected that  the  number  of  reachable  ones  would decrease  significantly  as  sufficient 
mitigation strategies were employed, but no such trend is observable. One explanation is that 
the number of newly added reachable devices closely matches the ones that were mitigated. It  
is  currently not  clear  what  portion of  these almost  3  million IPCAM devices  have to  be 
reachable for remote surveillance and recording purposes.

A large number of NET devices were expected. In a residential Internet connection, the 
device can expose the control panel to the Internet even if the initial setup is done by the ISP 
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technician. A significant drop in these devices might suggest that the device life cycle could 
be playing a role in older ones getting replaced and newer ones having a better configuration.

The alternative port 8080 classification results are presented in figure  4. As expected, 
the WEB devices are proportionally smaller class than in the port 80 cases as generic web 
sites usually reside on port 80. UNCLEAR and UNCATEGORIZED being the largest two 
classes and having significant growth over the one-year period might suggest that the feature 
difference is significant enough between the two ports that the model needs to be augmented 
with  the  alternative  port  data  as  well.  We can observe  much more  significant  proportion 
changes among the classes on the alternative port.

The relative class distribution for all four classified data sets is presented in figure  5. 
This view enables us to make a comparison between the utilization of different devices on 
different  ports.  There  are  other  discernible  differences  besides  already  identified  WEB, 
UNCATEGORIZED, and UNCLEAR classes. INFRA devices are proportionally about four 
times less prevalent on the alternative port, and it could be explained by the fact that there are 
a small number of manufacturers whose devices were identified and labeled on port 80. These 
devices  might  be  using  the  default  port  setting,  and  there  might  be  unidentified  INFRA 
devices defaulting to 8080 port.
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Interestingly IPCAM has almost the same proportion across the ports with the same 
decrease over the one year. Proportionally there are significantly more PRINTER devices on 
the alternative port, and that is explainable by the high variance of device models and default 
configuration  even  within  a  single  manufacturer.  VOIP,  ICS,  IOT,  and  NET devices  are 
proportionally more represented as well on the alternative port. This might be the result of  
manufacturers’ concerns about creating port conflicts on a single device. Especially valid this 
concern is for NET devices which are handling networking traffic and possibly forwarding the 
port 80 to another device.

3.5. Explainability

This  section  provides  an  overview  of  the  published  research  [8] focusing  on  the 
explainability  of  the  device  classification  which  builds  upon  [13] overviewed  in  [3.4.
Classifying devices on the Internet]. Classification explainability in the device context enables 
bidirectional knowledge exchange – experts can formalize their professional intuition into 
additional static rules for rule engines by reviewing classification decision weighting, while 
simultaneously learning new indirect ways how non-straightforward devices can be classified.

3.5.1. Classifier

The data set was prepared in the same way as described in [3.4.2. Classifier]. For the 
standard  port,  there  were  51,118,537  elements,  and  for  the  alternative  port,  8,343,898 
elements. Labeled sets and class definitions were re-used as well.

The LIME framework was selected for the explainability of the implemented Naive 
Bayes classifier. It provides rational numbers and associated features as text, which enables 
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the human interpreter to understand if the feature was weighted positively or negatively for 
each device. The test accuracy is 82%.

Neural  network  and  Naive  Bayes  comparison,  implementing  explainability,  and 
technical considerations are outside of the scope of this thesis and are discussed in detail in 
[8].

3.5.2. Understanding classification

Explainable classification can increase the precision and furthermore transfer the new 
knowledge back to experts. In this subsection, a randomly selected device from each class is  
evaluated in an attempt to understand the classification and to evaluate options for improving 
it.  The  calculated  prediction  of  classes  and  the  most  impactful  weights  of  the  features 
determining the likely classes are presented.

Cisco IP telephony device classified as VOIP is presented in figure 6. While an expert 
would  focus  on  keywords  “Cisco”  and “SPA”,  the  classifier  selects  “spa”  as  the  highest 
weight feature and disregards “cisco” manufacturing a large variety of NET devices. While 
authentication headers are more indicative of other lower power and cheaper devices and have 
negative weight in this case, it is counterweighted by a slightly more complex and secure 
variant instead of plain text.

The PRINTER device is presented in figure  7. The highest weight features “hp” and 
“officejet” correspond to one of the most common printer series covered by most static rule  
sets.  Feature  “broadband”  is  weighted  negatively  as  is  more  expected  in  the  context  of 
networking devices. The “finance” keyword is part of the network name feature, which is not 
common in other randomly reviewed devices.

Smart home automation device from LOXONE classified as IOT is presented in figure 
8. While none of the high-weight features is identifying the vendor or model which is the way 
an expert would write a static rule for this device, the highest weight has “webinterface” 
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keyword of the interface and response headers. Coincidingly security headers are weighted 
negatively, indicating that the model expects IOT devices to have lesser security features. 
Interestingly network name feature consisting of “austria” and “telekom” indicates that the 
manufacturer based in Austria has a high presence in Austrian networks. While this can be 
intuitively recognized by an expert,  the variety of devices and complexity of the rule has 
prevented this from being implemented in static classification rule sets.

VMware Horizon device classified as INFRA is presented in figure 9. By definition of 
the class, most VMware solutions match the INFRA, thus keyword “vmware” having high 
weight is expected, as well as all other classes assigning a negative value to it. The product  
keyword also is expected, static classification rule sets might contain a simple rule matching 
these two keywords together.

From the randomly selected devices, the spectrum analyzer has the least features and is 
classified as ICS and presented in figure 10. ICS devices can have the least properties of the 
responses that can be extracted as features. Rich response features typically weigh heavily 
against  the  device  being classified  as  an  ICS.  While  the  combination  of  “spectrum” and 
“analyzer” can be evident for humans, these are treated as separate features and spectrum 
weighting  against  this  class  while  weighting  heavily  in  favor  of  some  other  classes.  It 
identifies an issue of introducing network names as a feature, in this case, likely the large ISP 
named Spectrum, suggesting that the network name feature should be treated differently from 
the response features.
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For the network device presented in figure  11 (NET class) the second highest weight 
feature “gateway” is a classic keyword even in static rules. The feature set and raw response 
confirm that this is an unbranded residential network gateway for which even an expert is  
unable to extract more information without active probing. This feature is not unique to the 
NET class. It might correspond to gateway functionality in an application protocol sense or 
display configuration debugging information for any networked device. In this particular case, 
this feature is weighted in favor of only the VOIP class. Most of the remaining determining 
features consist  of authentication interface keywords,  including the highest  weight feature 
“incorrect”  indicating  failed  authentication.  The  way  how  an  authentication  interface  is 
presented has a high weight in determining the class.

Hikvision networked surveillance device classified as IPCAM is presented in figure 12. 
The “dnvrswebs” is a software version unique to IP cameras and video recorders and thus is  
weighted heavily. In general, it is weighted negatively against all other classes. Most static 
rule sets have this as a simple match rule to reliably classify IP cameras.

The  WEB  device  presented  in  figure  13 is  an  Apache  Tomcat  interface  allowing 
deployment and management of  web applications.  While the feature “apache” has a  high 
weight in determining the class it is not always the case otherwise a blanket static rule would 
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Figure 10: Class predictions and feature weights for the ICS device

Figure 11: Class predictions and feature weights for the NET device

Figure 12: Class predictions and feature weights for the IPCAM device



suffice. In general, it has a negative weight on the UNCLEAR class where no web sites are  
expected. The keyword “restricted” generally associated with web interface authentication has 
a significant negative weight.

A device classified as UNCLEAR likely being an embedded one without a determinable 
functionality but definitely not a generic web site is presented in figure 14. Keywords related 
to HTTP basic authentication and the displayed message are weighting in favor of this class. 
While the presence of the Server header revealing software name and version is weighting 
against as it is often a high-weight feature, in this case, it is a generic embedded software 
having many uses.

The UNCATEGORIZED device that can’t be determined to be a part of any class is  
presented in figure 15. This device has a small feature set (all being generic) but not as small 
as the most basic embedded devices. The generic response headers are sufficient to be also of 
a web site or service not handling the default request. In general, plain text content type,  
which is the heaviest weight feature, corresponds to unformatted output mostly short error 
messages. From this set of features, an expert is not able to reliably determine the class either.

While there can be identified cases that are common and covered by static classification 
rule  sets  even  within  these  few random examples  more  complex  classification  matching 
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Figure 13: Class predictions and feature weights for the WEB device

Figure 14: Class predictions and feature weights for the UNCLEAR device

Figure 15: Class predictions and feature weights for the UNCATEGORIZED device



expert intuition can be seen. These types of cases individually can be classified by an expert 
but defining all of that into static rules is not feasible, not only by the sheer number of rules 
but  also  by  the  complexity  which  would  require  statistical  calculations  to  formalize  the 
intuition.

3.5.3. Class distribution trends

The relative  class  distribution  is  presented  in  figure  16,  the  Naive  Bayes  classifier 
results developed in this paper are prefixed NB. The remaining classification data are based 
on neural network results from [13], the raw scan data from the same source is used to test 
Naive Bayes classification for years 2018 and 2019, while the 2020 data set has been created 
specifically for this research.

While classification differences can be easily observed, they are explained by varying 
accuracy ranges  between different  methods.  Although the  goal  of  this  research wasn’t  to 
analyze the classification main trends of Naive Bayes classification can be observed. The 
increase in ICS devices is unexpected in light of worldwide efforts of disconnecting these 
devices from the Internet, most likely these are new deployments of low-impact automation 
devices. The decrease in INFRA devices is expected with a shorter lifecycle of deployments 
and  new  deployments  following  better  security  practices.  The  stable  proportion  of  IOT 
devices is positive, considering the increasing number of new deployments. IP cameras which 
often require remote reachability see a slight increase, in contrast, to NET devices which don’t 
see a significant decrease. IP telephony devices experience a stable decrease.
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Figure 16: NB classification applied for 2018-2019 and neural network classification



3.6. Conclusions

Although [3.4. Classifying devices on the Internet] and [3.5. Explainability] provide a 
functioning device classifier and furthers understanding of the classification decisions and 
therefore  has  contributed  to  the  overall  device  classification  field  with  the  respective 
publications [8], [13], the produced classifier is insufficient to achieve high precision results 
for the reflector data sets which is needed for the analysis and remediation discussed in [6.2.3.
Devices  and  regulation].  The  main  reasons  for  this  are  that  only  a  small  portion  of  the 
reflectors  have  an  HTTP  interface,  reflected  UDP  packets  lack  features  suitable  for 
fingerprinting, and the classifier’s inability to utilize other protocol banner grabs.

The  author  anticipates  universal  device  classifiers  meeting  the  requirements  of  this 
research to be released in the coming years and gathers data to the extent of not affecting 
primary scans. This is done during the scanning phase and only when devices respond to the 
measured protocol requests. Banner grabbing is conducted using  zgrab2 [114] which is a 
part of zmap network scanning toolset [84]. Currently, only a small subset of commonly used 
protocols that have the potential of information leakage (banner grab) via the first and only 
request is interacted with: FTP, SSH, Telnet, POP3, HTTP (including alternative ports 8080, 
8000),  and  HTTPS  (including  alternative  port  8443).  When  the  required  classifier 
functionality level is achieved it will be trivial to apply it to the existing data sets providing 
historical views and changes over time. The main risk is that the awaited new generation of 
classifiers  might  require  more  features  (e.g.,  wider  coverage  of  protocols  being  banner 
grabbed) to be accurate which won’t be retroactively collectable.
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4. PROTOCOL MEASUREMENTS

This  chapter describes  how  the  methodology  proposed  in  [2.  Attack  capacity
measurement  methodology]  is  applied  to  real-life  scenarios  and  discusses  technical 
implementation details. Individual protocol measurements and produced results are explored 
as well, for each protocol a single measurement is analyzed. Changes over time are reviewed 
in [5. Global attack capacity].

The protocol set selected for the measurement and analysis in this  chapter primarily 
represents the ones that historically have been abused and are still  relevant in the current 
DDoS attack landscape. Selecting NTP, DNS, SSDP, and SNMP enables comparing produced 
results with the only other existing methodology [4] addressing global attack capacity in [5.4.
Measured  vs.  theoretical  capacity].  Picking additional  CLDAP and Memcached protocols 
results in having 6 out of the top 7 most abused protocols observed in an IXP [39]. This list is 
not meant to be exhaustive  thus protocols that have lost their prominence (including short-
lived recent ones) in the academic and industry sources are not measured.

4.1. Implementation overview

This section provides an overview of the implementation and setup used to produce 
measurement data for the selected protocols in this thesis. It doesn’t cover the evaluation of 
different technical decisions made over the years, conducted testing of dedicated hardware vs. 
different virtualization platforms, or evolution of the code base. Initial published measurement 
results [10], [16] were based on the data from a geographically different measurement point 
which had a different technical  setup and an older code base.  Making these older results 
incomparable to the ones presented in this thesis.

4.1.1. Technical setup

For the scanning and measurement purposes various virtualization and hardware setups, 
OS, and network setups were tested. The measurement results presented in this thesis have 
been acquired on a dedicated server as it proved to be the most stable and reliable setup. The 
network  setup consists of a dedicated 1 Gbps uplink and 16 non-continuous IP addresses. 
Network and ISP are known not to automatically filter out network traffic that resembles 
DDoS attacks. ISP was informed and it accepted the use of its network for this research. The 
dedicated server had 32 GB of RAM and 4 dedicated CPU cores using Ubuntu 18.04 LTS OS. 
Server  resources  were  monitored  and  if  were  unexpectedly  exhausted  (e.g.,  anomalous 
network loops exhausting storage or filling incoming network link) the affected data sets were 
discarded which is discussed in [4.9. Data quality].

While conducting scans small number of automatically generated abuse e-mails were 
received by an ISP but because of the company policy, those were not forwarded uncensored, 
and thus no blacklisting action could have been taken by the author. The author implemented 
scanning best practices discussed in [2.9. Ethical and legal considerations] and has published 
the research explanation containing an easy way how to manually opt out from further scans. 
In the time period of the final network setup from May 2020 to March 2023 surprisingly only 
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10 manual opt-outs requests were received. Opt-outs totaled 8455 IP addresses which is an 
inconsequential count compared to the scanned Internet IP address space thus no changes in 
calculations  were  made  to  address  those.  It  indicates  that  selected  scanning  speeds  are 
sufficiently low not to trigger a widespread manual review by network operators.

Data extrapolation from opt-outs and possibly network bans might be an interesting 
research  question  if  received  opt-outs  or  detected  network  unreachability  would  be 
significantly more common. It exceeds a simple technical solution as one could reasonably 
argue that networks that are monitored and take action against scanning might also address 
the reflectors on their own networks.

Properties of the measurement network and the closest ISP and IP transit provider are 
crucial for the measurement activity. The primary concerns that are easily addressable are 
firewalls and Intrusion prevention systems (IPS) on the network, which might detect the UDP 
traffic and classify it as an attack, therefore, blocking a single IP or the whole protocol. The 
preferred way is to route network traffic directly from the measurement system to the Internet 
without any intermediary security devices. Issues with the Internet providers are complicated, 
most ISP have experienced DDoS attacks and therefore have some mitigation in place, IP 
transit providers handle DDoS attack traffic continuously and often are tasked with mitigating 
it. The primary goal of the measurement is to cause a small network flow using the exact 
same  requests  as  real-world  attackers  and  receive  apparent  DDoS attack  responses.  This 
measuring can resemble patterns of real attacks and trigger an automated response from the 
ISP or less likely IP transit provider. Not all commercial networks can be used for this type of 
research as some have aggressive policies towards UDP traffic which gets limited or dropped 
without even triggering any thresholds, intermittent mitigation efforts can affect data quality 
which can’t be easily addressed but can be detected as discussed in [4.9. Data quality].

OS network stack is  being used for  the measurement  stage and thus requires  some 
tuning albeit minimal compared to what TCP would require. Linux network buffer settings are 
quite low by default and depending on the load UDP receive and send buffer sizes might need  
to be increased. For the purposes of the current research, only the following changes (16MB 
send and receive buffers) sufficed in every tested and experimented scenario, these settings 
are stored in /etc/sysctl.conf:

net.core.rmem_default = 16777216
net.core.rmem_max = 16777216
net.core.wmem_default = 16777216
net.core.wmem_max = 16777216

4.1.2. Scanning

For all the measured protocols scanning step is implemented the same way:
1. zmap is launched with the appropriate port, settings, and payload fine-tuned for 

the measured protocol.
2. Responses from zmap are piped in real-time into the custom measurement script 

written in python.
3. The script  determines if  an initial  response from  zmap satisfies the minimum 

conditions for the measuring.
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4. Script sends amplification-causing requests, and logs or processes responses to 
detect  amplification  and  rate  limiting.  Amplification  and  rate  limiting 
measurement can be completely joined into a single action.

For the scanning with  zmap IP source address range is being passed. Arzhakov et al. 
suggest that the speed of scanning has created a new challenge for the generated data quality 
as it has created a situation where scanning is so fast that it can be detected and blocked by  
IPS [115]. To address that a conservative rate limit of 45000 PPS is selected which allows one 
to scan the whole Internet in approximately 23 hours. One thread is being dedicated to the 
scanning  to  meet  the  performance  requirements  and  leave  the  remaining  CPU cores  for 
measuring and logging. UDP module and appropriate port are being used, protocol payload 
has  to  be  supplied,  and  output  format  containing  not  only  IP address  and  port  but  also 
received data response and destination IP address is being used. Responses from zmap are 
piped into the load balancer which in turn pipes them to separate measurement scripts (one for 
each used source IP address). It enforces association between the scanning and measuring 
source IP address but more importantly, it permits to use simple python parallelism concepts 
that are bound by global interpreter lock to a single CPU core. As the launched measurement 
scripts  are  completely  independent  processes  then as  many CPU cores  as  the  number  of 
processes can be utilized without any added programmatical parallelism complexity. Example 
scanning and measurement script launch command:
/root/opt/sbin/zmap -i $INTERFACE -S $IPS -T $THREADS -r $RPS -b 
/root/DDoS-Capacity/zmap.blacklist  -M  udp  -p  $PORT  $PROBE  -f 
saddr,data,daddr,classification,dport  -O  csv  -o  -  2> 
$OUTPUT_DIR/zmap.stderr | python3 $DIRECTOR $IPS python3 measure.py 
$MEASURE_PROTO $OUTPUT_DIR

Bandwidth  utilization  is  protocol  payload  dependent  and  therefore  can  be  easily 
estimated as  (overheads+payload)*45000 and is essentially constant for the whole 
duration of the scan. At the selected PPS rate outgoing scanning consumes approximately 80 
Mbps for the largest used payload of 192 bytes for the NTP protocol.

One request per every IP on the Internet is sent, if the request packet is lost or the 
response is sent but not received then that specific device is not discovered or measured as all  
of the measured protocols use UDP. It is possible to optimize network utilization and scanning 
speed by sending packets only to prefixes visible through the BGP table but the scanning is 
already designed to be slow and in this scenario, no gain is expected. This optimization would 
be beneficial only for a fast snapshotting scan. Developers of zmap state that the number of 
lost  packets  are  less  than  2%  [82].  The  goal  of  the  scanning  and  measuring  step  is  to 
eventually be automatically scheduled and executed thus even some temporary network issues 
will not negatively affect the overall measurements over time. The scanning stage relies on 
the default  zmap behavior to randomize scanned IP addresses to minimize detection and to 
provide output of the detected services distributed evenly across the whole scanning time thus 
enabling simplified measurement implementation without buffering and queues.

The code of  zmap is extremely efficient by design and consumes all the CPU cycles 
available  on  the  system.  This  creates  contention  for  the  CPU and  can  cause  completely 
unnecessary delays for the software running in parallel on the same system which usually is 
none. But in this research on the same system as zmap at the same time measurement script is 
being executed which expects no delays for timing calculations. The solution for this is to use 
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zmap thread limit and leave at least one free thread for the measurement meaning system has 
to have access to 2 dedicated CPU cores to produce reliable data. For the technical setup and 
selected configuration, it suffices to limit zmap to a single thread (core) as the scanning speed 
is low. Every new technical setup and rate limit combination must be tested to guarantee that 
the selected thread limit is sufficient.

Measurement scripts are written in python as it  is  a universal  language allowing to 
implement  algorithms  easily  and  computing  overhead  is  not  an  issue  as  the  amount  of 
processing that has to be done is significantly lower than full Internet scanning which is done 
by zmap. Measurement starts instantly without any artificial delay or queuing. That can be 
achieved because discovered host per scanned IP ratio is low, the scanning speed is artificially  
limited and destination address randomization is employed.

Snapshotting the state of the Internet would provide the best view of the situation, and a 
good approximation is possible [83]. Issues with scanning are discussed in [2.4. Scanning the
Internet], for this research primary requirement for the full processing is defined as it must be 
completed in less than 24 hours.

4.1.3. Rate limit detection and measuring amplification

Considerations  regarding  rate  limit  detection  are  discussed  in  [2.6.  Detecting  rate
limiting],  these  range from easy implementation producing low data  quality  to  high data 
quality which requires complex implementation. For the purposes of current research middle 
ground is implemented the same way for all the measured protocols. In the implementation 
port association with the tested IP address and request number doesn’t have to be explicitly 
maintained, it is implicitly implemented.

A specific  non-privileged  port  range  is  selected  and  for  every  measured  protocol 
maximum number of requests needed for the measurement is determined. The port range is 
split into sets of ports equal to the count of required requests (50 or 100 requests) for a single  
reflector  measurement.  In  these  smaller  sets  ports  are  consecutive  which  allows  to  send 
requests from these ports consecutively, it allows to determine which request didn’t receive 
the response. These associations are implemented through simple arithmetic operations.

An important aspect is to select a sufficiently large port range for measurement activity 
that  doesn’t  overlap  zmap scanning activity.  By default  zmap evenly  utilizes  port  range 
32768-61000 [116] for the scanning stage, this large range permits matching between sent and 
received packets even when the IP addresses of received packets differ from the targeted ones. 
For the purpose of this research port range 2000-32000 is being used for the measurement 
stage. It must be ensured that these ports are not already in use by other software on the  
measurement system.

Whenever a load balancing process receives a new IP address from the scanning process 
it  pipes it  into the appropriate measurement process based on the response destination IP 
address.  The selected measurement process verifies that it  has to be measured, measuring 
starts instantly by sending a burst of request packets as fast as possible. The time the burst 
takes is short and while being affected by the system load and other factors it is proportional 
to the number of packets being sent. Burst takes less than 1 millisecond for 100 packets sent 
and for the calculations is assumed that it is instantaneous.
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A potential drawback of the implemented measuring solution is that a different source 
port is used for every single request, although rate limiting works per IP address basis not per 
port, attackers in most cases still choose to target specific service ports [73], which actually is 
a theoretical concern in a sense that this is a difference between how attackers usually operate  
and how measurements are conducted. The author didn’t observe any noteworthy differences 
in the testing stages for the different port utilization.

A timeout of 10 seconds for every reflector measurement was selected through testing 
and empiric observations.  In the local  network testing setup all  measured responses were 
received in less than 0.1 second. In most real-world cases 1 second could suffice but to cover 
borderline cases, anomalies, and intermittent network issues larger value is used. Timeout has 
to be balanced against scanning instance count and speed of scanning so as not to overload 
measurements, at any given point in time no more than concurrent reflector measurements can 
occur:

maximum concurrent measurements=instance count∗port range
ports per test

For  the  most  common  value  of  50  measurement  requests  with  16  instances 
(measurement  IP  addresses),  30000*16/50=9600 concurrent  measurement  can  be 
executed.  Either  as  a  burst  or  averaging  9600/10=960 measurements  per  second.  That 
would mean  960/45000=2.13% hitrate from the scanning stage is the limit (within the 
sliding window of the timeout) that can be handled by the measurement stage. None of the 
protocols measured in this thesis approached this limit.

Alternative implementations would complicate processing as separation by the source 
IP address then would be required. If responses were always perfect and received on time 
from the IP addresses they were sent to, overload wouldn’t be an issue and the measurement  
rate could be as fast as technically possible. But the Internet is not perfect, besides routing 
anomalies, backscatter traffic, and delays, there are scenarios in which responses are coming 
from different IP addresses than requests were sent to, e.g., multiple IP addresses per single 
device.  Without  overload,  it  can be  assumed that  the  IP address  mismatch doesn’t  affect  
measured results. With overload happening only effective strategy is to exactly match the IP 
address of the sent packets with the IP address of the received packets.

Cyclical use of the port range significantly simplifies measurement implementation by 
removing the need for any queuing. For debugging purposes notification is provided when 
overload happens so fine tuning can be conducted or data discarded if it is tainted enough. To 
an  extent  undesired  received  responses  from  the  timed-out  reflector  measurements  are 
mitigated as well because the average rate of active measurements is significantly lower than 
the maximum measurement rate. Within this time buffer old response packets are accepted but 
are actively discarded.

As  for  the  measurement  stage  IP  address  association  from  the  scanning  stage  is 
maintained and there is no explicit delay between scanning discovery and the measurement 
initiation,  the  rate  limit  counter  might  be  already  active  on  the  device.  Meaning  the 
measurement response count per reflector will  differ by 1 if  the rate limit  is  present and 
triggered.

The selected design choice allows the author to combine this step with amplification 
measurement easily. As the requests used for rate limit detection are numbered it is possible to 
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determine the reply for the first request sent. This first response is measured in bytes and 
packet  count,  for  additional  debugging  and  investigation  purposes  these  first  response 
payloads are saved. There are various scenarios in which packets get lost or don’t generate 
maximum amplification in the first response but these are rare and therefore not handled in 
any particular way.

Choosing the output format and amount of data to preserve from the rate limit detection 
and amplification measurement is a balancing act. A raw network traffic dump produced by 
tcpdump is useful for any kind of network research in the initial stage including this thesis. 
A common  way  how  to  use  tcpdump for  Internet  measurement  is  to  conduct  random 
sampling to debug measurement software and investigate detected anomalies at the network 
level. For this research tcpdump is used in real time to pre-process incoming measurement 
response packets as it has proven to be more efficient and reliable than implementing raw 
sockets in the python measurement code. And to save raw packets for post-processing. But a  
single full Internet scan dump would contain at least the sent more than 3 billion packets, all  
the received replies, and backscatter. It is not rational to save these full dumps for all scans. 
Only incoming measurement packets are saved instead. The unsaved data can be partially 
recovered from various logs generated throughout the whole process if needed.

The primary goal of the output is to be easily processable for analysis. Some processing 
of the raw data is being conducted to simplify the processing and minimize the output size  
which is generated in JSON format. The selected JSON format allows to import data in any 
programming language and most data analysis tools which leave options open for exploration 
and testing. 

For  every  measured  reflector  an  object  is  created,  it  has  the  IP address,  start  time 
(seconds  since  epoch  as  floating  point  number,  precision  is  system  dependent),  and  an 
associative  array  containing  all  the  measured  responses.  An  anonymized  single  reflector 
measurement output in the JSON format is presented in appendix A. Keeping packets from 
mismatched IP addresses while still verifying IP addresses simplifies further processing and 
enables anomaly investigation when needed. For every response IP address packets and bytes 
are counted for every measurement request while preserving sequence, allowing aggregating 
statistics per IP address and investigating response patterns. The time of the first and the last  
packet received is also preserved. For every response IP address, all the response payloads for 
the first  request  are  being saved by transforming those into hex for  safe  handling across 
different stages of processing. These payloads permit the investigation of responses on an 
application level, network level properties of the packets are not preserved in the JSON data 
set.

Selected storage formats have met the requirements for the data processing presented in 
this thesis. Simultaneously it can take too much space (more than 100 GB for a single DNS 
measurement uncompressed) for archival storage and not be detailed enough to debug a single 
anomaly occurrence. There is no perfect solution suitable for every use case.

4.1.4. Verifying data

The focus of this research is data that have not been previously acquired, processed and 
analyzed. Thus it is of utmost importance to be confident that a specific protocol measurement 
has  been properly  executed.  There  are  a  multitude  of  scenarios  that  can  affect  the 
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measurement.  There might be anti-DDoS defenses kicking in somewhere along the network 
path be it the direct uplink or a transit provider, a major IXP, or a large end-user network. 
There might be local network issues or global scale outages, even if these do not split the 
Internet still the changed routing paths can become suboptimal and overloaded thus dropping 
UDP packets  and altering the scanning and measurement  results.  There could materialize 
unexpected network anomalies. How the data quality is verified is discussed in detail in [4.9.
Data quality].

4.1.5. Data processing

After the scanning and measurement stages are completed the generated measurement 
output JSON files (single line of the file presented in appendix A) are used for the final 
processing.  These  JSON  files  are  the  only  output  used  in  the  processing  stage,  all  the 
remaining logs and packet dumps are used for debugging, anomaly investigation, and data 
quality  evaluation.  The  processed  data  set  is  augmented  by  geolocated  country  and  AS 
information. For this supplementary data GeoLite2 database from MaxMind is being used, 
this database is free but less precise than the commercial alternatives [111]. 

Aggregating by the AS and country is the first  and simplest processing being done. 
Although circumstances surrounding different IP address ranges might vary drastically in a 
large  AS,  AS  still  is  the  authority  that  is  responsible  for  the  network.  If  patterns  arise 
regarding a specific AS then conclusions regarding poor administrative practices can be made. 
Not only absolute numbers but also relative to the total IP address count of the AS can be 
calculated. The country view can indicate which countries lack regulations, where it is not 
enforced, or where industry best practices are not followed.

The burst of the measurement packets is instantaneous from the network perspective of 
the  sender  (measurement  system).  In  perfect  network  conditions  receiver  receives  these 
packets after a short network delay proportional to the distance between sender and receiver,  
processes it immediately, and responds to the sender with a similar delay. In the real world, 
this is affected by network issues and capacity limitations across the whole path up to the end 
device connection, processing capacity, and other limitations. By preserving the start and end 
time of the received responses some conclusions can be made. Individual measurements of 
high power, not rate or bandwidth limited reflectors have demonstrated that they generate 
perfect data – there is no packet loss, there is negligible difference between the time of the 
first and last received packet for every response, the first response arrives after expected RTT 
and  last  response  arrives  insignificantly  later  than  the  first  (this  type  of  measurement  is 
presented in appendix A). This time difference isn’t directly proportional to the RTT but rather 
is a sum of all the delays related to putting packets on the network on both the client and 
server side, processing on both client and server side which is further increased by varying 
delays across the network path.

Large delays (larger than RTT) between the first and last packet of a single request are 
potentially telling. Generally, the response is completely generated before the sending starts. 
If  the  difference  is  significant  for  most  of  the  responses  then  it  would  indicate  that  the 
network is likely the limiting factor and the contributing attack capacity is low. Likewise, a 
large time difference between the first and last response might indicate the same. But in this 
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case, another limiting factor might be the reflector’s physical inability to generate responses 
as fast as the requests are being received.

If  the  scanning stage  uses  a  different  payload than the  measurement  stage  the  first 
measurement  response  might  have an initial  delay caused by a  different  work or  remote 
lookups being required to fulfill the request. Further responses might be cached and therefore 
handled much faster but it completely depends on the protocol and implementation. If the 
request processing is happening in parallel then most or all of the responses can be delayed. 
These delays are sufficiently addressed by using the time of the first and last received packet 
from a particular reflector and disregarding request orders and initial delays.

There is a potential for data quality improvement by extracting AS association from the 
global routing table in real-time, augmenting the data set with the real-time reverse DNS 
entries, and augmenting the data set with the connection speed and type estimates.

4.1.6. Low-level network data

Exploratory stages of this research analyzed  also low-level networking data – ICMP 
responses. For example, the August 2018 NTP measurement data set contained 104 million 
ICMP responses that were advising of an inability to reach the host or other errors. The most  
common were  UDP port  123 unreachable  messages  in  about  50% of  the  cases  and host 
unreachable in about 30% of the cases. The port unreachable message is generated by either 
host or inbound gateway, the host unreachable in most cases is generated by the inbound 
gateway  [117]. 16% of the messages were time exceeded in transit informing that the sent 
packet’s TTL went to 0, almost 3% were ICMP network unreachable, and the remaining were 
an assortment of the other less common ICMP messages.

These  ICMP responses  are  extremely  valuable  for  Internet-wide scanning  research. 
They identify hosts that are reachable and functioning but not servicing measured protocol 
and hosts that are explicitly down. The technical setup and design choices used in this thesis 
did  not  permit  reliable  receiving  and  storing  of  the  ICMP packets,  therefore,  no  further 
analysis is conducted.

4.2. NTP

Precise time is extremely important for the functioning of most electronics in use today. 
Data  logging,  synchronized  protocols  over  the  network,  timestamping  and  secure 
communications are  some of  the most  common  applications.  Most  of  these devices  have 
cheap  and  imprecise  clocks,  but  some  of  them  don't  even  have  any  persistent  (battery-
supported) clock and the time is lost every time power is reset. The aforementioned design 
choices contribute to modern consumer electronics being so cheap and widely utilized. The 
solution to precise time in imprecise hardware is constant synchronization over the network.

Network Time Protocol (NTP) provides the solution for time synchronization and is one 
of  the  historical  network protocols  that  the  Internet  relies  on,  currently  used version has  
evolved from RFC 958 proposed in 1985 which is based on even older time protocols [118]. 
NTP uses UDP port 123, it has a hierarchical structure having the most precise clock sources 
(e.g., atomic clock) available to mankind at the very top of the hierarchy and distributing it  
throughout the hierarchical layers to the end users [119]. Client requests can be as simple as 
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sending empty client mode packets, server response contains estimated errors, received, sent, 
and reference timestamps. NTP has been designed to take into the calculations network delays 
thus providing high precision time even over low-quality network links to low-end devices.

NTP is so commonplace that most of the network-enabled devices have the capability to 
use it already built-in. Some of those devices even come preconfigured with an NTP server 
and by just powering those on and connecting to the Internet precise time can be acquired 
without any action from the end users.

NTP is designed to operate over any network including isolated private networks but in 
reality,  most of the clients use it  over the Internet.  The protocol and infrastructure are so 
universal that it is used  in a uniform way starting from miniature low-impact IoT devices 
providing inconsequential services and ending with high-impact enterprise systems providing 
banking or cryptographic signing.

4.2.1. How protocol is abused

NTP standard responses are generally small in size providing little amplification and are 
not  appealing to the attackers.  Rossow in 2013 revisited network protocols  that  could be 
abused for DDoS attacks and identified that NTP can be abused with enormous BAF up to 
4670 [35]. The researcher conducted responsible disclosure to the responsible parties but the 
large-scale attacks started at the end of 2013 and beginning of 2014 before remediation efforts 
produced a significant effect.

The  functionality  that  caused  NTP DDoS  attacks  is  monlist,  it  is  a  debugging 
command that returns a list of recent clients with additional information like NTP version and 
request  count  [35].  It  provides  insight  into  the  DDoS victims to  a  remote  vantage  point 
observer without access to any network logs and honeypots which is uncommon for the DDoS 
attack analysis. Whenever an attack is started against a victim, the victim’s IP is added to the 
client list by the NTP server and the request counter is increased corresponding to the number 
of received spoofed packets. If amplification per NTP server is measured then by multiplying 
the request counter it is possible to establish the specific NTP server contribution to the global 
attacks (both bandwidth and targets) and against individual victims. To achieve that snapshot 
of the  monlist has to be taken periodically and the difference processed. If all the NTP 
servers are snapshotted then the whole picture of the NTP DDoS landscape can be produced – 
all the abused servers and victims can be identified, and the overall attack capacity against all  
and  individual  victims  can  be  calculated.  Czyz  et  al.  analyzed  monlist responses  and 
provided various statistical insights into the attacked victims, the targeted ports, and networks 
without snapshotting [36]. These results are not real-time but correspond to the overall history 
which varies by the server.

Additionally,  the  abusability  of  the  version  command  was  explored  by  Czyz  et  al.  
determining that after  monlist remediation efforts took place distribution of NTP servers 
replying to the version command wasn’t significantly affected  [36]. The version command 
provides  information  regarding  OS,  software  version,  and  stratum (level  in  the  protocol 
synchronization hierarchy) as the response. This information is useful in the case detailed 
classification of the devices is being conducted as neither default time requests nor monlist 
provides any detailed information about the system. Version command provides much lower 
BAF than  monlist but has a higher amplifier count. Information to what extent version 
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command is being abused for real-world DDoS attacks is not known as attack statistics and 
reports usually don’t go deeper than the port and protocol, only analyzing contents of the 
attack traffic if something previously unseen is discovered.

The client table might be small due to a specific NTP server not having clients, being 
recently rebooted, or not being abused for the attacks. An attacker might fuel the attack by 
increasing  the  BAF of  NTP servers  that  provide  small  monlist responses  by  sending 
spoofed requests with different IP addresses to fill the client table with fake clients besides the  
existing real clients and victims.

As with some of the other abused protocols, NTP servers are useful and important for 
the Internet, and they have to be publicly accessible to the clients. A sew thousand public NTP 
servers would satisfy the whole world's time synchronization demand, in reality, the number 
of the NTP servers that openly and purposely serve the public today is similar to it. These 
servers have to be set up knowingly and added to the server pools or hardcoded into clients’  
settings. Researchers have demonstrated that there are millions of publicly reachable NTP 
servers  on  the  Internet  [36],  most  of  which  are  caused  by  common  issues  –  firewall 
misconfiguration for legitimate use or poor default software configuration.

Significant remediation efforts have been conducted for the NTP protocol by trying to 
minimize the count of the publicly reachable servers and distribution of configuration that by 
default has an enforced rate limiting and disabled abusable functionality. The newer protocol 
version specified in RFC 5905 addresses various other security issues including sending Kiss-
o'-Death responses instructing intelligent clients to follow the access settings of the server 
[120].

4.2.2. Special considerations

Different  implementations and versions of  NTP server  software treat  the  monlist 
command differently. The vast majority were observed to completely disregard the request 
without any reply and that is the way how it is expected to detect abusable functionality. But  
multiple other types of responses stated that command is not supported. These responses are 
not useful for DDoS attacks as they are almost always smaller than the request itself. But as  
these  responses  are  received  by  the  zmap process  it  pipes  those  IP  addresses  to  the 
measurement script. Measuring those servers doesn’t provide any useful data and only wastes 
resources of measurement and server, and increases the risk of detection potentially degrading 
future data. For this reason, the measurement stage has to filter these types of responses out.

NTP has  a  difference  compared  with  the  other  measured  protocol  in  the  payload 
properties  caused by how the  different  implementations  handle  it.  This  research uses  the 
zmap payload of 192 bytes [121] optimized for version compatibility but it has been reported 
that a payload as short as 8 bytes can be used to cause monlist responses [35]. In general 
size difference is caused by zero padding the payload to a common length expected by the 
implementation.  In this  case,  only the first  4 bytes of  the payload  0x1700032a have a 
substance  the  remaining  payload  is  padded  with  additional  188  null  bytes.  There  is  no 
published data on what is the implementation support for the various padding length therefore 
it is not possible to estimate the average payload length that would translate into averaged 
BAF.
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4.2.3. Scanning for abusable NTP reflectors

Although zmap provides both NTP discovery and monlist discovery payloads [121], 
for  the scanning stage only the  monlist command is  being sent  to  the UDP port  123. 
Meaning most of the NTP servers are not going to be detected and logged therefore the ratio 
of abusable servers vs. total reachable servers is not calculable. The reason is that the abusable 
command  is  not  part  of  the  protocol  standard  and  therefore  NTP implementations  not 
supporting  it  can’t  be  abused.  Sending  many  measurement  requests  to  the  reflectors  not 
supporting  it  might  be  considered  poor  practice  from  a  networking  and  research  ethics 
standpoint. 

The version command is not reported to be widely used for DDoS attacks and thus 
hasn’t been implemented for NTP scanning and measurement. To obtain a more complete 
picture of the potential NTP contributions to the DDoS attack capacity it is planned to be 
implemented alongside monlist. It requires separate scanning and measurement but all the 
aspects  of  the  implementation  remain  unchanged,  if  devices  are  found  supporting  both 
commands, then only the one with the larger BAF should be counted towards total capacity 
contribution. To minimize detection and load on the target networks and devices it  is not  
recommended to conduct both measurements at the same time. Thus making the intersection 
of both data sets less precise.

4.2.4. Measuring amplification and detecting rate limiting

For the amplification and rate limit  detection,  the 16 byte payload is  being used,  it  
differs from the scanning payload only by the number of padded null bytes. The author has 
observed  it  being  preferred  by  malicious  scanners  in  the  network  traffic  received  by 
honeypots. There is no commonly known explicit RRL configuration, to detect the rate limit 
the measurement count is set to 100.

After the initial DDoS attacks abusing NTP servers at the beginning of 2014 one of the 
remediation  solutions  was  to  change  the  default  software  configuration  to  disable  the 
monlist command. Detected  monlist supporting systems indicate that they are either 
legacy systems or have legacy configuration, or are misconfigured.

4.2.5. Measurement data

This  and  the  following  section  present  a  single  measurement  of  the  NTP protocol 
conducted  on  May  1,  2020.  From  the  zmap scanning  with  the  monlist payload,  the 
measurement stage received 656,923 responses. Of these 488,273 had the undesired small-
size payloads which were excluded from the measurement in which 168,650 reflectors were 
actually  measured.  These  unmeasured  responses  were  8  byte  various  error  and  version 
mismatch payloads from 304,445 reflectors and 48 byte standard properly formatted NTP v2 
payloads  from  183,770  reflectors  containing  clock  synchronization  data,  many  of  which 
seemed to be synchronized. These reflectors likely are running the same implementations or 
versions of the software that is not handling unknown requests properly.

There  was  a  small  subset  of  the  reflectors  that  respond  with  non-empty  but  small 
packets. As with the 8 and 48 bytes responses most of these seem to be implementations 
having custom error payloads or unexpected behaviors but their prevalence is low and they 
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were not filtered out from the measurement stage to determine if amplification is provided for 
further requests. Through multiple measurements, this was confirmed not to be the case and 
all further NTP monlist measurements use 80 byte response payload (monlist with 1 
result) threshold to decide if an individual reflector must be measured which significantly 
reduces the number of unnecessary burst requests and consequently potential blacklisting.

The most important devices are the ones responding properly to the monlist command 
and providing a client list. Therefore for the attack capacity analysis data set is filtered to have 
only reflectors that have responded at least to 1 of the 100 requests with at least 80 byte 
payload  (monlist with  1  result),  there  were  22,222  measurements  matching  this 
requirement. Other measurement results are not supporting  monlist and therefore didn’t 
generate any significant amplification even as a bug or error message that could be abused. 
Sent  monlist requests include 16 bytes of the payload, meaning the BAF cut-off, in this 
case, is 80/16=5.

Some of the smaller responses which are fast and not rate limited could be potentially 
abused, it makes no sense for an attacker to abuse reflectors with BAF below 2 even when no 
rate  limit  is  present  because packet  loss  and other  issues will  decrease real  attack traffic 
reaching the victim. The BAF 2-5 is low and is rarely exploited, attackers prefer much larger 
BAF and there are no known published attack cases that use NTP with so low BAF. The most 
common response within the range of  32-79 bytes  is  a  48 byte  standard synchronization 
payload containing time data, the remaining responses in this range are insignificant. There 
were 183,770 synchronization responses but none of those were measured to detect RRL. The 
48/16=3 BAF is borderline useful but it might be possible to trigger the same responses with 
shorter requests thus increasing the BAF. The set of these servers is noteworthy but it can’t be 
used to create record-breaking attacks or anything even remotely close to what continuously 
abused  protocols  produce.  For  the  NTP protocol,  BAF up  to  10  can  be  considered  low 
because it is not known to attackers if the identified abusable reflectors actually support the 
smallest amplification payload of 8 bytes.

4.2.6. Attack capacity

The proposed measurement  methodology entails  RRL detection and implementation 
purposefully maintains the association between sent requests and received responses. Figure 
17 presents the count of received responses for every one of the 100 sent requests while 
preserving the sequence. The trend is clearly downwards pointing. If any implicit or explicit  
rate limiting is happening it might be affecting the total number of responses without a clear 
pattern.  Data  didn’t  allow  the  author  to  observe  common patterns  of  rate  limiting  when 
comparing individual measurements or even sets of those. The cause might be that it is not  
known in which order packets are received by the reflectors.
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Aggregated number of NTP reflectors per count of responses presented in figure  18 
portrays  a  much  more  compelling  picture.  Noteworthy  are  the  clearly  observable  spikes 
around 10, 20, 30, and 40 responses. There is nothing in the measurement implementation or 
networking setup that relies on increments of 10 for sending or receiving packets. It indicates 
that  some  kind  of  rate  limiting  is  present.  It  is  not  necessarily  explicitly  defined  in  the 
configuration  file  of  the  NTP server  software.  It  might  be  a  hardcoded  limit  inside  the 
software or the system itself, especially for low-power embedded systems. This limit might be 
also present outside of the reflectors, it is possible that some rate limiting might be enforced 
by intermediary network devices in general or possibly targeting response payloads known to 
be used primarily for DDoS attacks. It is not enforced by measurement network ISP otherwise 
the full response spike would not be so significant. It is unlikely that this limit is enforced by  
a  major  IP transit  provider,  and  it  is  unlikely  that  end-user  networks  apply  these  limits 
manually.  Another  possibility  is  that  some  network  security  solutions  apply  these  limits 
automatically. Midsize ISPs are most likely candidates that would create this type of limiting 
policy manually. It is a compelling question for future research but is not further investigated 
in this thesis.

NTP server distribution per average response size is provided in figure 19. Average is 
calculated over received responses, if a single response is received then its size will be the 
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Figure 18: Count of NTP reflectors per number of received responses

Figure 17: Count of responses for every request number



average.  Most  common values  are  displayed  individually  and  uncommon are  aggregated 
together, the highest values are the most significant ones. With 80 byte payload which is the  
most common response size responded 4742 reflectors,  all  of those are  monlist replies 
containing a single client entry. There were only 545 reflectors that provided the maximum 
possible  response  of  100  packets  with  440  byte  payload  totaling  44,000  byte  responses 
without packet loss.

A single client  entry uses 72 bytes of  the  monlist reply.  Responses containing 2 
clients are 152 bytes long and were measured for 3639 reflectors, 3 clients are 224 bytes for  
2588 reflectors, 4 clients are 296 bytes for 2503 reflectors, 5 clients are 368 bytes for 1733 
reflectors, 6 clients are 440 bytes for 756 reflectors. Single response packets contain no more 
than 6 clients, if there are more than that for every 6 clients a full packet is sent with an  
additional  partial  response  packet  containing  the  remaining  clients.  About  27%  of  the 
reflectors  responded  with  more  than  1  response  packet  per  request,  from this  data  it  is 
impossible to establish what percentage of the remaining reflectors are capable of producing 
more than 1 packet, for that artificial filling of the client table would be required. Early testing 
data (not reviewed here) indicated that one of the remediation approaches was to limit NTP 
software to a single packet response.

A small response is not necessarily limiting the total contribution to the attack but it is  
definitely increasing network resource requirement from the attacker. If no implicit or explicit  
rate limiting is present then the reflector can utilize all the upload bandwidth available to it.

The geographic  distribution of  NTP reflectors  is  presented in  figure  20.  Most  NTP 
reflectors that replied to the monlist command were located in China – 5424, USA – 3171, 
Brazil – 3090, Vietnam – 1387, Spain 1294, Turkey – 1092, Indonesia – 1021, Malaysia – 691 
and Taiwan – 675. The USA has been commonly disproportionately represented in many 
scanning research, which might be surprising but it is related to the historic availability of the 
Internet and a high number of legacy systems, in the early testing measurements the USA had 
a significant lead over China in the number of NTP reflectors. The whole continent of Africa 
has very few amplifiers, about half of the countries have none. With the limited bandwidth 
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and high costs of the Internet in Africa, it is expected that the contribution to the total attack 
capacity is insignificant. Asia is a high contributor to this and many other network issues 
which are caused by the fast proliferation and growth of the Internet in these developing 
countries.  Large  connection  count  and  fast  speed  coupled  with  a  lack  of  regulation  and 
enforcement,  and  general  disregard  for  the  best  network  management  practices  cause 
countries of Asia to be breeding grounds for cyber security issues. But as highlighted by 
existing  research  [4] pure  reflector  count  is  not  a  good  metric  when  estimating  the 
contribution to  the total  attack capacity,  the count  has  to  be balanced against  the upload 
bandwidth.

There might be multiple causes for the large device count in some networks not just 
poor network management. ISPs can supply end client network devices possibly having some 
network  services  enabled  by  default.  Some  vendors  supply  specific  regions  with 
preconfigured devices  having abusable  services  enabled by default  and bundling network 
connection often wireless with the delivered solution. It might be unfeasible to disable these 
existing services remotely.

Logged timestamps enable the exploration of additional aspects. The first thing that can 
be extracted is the first or more precisely shortest time before the response is received, it  
corresponds to RTT. This is the way how ping functionality works but some additional time is  
added because the NTP response has to be generated. The minimum time can be loosely 
associated with the distance between the measurement network to the measured reflector. 
Reflector  distribution  by  the  time  of  the  first  received  packet  is  presented  in  figure  21, 
excluded from this visualization are 393 reflectors that had RTT between 1 and 2 seconds, and 
143 reflectors with RTT above 2 seconds (up to the 10 second measuring interval).

Reflectors with RTT below 200 ms are located in Europe or nearby countries as the 
measurement system is located in Europe. Almost 54% of the reflectors responded within the 
200-400 ms range which corresponds to a good or average RTT to other continents. RTT 
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Figure 20: NTP reflector geographic distribution



above 400 ms in many cases can be considered as poor network performance caused by 
suboptimal network routing.  But the values above 1 second are not acceptable as normal 
network performance.

For these values above 400 ms two main causes besides poor network routing can be 
identified.  First,  poor  network  connection  often  is  caused  by  mobile  or  other  wireless 
connection technology where technology affected by the low signal quality creates a slow 
connection. Second, an endpoint can be overloaded either on a network level (link can be 
saturated) or the device can be overloaded or has extremely low processing capacity available. 
Some of these devices even if measured to be contributors might contribute very little to the 
overall attack capacity. To assess that packet loss and the time difference between the first and 
last received packet has to be calculated.

Can  individual  reflector  speed  (bandwidth  contribution)  be  estimated  from  the 
timestamps as proposed in the measurement methodology is one of the research questions of 
this thesis. If for start and end time the minimum and maximum values are selected then a  
single delayed packet skews the calculation significantly. Speed is calculated by adding up all 
the received payload sizes and 42 bytes as transmission overhead for each received packet and 
dividing it by the time difference between the first and last received packet, responses with 
one packet are ignored (as are incalculable). But even that is not enough as indicated in figure 
18 rate  limiting is  present  therefore  the capacity  calculation should always take that  into 
account to be reliable. As UDP is an unreliable protocol the response rate 100% (RR 100%) is 
not guaranteed even if the measurement system and reflector processes 100% of the requests.  
Therefore a reasonable threshold has to be selected to accommodate some packet loss not 
associated with RRL, the author for all the protocols measured in this research selected the  
minimum response rate (RR) of 80%.

Summing all  the  calculated  average  speeds  of  the  5028  reflectors  having  RR 80% 
produces  43 Gbps NTP attack capacity. This speed is rather an estimate, there might have 
been competition for the bandwidth with ongoing real DDoS attacks, average speed decrease 
due to the distance, and intermittent or permanent network issues. Calculated attack capacity 
for the different RR and respective reflector counts are presented in figure 22. Selecting the 
minimum calculable 2 response RR would produce an unrealistically large 291 Gbps attack 
capacity ignoring all RRL. While selecting RR 100% would produce only 15 Gbps attack 
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Figure 21: NTP reflector distribution by time before the first received packet



capacity excluding all reflectors that lost even a single response. RR 90% with 31 Gbps might 
be even more realistic but to maintain comparability with the other measured protocols that 
have lower data resolution (less measurements) the RR 80% is maintained across this thesis.

NTP reflector speed distribution (RR 80%) is presented in figure 23, excluded from this 
visualization are 17 outliers having speeds between 147 and 503 Mbps. There are only 29 
reflectors having measured speeds above 100 Mbps, most of which are identified as data 
center networks rather than residential Internet connections. These are the highest individual 
contributors to the attack capacity if no RRL (higher than the measured) is present. 76% of the 
reflectors responded with a speed below 10 Mbps which likely indicates a combination of 
slow network connection and low-power devices. 97% of the reflectors had measured speeds 
below 50 Mbps.

Reflector (RR 80%) distribution having a speed below 0.5 Mbps is presented in figure 
24.  These  reflectors  either  have a  low response  rate  and respond slowly,  or  have a  high 
response rate and take multiple seconds to respond from the first to the last packet. Random 
sampling indicates that a significant portion of these devices are utilizing slow-speed wireless 
connections to the Internet. In total 578 reflectors responded with a speed below 0.5 Mbps,  
while these individually are insignificant contributors to the overall DDoS attack capacity 
separate  BAF calculation  targeting  only  this  set  has  to  be  completed  before  determining 
whether to exclude those from the overall attack capacity calculation.
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Figure 23: NTP reflector speed distribution

Figure 22: NTP reflector count and attack capacity for different minimum response rates



Real measured BAF for the 43 Gbps (RR 80%) capacity can be calculated by dividing 
total received bytes with 100 sent payloads multiplied by payload length and reflector count. 
In this case, the real total measured BAF was 596563454/(100*16*5028)=74.2 which 
is impressive but significantly below the standard maximum of 2750. If an optimized 8 byte 
payload  would  produce  the  same  measurement  data  then  doubled  BAF of 
596563454/(100*8*5028)=148.3 would be achieved. If  an attacker would disregard 
reflectors having large packet loss and small response payloads then significantly larger BAF 
could be achieved but only with the bandwidth far below the calculated total attack capacity.

Bandwidth contribution is a much more important metric than the reflector count. The 
geographic distribution of the attack capacity (RR 80%) is presented in figure  25 where all 
countries that were measured providing less than 1 Gbps of attack capacity are excluded as 
insignificant contributors. Compared to the count (figure  20) significant differences can be 
observed. Only 6 countries exceeded 1 Gbps contribution. China was the largest contributor 
with 20.3 Gbps or 47% of the calculated capacity. The question becomes if this is a country 
(or region) issue or if there are individual responsible networks?
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Figure 24: NTP reflectors responding with the average speed below 0.5 Mbps



The top 10 networks contributing most to the attack capacity are presented in table 2. 
Chinanet alone contributes 38% of the total attack capacity but because of how the Internet in 
China is built it is impossible to discern a specific use case of the network in this case. In the  
case of the remaining providers, it is not clearly discernible from the measurement data if the 
measured servers are located in a data center, or are connected using a business or residential 
Internet  connection  except  for  the  hosting  provider  DREAMHOST.  These  10  networks 
contributed 63% to the overall attack capacity which signals that these contributing devices 
might  be  ISP-deployed  end-user  devices  having  NTP service  enabled  by  default  on  the 
Internet-facing network interface. This measurement data view can provide insight into the 
actual bandwidth that ISPs provide to attacks which is a waste with the real-world associated 
bandwidth cost, which might motivate network maintainers to address the reflector presence.

ASN AS name Country Gbps
4134 Chinanet CN 16.4
58466 CHINANET Guangdong province network CN 2.2
4788 TM Net, Internet Service Provider MY 1.8
7552 Viettel Group VN 1.7
26347 DREAMHOST-AS US 1.2
4837 CHINA UNICOM China169 Backbone CN 1
4230 CLARO S.A. BR 0.9
7713 PT Telekomunikasi Indonesia ID 0.7
45899 VNPT Corp VN 0.7
9534 Binariang Berhad MY 0.6

Table 2: Top AS measured attack capacity contribution for the NTP

Overall NTP can be considered a highly remediated protocol. Only a small subset of the 
globally reachable NTP servers support the monlist command and furthermore, there seem 
to be present aggressive RRL configurations that considerably limit global attack capacity. 
Only  a  small  number  of  networks  contribute  most  of  the  capacity  which  simultaneously 
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Figure 25: Measured capacity geographic distribution of the NTP protocol



indicates that  this  is  not  a  country-level  issue but  rather  individual  networks and devices 
deployed by the networks themselves might be the culprit.

4.3. DNS

Domain Name System (DNS) is  one of  the  cornerstones  of  the  Internet,  it  enables 
Internet users to rely on easy to remember words as addresses instead of typing the long hard 
to remember digit strings. While new protocols that get discovered to be abusable for the 
reflected DDoS attacks often get significantly remediated within months and sometimes even 
become irrelevant in the overall DDoS landscape, the DNS case is the complete opposite, it  
has  been abused for  the  DDoS attacks  since  the  early  2000s and the  remediation efforts 
haven’t been successful.

DNS servers have two modes of operation – authoritative and resolver, UDP protocol on 
port  53  is  being  used  [122].  Authoritative  servers  serve  specific  domain  zone  and  are 
administered  by  the  zone  owner.  Resolvers  are  servers  usually  close  to  end  users  that 
communicate with the authoritative servers recursively to fulfill user queries. Recursivity is 
required because only the root  DNS servers  are  known to the resolvers  by default.  Root 
servers point to the server of top-level domains, e.g.,  .com,  then the appropriate top-level 
server points to the DNS server that manages the required domain which in turn can either  
respond or redirect further to a subdomain DNS server. This approach is too complex and too 
slow to be executed on every user system, the selected approach was to create separate DNS 
servers in the user network so the responses get cached and become faster for all the network 
users, and fewer requests are being sent to the authoritative servers.

4.3.1. How protocol is abused

A resolver usually serves clients of some specific network, this service should be only 
available to the clients connected to that network. There are very few exceptions when the 
resolver  should  be  available  publicly  to  anyone  by  design  –  stability,  censorship 
circumvention, alternative zones, and malicious domain blocking. Many of these reasons are 
based on the DNS evolving from a purely technical task into a governmental and other third-
party  desire  to  control  users  [123].  The  author  estimates  that  a  few  thousand  publicly 
accessible  resolvers  would suffice  for  the  whole  Internet.  In  reality,  there  were  about  10 
million  resolvers  publicly  available  in  January  of  2017  which  is  still  a  significant 
improvement over about 22 million in March of 2013 [71].

There are multiple causes for the large number of open DNS resolvers on the Internet. 
One is  the legitimate resolvers serving specific  networks which by network administrator 
error are accessible from the Internet. In 2018 there were close to 400 thousand assigned AS 
numbers [124]. Even if assumed that every AS has this kind of mistake it still doesn't come 
close to the total number of resolvers.

A more common reason is CPE and other reachable devices at the end client locations.  
These  devices  are  often  mass-produced  cheaply  and  neglect  security  aspects,  even  if 
addressed later on as a firmware update these devices are rarely updated in actuality, making 
them a security risk till their end of life. The majority of these devices provide useful network 
services  like NAT, DHCP, and DNS. Even if  the DNS servers  provided by ISP are  fast,  
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caching results on these devices make it even faster but the issue is that vendors and ISPs 
configure DNS server settings improperly thus instead of providing service only to clients 
directly connected to the LAN, it is provided to all network interfaces including the Internet.  
The third category is software-based, historically hosting your own domain zone was common 
practice but today with development of the CDN, DNS hosting, and the rise of cyber threats, 
it  makes  little  sense  to  host  your  own  authoritative  server.  OS  distributions,  software 
packages, and common configuration practices tended to include DNS servers for this reason, 
when left unconfigured these servers often acted as resolvers thus completely unnecessary and 
unused services  consumed bandwidth and resources of  the system and contributed to  the 
DDoS problem. With better security practices DNS server software is not commonly installed 
or  enabled  by  default  anymore  and  their  numbers  dwindle  as  the  old  servers  are 
decommissioned. But poor configuration practices by inexperienced system administrators 
still cause new resolvers which are completely unnecessary and not used for any legitimate 
purposes.

Authoritative servers can also be abused for DDoS attacks if they are not rate limited 
although no major DDoS attack using this approach has been reported. Attackers would need 
to crawl the web or otherwise acquire a large list of domains and then recursively determine 
appropriate authoritative servers. Then each server has to be tried for common queries to pick 
the one that generates the largest amplified response for a particular domain and rate limiting 
has to be measured, abusing open resolvers requires none of these steps and still most likely 
provides a larger attack capacity. The actual real-world capacity for this type of DDoS is an 
open research question that lies outside of the scope of this thesis, Anagnostopoulos et al.  
have explored this potential for abuse [37].

A noteworthy fact about the DNS system is that it is not only abused for DDoS attacks 
but also is a common target for the attacks, by disrupting the DNS server of a specific domain  
attacker can disable its resolving for the users. By disrupting root DNS servers attackers could 
bring down the whole Internet DNS, these servers have been first attacked in 2002 [1]. There 
have been occasional major attempts since the first attack and one of the largest registered 
was at the end of 2015, it employed valid DNS queries from the spoofed IP addresses and  
therefore had to be processed regardless of the RRL, for every one of the 13 root server 
groups increasing request count by 5 million per second knocking out a few of root server 
groups but because of the resilient root server infrastructure attack managed to only slow 
down some of the clients’ requests [125].

Resolvers are optimized for speed by being located close to the end users and reusing 
locally cached responses for all the clients often without any limitations. Besides blocking 
access from the Internet another proposed practice is RRL per client IP [91]. It should be done 
mandatory  for  the  resolvers  that  are  purposefully  available  on  the  Internet.  It  would  be 
beneficial if the RRL was configured by default in DNS software distributions and disabling 
RRL would  require  manipulations  from  the  system  administrator.  In  this  scenario,  even 
misconfigured devices would slowly propagate with RRL enabled eventually replacing old 
publicly reachable servers having no rate limiting. It would not solve the issue completely but  
would have a significant positive effect on overall remediation efforts.
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4.3.2. Special considerations

DNS protocol has a special property rarely implemented in network protocols and not 
implemented in any other abusable protocol measured in this research – utilizing both UDP 
and TCP protocols for the same functionality, in this case, the selection is made based on the 
size of the response. RFC 1035 specifies that “Messages carried by UDP are restricted to 512 
bytes (not counting the IP or UDP headers). Longer messages are truncated and the TC bit is 
set  in  the  header.”  [122].  Meaning that  all  DNS servers  that  have  implemented  protocol 
specification correctly should never send responses larger than 512 bytes thus amplification 
available to attackers is severely limited. When truncation happens it is the responsibility of 
the client to initiate a TCP connection to the server to receive the full response, which will not  
occur in a DDoS attack case. The motivation behind this design choice is to balance speed and 
reliability,  if  the  DNS response  fits  within  a  single  IP packet  then  the  speed  is  chosen 
otherwise reliability is preferred.

Extension mechanisms for DNS (EDNS0) described in RFC 6891 permit DNS packets 
to be significantly larger in size (maximum 65535 bytes) before truncation, a common value 
is about 4096 bytes [126]. The client has to set a specific flag in the request that it supports 
the large responses and then if a DNS server supports this feature it can send the enlarged 
response over UDP. As an attacker is spoofing the requests, it can set this flag resulting in 
victims  receiving  larger  responses  thus  significantly  increasing  BAF.  Rijswijk-Deij  et  al.  
confirmed that queries generating large responses, primarily DNSSEC, can be abused for the 
DDoS  attack  by  also  using  4096  byte  response  size  [127].  Rossow  observed  that  open 
resolvers  supporting  these  larger  responses  proportionally  are  far  less  common  than 
authoritative servers [35] but detailed insight into causes for it is still lacking. As is lacking 
the real-world DDoS data presenting to what extent this type of query is abused. It is possible  
that these open resolvers are embedded or network devices running outdated software but 
without classification, it is not possible to verify that.

Support  of  both TCP and UDP protocols  potentially simplifies  the solution to DNS 
abuse  by  moving  to  TCP  as  the  default  transport  mechanism.  RFC  7766  provides 
implementation guidelines  on how to achieve DNS over  TCP performance similar  to  the 
currently  used  DNS  over  UDP  [128].  This  migration  would  not  only  remediate  DNS 
contribution to the  DDoS attacks over time but also more easily implement currently lacking 
security features like encryption.

4.3.3. Scanning for the DNS open resolvers

Hendriks et al. noted that default payloads for DNS scanning cause a high rate of fake 
resolvers possibly under the control of China’s government-related entity to be detected [78]. 
The purpose of this kind of fake resolvers is an open question. For this reason for scanning 
payload custom domain under the control of the author is utilized and A entry is queried. Only 
if the response is correct the specific DNS server is functioning properly as a resolver and is  
used for further measurements. If the received answer is wrong or contains an error the DNS 
server  might  be  authoritative,  misconfigured,  censored,  or  have  transient  errors.  For  the 
purpose  of  this  thesis,  it  is  assumed  that  a  wrong  answer  means  also  that  significant 
amplification will not be possible in responses to attackers’ queries, so it is not efficient for an 
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attacker to abuse it and if abused then these reflectors will not be highly contributing factor to  
the overall attack capacity. Future research might be mandated for the root cause of different 
behavior of resolvers, actual contribution to the attack capacity, and real-life use in attacks.

For the scanning purposes standard query without EDNS0 is being used. Researchers 
have noted that  many resolvers do not  support  EDNS0  [127].  All  servers should support 
standard query, it queries A record which even poor implementations should handle without 
any issues.

4.3.4. Measuring amplification and detecting rate limiting

During the testing stage, it was identified that DNS resolvers implement truncating in 
two different ways. Either sending as many responses as possible that is equal to or under the  
allowed DNS response size or always sending DNS reply without a single answer with just 
the truncated flag set. This difference has caused the need to adapt the measurement approach 
by introducing another internal stage of precheck, it is not possible to extract the required 
information from the scanning responses. That is why before the actual measurement a single 
EDNS0 packet is being sent and the response analyzed, if the response larger than 512 bytes 
(even if  truncated)  arrives  within 5 seconds then EDNS0 measurement  requests  are  sent, 
otherwise standard requests are being sent even if the precheck response was not received. 
That  way  set  of  open  resolvers  can  be  split  into  the  ones  supporting  EDNS0  and  not 
supporting it which can be used for further investigation.

For the amplification measuring stage either standard or EDNS0 queries are being sent. 
The maximum size of the packet is set to 4096, the consideration being that this value is lower 
than the maximum value and is the most common EDNS0 size value [127]. For this step, the 
primary objective  is  to  produce requests  that  generate  responses  larger  than 512 bytes  if  
possible. Two separate TXT entries are being used, one generating 500 byte standard response 
and another one generating about 4000 byte EDNS0 response, the maximum value is not used 
as the response size can vary by other factors. For EDNS0 entry multiple entries are being 
used to generate truncated responses containing partial data if the resolver implements that.

For  the  initial  testing,  the  used  authoritative  server  peaked  at  around  7300  RPS 
generated by the resolvers.  Initial  attempts at  the full  Internet measurement intermittently 
stopped producing measurement results while scanning continued unaffected thus producing 
useless results. Detailed investigation revealed that the uplink provider of the utilized ISP had 
automatic DDoS attack detection and filtering triggered by the measurement TXT queries but 
not by the scanning A queries. These occurrences were the motivation behind the decisions 
made in the [4.1.1. Technical setup] and [4.9. Data quality].

The maximum response size for DNS is known to be either standard 512 bytes or larger 
if servers support EDNS0. Measured amplification is not the maximum possible, as it requires 
a special as short as possible domain not used in this thesis. Maximum amplification in the 
case of 512 byte packet limit is about 22.3 [127]. In these cases measured amplification can 
be disregarded and 22.3 BAF can be used as the fixed value for the calculations instead.

RRL as a proposed solution to remediate the issue has been implemented in most of the 
popular DNS server software. It often is implemented differently from the other measured 
protocols and usually is calculated for the same query per client IP address because the DNS 
has a critical role in the functioning of the network and effects of the individual malicious 
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users  have to  be  minimized.  Other  network services  commonly calculate  RRL as  per  all  
requests from a client. The main issue is that RRL is not enabled by default as default settings 
might affect out of the box functionality. Default limit settings and calculations vary as well  
thus decreasing the effectiveness of the measurement creating the need to send more packets  
to cover a wider range of default limits.

Microsoft Windows DNS server default RRL is quite low at 5 RPS [129]. BIND DNS 
server software has different configuration rate limiting options for authoritative and resolver 
modes, rate limit although recommended for authoritative servers can be used also resolvers. 
BIND offers multiple methods how to mitigate the negative effects on users from the same 
network or IP addresses by creating small truncated responses and responding occasionally 
thus forcing legitimate clients to use TCP connections which are affected by the rate limiting 
differently  [130]. These patterns can be observed in the measured raw data because of the 
chosen implementation.

ISC developing BIND originally suggested RRL at  5 RPS  [131] but it  doesn’t  take 
effect without explicitly stating it in the configuration file and default software distribution is 
shipped without this value provided and further package distributions usually don’t add it. 
Meaning  administrators  configuring  the  RRL have  to  acquire  RRL from some source  of 
information but various books and guides suggest inconsistently different values. Different 
DNS  server  software  have  different  limits  therefore  for  the  DNS  measurement  single 
dominant RRL can’t be established. For the purposes of this research, 50 requests are being 
sent to measure responses. All the devices should be able to handle that load as publicly 
reachable DNS servers are already abused for DDoS attacks.

4.3.5. Measurement data

DNS is a more frequently used service compared to the NTP which results in a much 
larger data set. This and the following section present a single measurement conducted on 
May 18, 2020. The first  thing that is checked is the payloads of the 8,415,951 responses 
received by  zmap in  the  scanning stage.  There  were  4,378,444 reflectors  that  responded 
without providing the expected IP address for the A request, these responses were ignored and 
not  measured any further.  About  74% of these responses were REFUSED messages.  The 
majority  of  the  remaining  were  different  DNS  error  codes  like  domain  not  found,  not 
authenticated, and server error. A small number of servers fulfilled the response but provided 
the  wrong  IP address,  these  are  filtering,  censorship,  and  misconfigured  servers.  A large 
number of these are authoritative servers and are not measured in the scope of this research. 

4,037,249 reflectors responded with the correct IP address for the A query meaning they 
are open DNS resolvers, for all of these precheck was executed and the full measurement was 
conducted. Around 13.5% of the reflectors didn’t respond to the precheck EDNS0 request 
causing the individual measurements to fall back to standard queries, this behavior justifies 
the optional precheck stage in the measurement methodology.

Although  while  successfully  fulfilling  scan  requests  some  resolvers  were  unable  to 
fulfill  TXT requests  and  responded  with  small  or  empty  packets  usually  containing  no 
responses but having error payloads (commonly 27 bytes long). As the measurement request 
is 29 bytes for standard request then the produced BAF is below 1 which is unusable from the  
attackers’ point of view. For the attack capacity calculation produced measurement data set 
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has to be filtered to exclude low BAF reflectors, based on the response size distribution and 
pragmatic attacker preferences the author has selected this cutoff to be 135 byte response 
payload (at least one per measurement per reflector) or BAF of around 4.7. Therefore the 
attack capacity  in  the  following section is  calculated based on the  measurement  data  set 
containing 3,618,577 open resolvers.

4.3.6. Attack capacity

DNS reflector average response payload size distribution is presented in figure 26. The 
most  common  payload  length  of  493  bytes  corresponds  to  the  expected  standard  query 
response  which  was  received  from  2.9  million  or  72%  of  the  reflectors.  This  standard 
response  length  can  vary  based on the  DNS resolver  software  implementation  adding or 
removing  some  protocol  properties  into  the  response  payload  besides  the  TXT value.  A 
significant  number  of  lower  averages  are  caused  by  the  servers’ occasional  inability  to 
respond  to  the  request  properly,  instead  returning  errors  or  empty  packets.  Individual 
responses  significantly  smaller  than  the  standard  are  invalid  and  can’t  deliver  the  full  
predefined TXT response.

All responses between 512 bytes and around 4000 bytes are expected to be EDNS0 
which are often truncated to common values. The second most common response payload 
length was 3627 bytes received from 5.4% of the measured reflectors, a significant number of 
reflectors had similar lengths. MTU value around 1500 causes the response packet to be cut 
short by fragmentation resulting in invalid responses for which other fragments to properly 
reassemble the packets were not received. About 1% of the responses contained 1464 or 1472 
byte payload. This is a potentially interesting research question – where and to which size the 
packet length is cut, as DNS resolvers are very common then most of the world’s AS can be 
covered.

There is a significant number of reflectors having payloads above the expected EDNS0 
response size of around 4000 bytes. 2.4% (97,274) of the reflectors had a response payload 
size above 4206 bytes. These are misbehaving reflectors most commonly resending responses 
multiple times for a single request. Although these do not behave the same way as the routing 
loops discussed in [4.9.4. Anomalies], these still might be routing loops handling packet TTL 
properly or erroneous software implementations. The most common response values having 
24,650 byte length (83.8% of the large response reflectors) were simply separate standard 493 
byte responses looped 50 times. As 50 is also the measurement request count and most of 
these measurements had only one response (instead of 2-50) consisting of 50 payloads it is 
believable that a poor implementation improperly caches the response port number (which 
should never be done) causing the generated responses to be sent to a single port on the 
measurement system instead of 50 different ones. An embedded device software that skipped 
testing consecutive DNS requests (repeated from the different client ports) could have made it  
into production. This behavior was not widely observed for the other protocols measured in 
this thesis further decreasing the likelihood of it being a routing loop. As this is purely the 
author’s unconfirmed speculation these cases are processed normally as the ones having RR 1 
and therefore excluded from any capacity calculations. Device classification is required to 
confirm that this is either a single maker, model, firmware, or software, potentially requiring 
special handling of these cases for the capacity calculations for the DNS measurements only 
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which contradicts the proposed measurement and calculation uniformity for all the protocols. 
The cause and the calculation solution of this issue remain an open research question.

Although it  is not explored which responses are anomalous and which are proper it 
doesn’t  matter  in  most  cases.  Attackers  care  about  BAF  and  the  capacity  which  the 
measurement methodology produces without analyzing the payloads. DNS response data is 
easily decodable as long as it is not cut short by fragmentation or generated by an erroneous 
implementation, this might be an interesting research question to extract values of the EDNS0 
options for analysis.

Figure 27 presents the count of received responses for every one of the 50 sent requests 
while preserving the sequence. Although there is a clear downward trend reconfirming this 
data presentation’s limited usefulness for all the measured protocols, DNS is the only protocol 
that presents a noteworthy drop. It is present right after the first response which could indicate 
an extremely aggressive rate limiting.

Aggregated number of DNS reflectors per count of responses presented in figure  28 
confirms that there is indeed a rate limiting present after a single response for the 419,474 
resolvers. Most commonly reflectors responded to all of the requests indicating no measurable 
RRL (>50) and secondly only to a single request. As there is a single scanning request plus for 
the DNS extra precheck request, then these 2 additional requests can be increasing identified 
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RRLs depending on the RRL implementation and other factors outside the author’s control. 
Therefore the observed aggressive RRL could be a singular value 1, 2, or 3 or even spread 
across these. The second highest rate peak was observed around 9-11 from 635,777 reflectors 
with the extra requests would be RRL 9-13, because of the spread across multiple values 
likely  multiple  different  RRL values  and  implementations  are  present  around  the  round 
number “10” developers and system administrators might prefer. There are smaller spikes that  
would indicate a human-caused rate limiting around 20, 25, 30, and 45 requests. Measurement 
data doesn’t distinguish if these RRLs are present on end devices or somewhere in a major 
transit  provider’s  infrastructure  as  automated mitigation because it  is  expected that  if  the 
measurement is affected by the RRL then the real DDoS attacks will be as well.

Calculated  attack  capacity  for  the  different  RR  and  respective  reflector  counts  are 
presented in figure 29. To accommodate UDP response loss of a few packets per individual 
measurement capacity calculation in this thesis selects RR 80%, for the DNS protocol attack 
capacity was calculated to be 27.5 Tbps which is the highest of any measured protocol in this 
thesis. The author estimates that DNS has been the highest sustained global attack capacity 
contributor  since  the  DDoS attacks  began  purely  based  on  the  open  resolver  count.  The 
reflector count dropoff was much more significant than the capacity around RR 40% which 
closely corresponds to the identified RRLs of 20 and below. It indicates that these 1,534,096 
reflectors were already contributing insignificant attack capacity. The calculated capacity was 
generated only from 1,262,640 reflectors representing only 15% of the scanned results and 
31% of the ones responding properly as open resolvers.
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Figure 28: Count of DNS reflectors per number of received responses



DNS reflector  speed  distribution  (RR 80%)  is  presented  in  figure  30.  59% of  the 
reflectors  responded with speeds below 10 Mbps,  these could be CPE and other  devices 
having residential  or  other  low-speed network connections.  Around 13% of  the reflectors 
responded with speeds below 1 Mbps, these could be excluded in a more complex capacity 
calculation but still present an interesting classification challenge to determine if these are 
especially low power, having some limiting or having a low-speed connection, e.g., wireless. 
There is a reflector count increase just below the 100 Mbps which corresponds to both the 
physical limitation of Fast Ethernet and a common ISP connection speed offering. Speeds in 
hundreds of Mbps are achievable on physical gigabit network connections and with sufficient 
processing resources generally high performance servers in data centers, only 1.9% of the 
reflectors contributing to the capacity had a measured speed of 200 Mbps or more. Speeds 
above 900 Mbps were calculated for an insignificant number (0.017%) of reflectors, these are 
primarily  servers  having  multi-gigabit  network  connectivity  located  geographically  (and 
network-wise) close by the measurement system, the measurement system’s 1 Gbps network 
connectivity is the limiting factor for these reflectors.

The geographic distribution of the measured attack capacity (RR 80%) is presented in 
figure 31 where all countries that were measured providing less than 1 Gbps of attack capacity 
are excluded as insignificant contributors. The largest attack capacity contributors are China 
with 5.6 Tbps, the USA with 4.3 Tbps, France with 1.4 Tbps, Russia and Brazil with 1.3 Tbps. 
These top contributors are not unexpected and they correlate not only with the other measured 
protocols  but  also  with  the  generic  quantitative  scanning  and  the  Internet  measurement 
research. The USA is a country with a disproportionate network device presence because of 
its historic development and China has provided Internet access to a large population.
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Figure 30: DNS reflector speed distribution



The top 15 networks contributing the most to the DNS (RR 80%) attack capacity are 
presented in table  3. China expectedly dominates this list with the top network contributing 
almost 9% to the total attack capacity but because of the Internet being under governmental 
control, it is not possible to extract from this data what kind of end clients contribute the most.  
AS  networks  can  be  physically  separated  thus  the  geolocation  enhancement  creates  a 
repeating network in the list of contributors. Cloudflare as one of the world’s largest CDN and 
DDoS  mitigators  is  unexpected  in  this  list,  likely  these  DNS  resolvers  are  part  of  the 
infrastructure providing public service and probably have implemented RRL which is higher 
than the measured (50), because of the high-speed network connectivity limited number of 
these servers produce large capacity. The same is true for the reflectors located in OVH and 
Hetzner data centers which are one of the world’s largest but these might be clients’ servers 
that  are  misconfigured.  Large  ISPs  (AS209,  AS3462,  AS23969)  that  provide  Internet 
connectivity  to  every  kind  of  customer  might  contain  CPE and other  low-power  devices 
providing  the  capacity  through  a  large  number  of  limited  contributors  but  the  device 
classification is required to confirm that.

ASN AS name Country Gbps
4134 Chinanet CN 2490
13335 CLOUDFLARENET — 1708
4837 CHINA UNICOM China169 Backbone CN 1271
16276 OVH SAS FR 1114
209 CENTURYLINK-US-LEGACY-QWEST US 788
4847 China Networks Inter-Exchange CN 418
4538 China Education and Research Network Center CN 325
13335 CLOUDFLARENET US 305
24940 Hetzner Online GmbH DE 300
8075 MICROSOFT-CORP-MSN-AS-BLOCK US 268
3462 Data Communication Business Group TW 257
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Figure 31: Geographic distribution of DNS attack capacity in Gbps



16276 OVH SAS CA 225
23969 TOT Public Company Limited TH 203
7922 COMCAST-7922 US 194
6724 Strato AG DE 194

Table 3: Top AS measured attack capacity contribution for the DNS

Overall DNS has the largest attack capacity of any measured protocol but because it has 
been so widespread and abused for so long there have been attempts at remediation besides 
the reflector elimination. Aggressive rate limits indicate effective widespread remediation and 
mitigation either on a device level or somewhere in a network, to determine that a device 
classification  and  extraneous  Internet  routing  and  network  peering  data  are  required  for 
analysis. The author suspects there might be other common RRLs above 50 and it is justified 
to  rerun this  measurement  at  least  once using 100 measurement  requests  and review the 
produced  capacity  and  RRL  at  RR  90%.  During  this  research  author  has  observed 
undocumented transit provider behavior mitigating suspected DDoS traffic containing DNS 
packets, it is likely that there are other unpublicized mitigations being deployed not detectable 
in  the  presented  data  views  or  measurements  not  reaching  the  activation  threshold.  That 
would explain the lack of record-breaking DNS DDoS attacks targeting individual victims 
being reported nowadays.

4.4. SSDP

Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) is a set of standards and network protocols  allowing 
devices  with  various  functionality  from  different  manufacturers  to  inter-connect 
automatically. Simple Service Discovery Protocol (SSDP) is part of the UPnP and is partially 
built on top of HTTP/1.1 and operates over UDP port 1900 [132]. SSDP is an older protocol 
defined  in  1999,  it  permits  automated  network  service  discovery  without  an  arbiter  and 
configuration  from end  users  by  relying  on  multicast  discovery  [133].  SSDP and  UPnP 
implementing products primarily are targeted towards home and small business users where 
end users are not expected to have the ability to configure the device besides plugging in a  
network cable or setting a Wi-fi password, and no in-person installation support is available. 
These types of devices suffer from a large number of security and privacy issues that stem 
from a lack of automated updates, insecure default configuration, and a lack of management.

4.4.1. How protocol is abused

In 2013 an industry report raised serious concerns about UPnP including a large number 
of devices readily exploitable using known vulnerabilities and 81 million devices exposing 
SSDP service to the Internet  [134]. Although the protocol is older the SSDP based DDoS 
attacks  started  being  commonly  observed  in  2014  [135].  In  2017  Cloudflare  reported 
mitigating  the  SSDP  DDoS  attack  exceeding  100  Gbps  capacity  [63].  From  the  IXP 
viewpoint, SSDP was the third most abused protocol for DDoS attacks [39].

SSDP payloads containing the  M-SEARCH command are almost always static and it 
requests supporting UPnP devices to respond with the list of services it provides [133]. This 
response format is predefined to include meta information and redundant data – repeating 
response headers (see appendix B). These repeating headers enable compatibility between 
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implementations and deployments where the response might be contained within a single IP 
packet or multiple responses are generated with a separate packet for each service. Regardless  
of  the implementation,  the amplification is  always present  as  a  single properly formatted 
service definition exceeds the request  payload size.  Most  of  the devices provide multiple 
services thus increasing BAF. SSDP is designed to be employed in a LAN setting to provide  
local service discovery there are no legitimate use cases for it to be reachable on the Internet. 
Because  of  poor  SSDP  implementation  by  device  manufacturers  and  insecure  default 
configuration,  these requests  are processed and responded to when received on public  IP 
addresses facing the Internet.

4.4.2. Scanning and measuring abusable SSDP reflectors

In this research SSDP payload of 84 bytes bundled with zmap [121] is being used. The 
author  has  confirmed  that  honeypots  commonly  receive  the  same  scanning  payloads.  As 
SSDP is built on top of the HTTP this payload is human readable: M-SEARCH * HTTP/1.1\
nHOST:239.255.255.250:1900\nST:ssdp:all\nMAN:"ssdp:discover"\n.

This  request  payload targets  239.255.255.250 which is  a  multicast  IP address, 
even though the same address is used as the destination of the IP packet in local networks for 
Internet scanning unicast IP addresses are used for which reflectors respond in the same way.

For  the  amplification  and  rate  limit  detection,  exactly  the  same  payload  as  in  the 
scanning stage is being used. There is no universal RRL configuration for all SSDP reflectors 
therefore to detect the rate limit the measurement count is set to 50 (default in this research).

4.4.3. Attack capacity

This section presents a single measurement of the SSDP protocol conducted on May 3, 
2020. At the scanning stage,  only 456 reflectors replied with a smaller response than the 
request and were excluded from the measurement stage in which 149,000 reflectors were 
measured. To achieve theoretical BAF >1 response payloads of 84 bytes (size of the request)  
and below are filtered out (213 reflectors). The analyzed response payloads start at 110 bytes 
therefore all reflectors are having BAF of >=1.31. Compared to other measured protocols 
SSDP reflectors overwhelmingly generate amplification.

Total  measured  attack  capacity  of  the  SSDP range  from 1019 Gbps  (for  at  least  2 
received  responses)  to  734  Gbps  (RR  100%).  SSDP is  experiencing  a  gradual  capacity 
decrease with RR increase – 981 Gbps (RR 20%), 895 Gbps (RR 40%), 855 Gbps (RR 60%),  
808 Gbps (RR 80%). This section reviews the properties of the calculated attack capacity at 
RR 80% – 808 Gbps.

The  count  of  reflectors  per  number  of  received  responses  presented  in  figure  32 
identifies multiple SSDP specific spikes. With very high confidence the author concludes that 
there are four common RRLs (not including the initial scanning response) around 17, 35, and 
44 responses and the more aggressive limit of 2 responses. SSDP gradual capacity decrease 
with RR increase but no extra capacity loss at RR 100% is explained by very limited last  
packet  loss.  This  differs  from some  of  the  other  measured  protocols  but  the  data  set  is 
insufficient to determine the root cause of this discrepancy. It could be a simple variance in 
the Internet behavior (e.g., load, other attacks, day of the week) or could be protocol-specific 
causes.
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The  total  measured  SSDP  attack  capacity  (808  Gbps  at  RR  80%)  geographic 
distribution is presented in figure  33 where all countries that were measured providing less 
than 1 Gbps of attack capacity are excluded as insignificant contributors. SSDP reflectors  
individually contribute limited bandwidth (e.g., compared to CLDAP) to the protocol capacity 
which can be observed by the limited number of countries exceeding the threshold. The top 5 
countries contribute 63% to the attack capacity. Taiwan albeit being a relatively small country 
is the largest contributor with 219 Gbps (27%) of the calculated attack capacity. Followed by 
Russia, Switzerland, France, and the Netherlands with the respective 119 Gbps, 78 Gbps, 56 
Gbps, and 39 Gbps contributions to the attack capacity. This geographic distribution indicates 
that there might be end-user devices improperly installed and managed by a few national level 
ISPs.

Networks contributing the most to the SSDP (RR 80%) attack capacity are presented in 
table 4. The largest Taiwan ISP that operates under the brand name HiNet contributes 209.5 
Gbps  which  is  26%  of  the  global  attack  capacity  of  the  SSDP and  96%  of  Taiwan’s 
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contribution.  HiNet  provides residential  and business end users with Internet  connectivity 
therefore it is likely that SSDP is present on the HiNet deployed devices (Internet gateway 
routers) with insecure default configuration exposing SSDP on the public interface. Few more 
ISPs (e.g., PVimpelCom) that provide Internet connectivity to end users are likely having the 
same  end-user  device  deployment  problem.  World’s  largest  European  data  center  (OVH, 
Hetzner, LeaseWeb) presence is unusual, and more likely that these reflectors are honeypots 
or  software  (e.g.,  multimedia)  implementations  of  SSDP  rather  than  end-user  devices 
deployed in data center setting. The most interesting is the second highest capacity contributor 
Infomaniak Network from Switzerland which has not been a noteworthy contributor for any 
other measured protocol. This hosting provider offers both general and specialized services 
from the public offering most suspect are Multimedia and NAS Synology. A random sampling 
of responses confirms through the Server header that these reflectors are  Synology/DSM 
which is a network area storage device.

ASN AS name Country Gbps
3462 Data Communication Business Group TW 209.5
29222 Infomaniak Network SA CH 64.7
8402 PVimpelCom RU 22.7
16276 OVH SAS FR 22.6
4837 CHINA UNICOM China169 Backbone CN 20.5
24940 Hetzner Online GmbH DE 18.5
60781 LeaseWeb Netherlands B.V. NL 17.6
5384 Emirates Telecommunications Corporation AE 12.3
21409 Ikoula Net SAS FR 9.7
13188 Content Delivery Network Ltd UA 9.2
4808 China Unicom Beijing Province Network CN 7.9
17858 LG POWERCOMM KR 7.6
3786 LG DACOM Corporation KR 7.4
20860 Iomart Cloud Services Limited GB 7.3
3216 PVimpelCom RU 6.8

Table 4: Top AS measured attack capacity contribution for the SSDP

SSDP response  size  distribution  is  presented  in  figure  34.  It  excludes  a  negligible 
number  of  outliers  (286  reflectors)  that  are  having  response  sizes  above  7116  bytes  and 
skewing visualization. The largest received response payload was 154,517 bytes thus causing 
a BAF of 1839.4. There are multiple noteworthy response size spikes which in some cases 
with the surrounding response sizes resemble normal distribution that could be produced by 
the same or similar (model, maker, or firmware) devices. The most common response size of 
3028 bytes was received from 16,448 reflectors producing a BAF of 36. The second most 
common response size of 2298 bytes was received from 14,586 reflectors producing a BAF of 
27.4. The third most common response size of 2004 bytes was received from 5870 reflectors 
producing a BAF of 23.9. The fourth most common response size of 7116 bytes was received 
from 4311 reflectors producing a BAF of 84.7. 

SSDP responses  containing  indirectly  identifying  device  properties  not  only  permit 
grouping and further classification but by being also human-readable, enables the author to 
review individual  responses.  The  most  common response  payload  size  (3028  bytes  from 
16,448 reflectors) single real response is presented in appendix B. Random sampling of this 
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response size indicates predominantly identical responses with only the varying fixed length 
unique identifier (uuid). In this case, every response consisted of 10 packets each containing 
repeating  headers  causing  amplification.  This  response  exposes  services 
(InternetGatewayDevice, WANDevice, WFAWLANConfig, etc.)  that unmistakenly identify 
that these are Internet gateways with Wi-Fi functionality most likely residential routers. The 
Server  header  value  Linux/2.4.22-1.2115.nptl UPnP/1.0 miniupnpd/1.0 
indicates the Linux kernel version released in 2003 although it is common to use older Linux 
versions for low-power embedded devices it is likely that these are outdated devices persisting 
online until the end of their lifetime. A 2018 report identified 181,986 reflectors with exactly  
this header value [136]. 

This response on its own is insufficient to conclude if it is a single model, single maker,  
or a common firmware for this device classification is required. Networks containing these 
responses  overwhelmingly  provide  Internet  connectivity  to  residential  clients.  Capacity 
contribution wise Taiwan is in the first place followed by Russia, few individual networks 
make up the most capacity for Taiwan while for Russia there are many ISPs. This pattern 
might indicate that these devices are ISP owned (managed) preconfigured routers installed in 
new residential client installations and persisting until physical failure that could take even a 
decade or more.

The SSDP reflector (RR 80%) measured speed distribution is presented in figure  35. 
The  majority  of  the  reflectors  (59.6%) were  measured  to  have  a  speed below 10 Mbps,  
generally,  these  reflectors  are  considered low contributors  across  the  measured protocols. 
27.3%, 6.3%, 2.4% of the reflectors were measured to have respective speeds of 10, 20, 30 
Mbps (10 Mbps ranges).  Meaning 95.7% of the reflectors  had measured speed below 40 
Mbps.  The low speed of  reflectors  suggests  that  these  might  be  low-power  devices  with 
limited speed Internet connectivity corresponding with the ISP offers for residential users. 
There were 51 reflectors having speeds between 250 Mbps and the maximum measured 710 
Mbps.
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Overall  SSDP  was  measured  to  have  a  significant  DDoS  attack  capacity.  It  has 
experienced extraordinary remediation quantity-wise from 81 million in 2012  [134] to 149 
thousand  reflectors  in  the  presented  2020  measurement  data.  If  this  reflector  count  was 
reported today it would have caused record-breaking DDoS attacks and while the available 
network capacity  was much more limited in  2012 it  still  could have caused much larger 
attacks if attackers had started abusing it to the full extent. Extensive remediation could have 
been motivated more by the vast number of vulnerabilities rather than reflection potential.  
RRL has been measured to be present in some implementations and the limited number of 
high-contributing networks can remediate the SSDP issue even further. Leaked information 
about reflectors themselves (e.g., Server header) can be used for device classification.

4.5. SNMP

Simple  Network  Management  Protocol  (SNMP)  is  a  network  management  protocol 
enabling both remote monitoring and configuration functionality. This functionality can be 
accessed individually or managed centrally for a whole organization. SNMP is well defined 
and  standardized  via  dozens  of  RFC,  it  has  three  major  versions  (SNMPv1,  SNMPv2, 
SNMPv3) which have evolved over time to provide more functionality and security features 
(e.g., only SNMPv3 supporting encryption and advanced administration) [137]. SNMP is an 
industry standard and is widely implemented in a wide variety of networked devices from 
low-end residential Wi-Fi routers to high-end industrial PLCs. SNMP can be installed on user 
workstations  but  more  commonly  on  servers  to  integrate  the  organization’s  device 
management  in  a  central  server.  SNMP listens  for  UDP packets  containing  all  standard 
requests on port 161 and for asynchronous trap requests on port 162 [138]. DDoS attacks and 
consequently this measurement utilize the former.

4.5.1. How protocol is abused

As SNMP is an old industry standard but not a legacy protocol and is still deployed in a 
large  number  of  new devices  it  has  been abused for  a  long time.  In  academic  literature 
potential  for  the  SNMP reflection  abuse  was  discussed  as  early  as  2001,  although  the 
presented evaluation has remained relevant to this day the reached conclusion “likely not a  
threat”  [139] has proven to be false. Historical underestimation of reflected DDoS potential 
has to an extent contributed to the current situation. New attack vector disclosure and public 
technical reports by mitigators are more recent trends therefore it is not established what were 
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the first major SNMP attacks and their properties. The Spamhaus project reported SNMP as a 
newer type of DDoS attack they received in December 2011 that was comparable capacity-
wise  to  the  largest  DDoS attacks  reported  at  that  time  [140].  Cloudflare  reported  that  it 
mitigated the SNMP DDoS attack with 21 Gbps capacity in late 2011  [67]. Industry raised 
serious  concerns  about  SNMP DDoS in  2012  [141].  Therefore  it  can  be  considered  that 
significant abuse of the SNMP began in 2011 and has been continuing to this day. From the 
IXP viewpoint, SNMP was observed to be 7th most abused protocol [39]. Cloudflare reported 
that in the second quarter of 2022, SNMP was still one of the top network-layer attack vectors 
but significantly less prevalent than the other measured DNS, SSDP, and CLDAP protocols 
[28].

SNMP protocol design follows the manager-agent pattern where agents present on the 
end devices expose multiple commands to managers for getting and setting data. One of these  
commands GetBulkRequest requests a response containing a potentially large amount of 
data including large data tables  [142] thus causing amplification. This is the command that 
has been abused for the DDoS attacks.

SNMP follows the classic DDoS abuse pattern. A large number of devices are deployed 
or sold with enabled SNMP protocol by default. Although genuinely useful on its own (in 
internal networks) the default configurations expose this protocol to the Internet which has 
almost no legitimate use cases. Meanwhile, these devices are abused for reflection and are not 
properly managed by the owners, meaning they could be contributing to the attack capacity 
potentially until the end of their life.

4.5.2. Scanning and measuring abusable SNMP reflectors

In  this  research  SNMPv2  payload  of  33  bytes  containing  the  GetBulkRequest 
command is being used in both the scanning and measurement stage. This specific payload 
has been observed by the author to be the most predominant one (c. 2019) being received by 
the author’s honeypots (outside the scope of this thesis) on the SNMP port from both research 
and malicious scanners.  SNMP major  versions are  not  fully  backward compatible  but  all 
SNMPv2  and  SNMPv3  compatible  implementations  must  support  GetBulkRequest 
command [143]. Meaning this research excludes SNMPv1 from the scanning and measuring 
although depending on implementation SNMPv1 devices might respond with an error packet, 
those generally provide no or insignificant amplification. Although higher amplification is 
possible by targeting SNMPv1 specific commands it is far below what can be amplified by 
GetBulkRequest.  Measuring  SNMPv1  would  require  scanning  and  measurement 
implementation as a separate protocol which is not justified as there are no recent reports  
indicating that specifically SNMPv1 is being abused.

For  the  amplification  and  rate  limit  detection,  exactly  the  same  payload  as  in  the 
scanning stage is being used. There is no universal RRL configuration for all SNMP reflectors 
therefore to detect the rate limit the measurement count is set to 50 (default in this research).

4.5.3. Attack capacity

This section presents a single measurement of the SNMP protocol conducted on the 
May 29, 2020. At the scanning stage, 484,242 reflectors replied with a smaller response than 
the request  and therefore were excluded from the measurement stage in which 1,351,441 
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reflectors were measured. As per methodology the minimal response value selection for the 
capacity analysis is subjectively determined by an expert (the author for this thesis) on a per-
protocol basis. As this filtering is post measurement stage it can be adjusted for the completed 
measurements to extract different views. One of the determining factors can be the review of  
the  unfiltered  response  size  distribution  itself.  Responses  few  bytes  above  33  bytes 
theoretically create BAF >1 in practice because of packet loss it would produce real-world 
BAF  <=1.  SNMP protocol  measurement  contains  a  significant  portion  of  the  reflectors 
(31.6% when filtered to minimum 33 byte responses) having this low theoretical BAF of 1 
(33  byte  response)  to  1.18  (39  byte  response).  The  author  claims  that  these  are  non-
amplifying/non-contributing reflectors to the global SNMP DDoS attack capacity.

SNMP is  a  perfect  case  demonstrating  the  benefits  of  the  proposed  measurement 
methodology  vs.  normal  scanning  and  theoretical  estimates.  All  of  the  latter  approaches 
assume that 484,242 (scanned but not measured) and 386,675 (33-39 byte responses, even 
more  with  the  ones  having  responses  <33  bytes)  reflectors  are  either  high  risk  or  high 
contributing depending on the metric used. Which is 47.4% of all the 1,835,683 reflectors 
identified  in  the  scanning  stage  which  are  disregarded  even  before  the  capacity  analysis 
begins. Global SNMP attack capacity (RR 80%) including all reflectors with BAF>=1 (>33 
byte responses) calculated to be 4.06 Tbps. But the question stands: what is the calculated 
capacity difference? 

This section discusses attack capacity calculations for the reflectors that have replied 
with 40 bytes or more (BAF >=1.21). Global SNMP attack capacity (RR 80%) was calculated 
to  be  2.47  Tbps.  Meaning  this  4.06-2.47=1.59  Tbps  difference  is  achievable  only  if  the 
attacker has the 1.59 Tbps of spoofing capacity available in which case it would be more 
efficient to flood the victim directly with spoofed packets because of less packet loss (no loss 
to reflectors and on reflectors). This spoofing capacity is not available to individual attackers, 
only large botnets, e.g., Mirai, can generate (without spoofing) this traffic volume.

Total  measured  attack  capacity  of  the  SNMP range  from 2.67  Tbps  (for  at  least  2 
received responses) to 2.29 Tbps (RR 100%). SNMP is experiencing a more gradual capacity 
decrease with RR increase than some of the other measured protocols – 2.62 Tbps (RR 20%), 
2.59 Tbps (RR 40%),  2.54 Tbps (RR 60%),  2.47 Tbps (RR 80%).  The initial  aggressive 
filtering decision likely facilitated that.

Although gradual capacity decline doesn’t indicate any RRL being present the count of 
reflectors per number of received responses presented in figure 36 points to a sharp decline 
around 27-29 responses. This most likely identifies the RRL of 30 present on a large subset 
(tens of thousands) of reflectors. Interestingly there is no additional capacity drop at these 30 
responses  (RR  60%)  meaning  that  these  reflectors  could  be  producing  small  responses. 
Response analysis or possibly device classification would be required to determine if these 
devices were produced by the same manufacturer or use the same software. 
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The  total  measured  SNMP  attack  capacity  (2.47  Tbps  at  RR  80%)  geographic 
distribution is presented in figure  37 where all countries that were measured providing less 
than 1 Gbps of attack capacity are excluded as insignificant contributors. Japan is the highest 
contributor with 660.8 Gbps of attack capacity, followed by the USA, China, Russia, and 
India with the respective 355.3 Gbps, 183.4 Gbps, 112.9 Gbps, and 96.2 Gbps capacity. The 
top five countries produced 55.7% of the total attack capacity. Any scanning or theoretical 
estimate research would rank South Korea as the highest risk or contribution purely based on 
the reflector count of 193,973 (in the analyzed filtered subset) which was the highest while  
Japan was having 76,079 reflectors (4th place by count). South Korea was calculated to have 
only  24.5  Gbps  attack  capacity  meaning  these  reflectors  on  average  are  insignificant 
contributors likely having RRL and low BAF reinforcing that reflector count is an unreliable 
metric and justifying the methodology presented in this thesis.

Networks contributing the most to the SNMP (RR 80%) attack capacity are presented in 
table  5.  These  top  15  networks  contributed  37.1%  to  the  calculated  capacity.  Japan  is  
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Figure 36: Count of the SNMP reflectors per number of received responses

Figure 37: Geographic measured capacity distribution of the SNMP protocol



overrepresented  compared  to  the  other  protocol  measurements.  The  most  contributing 
network FreeBit (15.1% of the capacity) provides an infrastructure to ISPs and various service 
providers.  Other  top  contributors  from Japan  all  provide  Internet  and  telecommunication 
services to both businesses and individuals. The author speculates that in Japan’s case, there 
are either end-user or infrastructure device vendors that have default configuration permitting 
SNMP and these devices are being deployed by various ISPs. As OVH is providing data 
center services these SNMP reflectors might be installed on the servers by administrators and 
be misconfigured or rely on default installation. The remaining networks provide comparable 
services and might contain both residential and infrastructure devices or servers acting as the 
reflectors significantly contributing to the measured capacity.

ASN AS name Country Gbps
10013 FreeBit Co.,Ltd. JP 381.7
4134 Chinanet CN 81.5
18126 Chubu Telecommunications Company, Inc. JP 76.2
7679 QTnet,Inc. JP 53
34310 Penta SA CH 53
16276 OVH SAS FR 47.8
17488 Hathway IP Over Cable Internet IN 46.9
4837 CHINA UNICOM China169 Backbone CN 41.5
18144 Energia Communications,Inc. JP 31.3
17511 OPTAGE Inc. JP 30.1
13768 COGECO-PEER1 US 22.9
7522 STNet, Incorporated JP 20.3
7922 COMCAST-7922 US 19.7
3462 Data Communication Business Group TW 18.4
8100 ASN-QUADRANET-GLOBAL US 14.5

Table 5: Top AS measured attack capacity contribution for the SNMP

SNMP response  size  distribution  is  presented  in  figure  38.  It  excludes  a  negligible 
number  of  outliers  (464 reflectors)  that  are  having response  sizes  above  5143 bytes  and 
skewing visualization. The largest of the excluded responses was 115,950 bytes having BAF 
115950/33=3513.6. There are another 13 one-of reflectors with responses ranging between 
13,347 and 34,834 bytes. 

Because of the purpose of SNMP to produce information about the device individual 
response  sizes  or  response  size  clusters  might  group  together  devices  from  the  same 
manufacturer  possibly  even  the  same  model.  The  most  common response  of  1928  bytes 
producing BAF of 1928/33=58.4 was received from 133,560 reflectors and is almost an order 
of magnitude more prevalent than any other. This and most of the other sizeable responses are 
not equal in the contents as these have variance in the response tree contents as opposed to  
small-size responses containing static error messages or empty response trees.
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The SNMP reflector (RR 80%) measured speed distribution is presented in figure  39. 
Overwhelming  82.3% of  the  reflectors  were  measured  to  have  a  speed  below 10  Mbps, 
generally,  these  reflectors  are  considered low contributors  across  the  measured protocols. 
11.2%, 3.6%, 1.1% of the reflectors were measured to have respective speeds of 10, 20, 30 
Mbps (10 Mbps ranges).  Meaning 98.3% of the reflectors  had measured speed below 40 
Mbps. These low speeds for a large number of reflectors suggest that these are low-power 
devices with limited-speed Internet connectivity. Based on the research in [3.4. Classifying
devices  on  the  Internet]  and  data  in  table  5 the  author  speculates  that  these  might  be 
residential routers deployed by a limited number of ISPs having unnecessarily enabled SNMP 
by default. There are only 7 individual reflectors having speeds between 300 and 880 Mbps.

Overall SNMP was measured to be widely spread on the Internet and totaling in a large 
contribution to the global attack capacity. There is a RRL of 30 likely identified but it doesn’t 
affect the capacity. Device classification is required to understand if the author’s speculation 
about a small number of vendors providing residential end devices for a limited number of 
ISPs is a cause for a large share of the measured SNMP attack capacity.

4.6. CLDAP

Connection-less Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (CLDAP) is based on LDAP 
(with a restricted set of operations) while utilizing UDP (port 389) for transport protocol, 
originally not having any modern security considerations [144]. The primary justification for 
the  CLDAP was the  removal  of  TCP overhead in  a  local  network where  UDP functions 
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reliably. CLDAP has never been fully standardized and widely implemented and has been 
retired  [145].  Most  of  the  CLDAP reflectors  have  been  identified  as  Microsoft’s  Active 
Directory  (AD)  service  implementations  featuring  a  partial  CLDAP implementation  that 
exposes only a single command – LDAP ping [146], [147].

4.6.1. How protocol is abused

CLDAP has been reported in media to be abused for reflection as early as 2007 [148] 
while industry and academic sources began consistently reporting on CLDAP DDoS only in 
late 2016. This discrepancy has no definitive explanation, either there has been a misreport or 
earlier abuse was insignificant enough not to report on it. Akamai reported that it first started 
mitigating CLDAP on October 14, 2016  [64]. On January 7, 2017, an attack peaked at 24 
Gbps with BAF reportedly reaching 70 and averaging at 56.89 [64].

Considering that in 2016 it has been reported that of 78,908 publicly reachable CLDAP 
reflectors  98.3%  were  Microsoft  AD  variants  and  1.6%  were  compatible  Samba  AD 
implementations  [147] only Microsoft  AD compatible services are being abused therefore 
only this functionality is to be scanned and measured. Per Microsoft AD specification LDAP 
over the UDP transport clients can only perform two specific anonymous operations (rootDSE 
search and LDAP abandon) which are intended for use by LDAP ping requests used for the 
AD Domain Services domain controller [149]. Therefore a small “ping” request generates an 
amplified response containing the server properties producing BAF ranging from 56 to 70 
[146].

4.6.2. Scanning and measuring abusable CLDAP reflectors

AD expects LDAP ping request from a client to contain a rootDSE search query for 
example:  (&(DnsDomain=abcde.corp.microsoft.com)(Host=abcdefgh-
dev)(User=abcdefgh-dev$)AAC=\80\00\00\00)(DomainGuid=\3b\
b0\21\ca\d3\6d\d1\11\8a\7d\b8\df\b1\56\87\1f)NtVer=\

06\00\00\00)) [149]. Generally, malicious actors prefer request payloads to be as small 
as possible. In this research, a payload bundled with zmap [121] 53 bytes in length is being 
used. This payload contains the filter (objectClass=*) which per RFC 4512 requires a 
server  to  “provide  information about  itself  and other  information that  is  specific  to  each 
server, this is represented as a group of attributes located in the rootDSE” [150]. Although it 
can be refined even more down to 39 bytes which increases BAF to around 67 [151] there is 
insufficient  evidence  of  backwards  compatibility  therefore  the  standard  payload  is  being 
utilized.

For  the  amplification  and  rate  limit  detection,  exactly  the  same  payload  as  in  the 
scanning stage is being used. There is no universal RRL configuration for all  AD servers 
therefore to detect the rate limit the measurement count is set to 50 (default in this research).

Considering  that  most  if  not  all  reported  reflectors  are  servers  there  is  diminished 
concern  for  overloading  those  compared  to  embedded  devices,  practically  none  with  the 
selected measurement request count. Considering that there are only AD compatible CLDAP 
reflectors supporting a single command there is no concern regarding payload selection or 
tuning. Overall there are no special considerations required for the CLDAP reflector scanning 
and measuring for this research.
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4.6.3. Attack capacity

This section presents a single measurement of the CLDAP protocol conducted on May 
25, 2020. 2,293 reflectors that replied with a smaller response size than the request in the 
scanning stage were not measured. This is a low proportion compared to some of the other 
measured protocols. In total 51,886 reflector measurements were conducted. All reflectors 
that responded in the measurement stage with payloads that are 53 bytes or less (size of the 
request payload) are filtered out as no amplification occurs therefore all analyzed reflectors 
provide BAF >1. The filtered set consists of 7,884 reflectors that replied at least once in the 
measurement stage. 

Total measured attack capacity of the CLDAP range from 961.5 Gbps (for at least 2 
received responses) to 551.6 Gbps (RR 100%). Gradual capacity decrease with RR increase is 
completely expected – 913.1 Gbps (RR 20%), 898.7 Gbps (RR 40%), 885.7 Gbps (RR 60%), 
869.7  Gbps  (RR 80%).  Significant  measured  capacity  drop-off  at  RR 100% is  common 
among  most  protocol  measurements  and  is  to  be  expected.  In  this  case,  the  drop-off  is  
borderline  suspicious,  other  CLDAP  measurements  have  less  disproportional  drop-off 
between RR 80% and 100%. Although it could be indicative of a sizeable subset of reflectors 
having RRL at 50 (RR 100%), it could also be a variance in a global network traffic flow 
(e.g., congestion) causing UDP packet drop at different rates on different measurement dates.

Measurement data enables the author to evaluate the uncertain RRL presence further. 
The count of the CLDAP reflectors per number of received responses is presented in figure 41 
it clearly pinpoints the cause of sudden capacity drop-off (RR 100%) to be a response loss of  
2 packets (4%). But this still  isn’t enough to draw a conclusion. Response counts for the 
sequential requests are presented in figure  40 although technically there is no guarantee for 
UDP packets to be received in the order sent aggressive RRL and anomalies can be detected 
which is not the case here instead expected steady decline is observed. Combining these two 
data presentations together enables the author to conclude that the significant capacity drop-
off (RR 100%) likely occurs because of the normal function of the Internet and not present 
RRL. Overall data doesn’t indicate any widespread RRL to be present. Simultaneously the 
measurement data can’t determine if  any RRL is present above the selected measurement 
count.
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The  total  measured  attack  capacity  of  869.7  Gbps (RR  80%)  for  the  CLDAP is 
presented in figure 42 where all countries that were measured providing less than 1 Gbps of 
attack capacity are excluded as insignificant contributors. The top 5 countries for the CLDAP 
contribute 57.6% of the overall capacity. All of these countries are developed – USA 252.5 
Gbps, Germany 104.5 Gbps, Netherlands 55.4 Gbps, Great Britain 47 Gbps, and France 41.6 
Gbps, substantiating that CLDAP reflectors are misconfigured enterprise systems.

Networks contributing the most to the CLDAP (RR 80%) attack capacity are presented 
in table  6. Although separating globally dispersed AS by country generally provides more 
insight, in this case, the opposite is true while Microsoft’s ASN 8075 is the highest contributor 
the global  capacity for  this  AS is  more remarkable.  Microsoft’s  ASN 8075 located in all  
countries  altogether  contributes  137.4  Gbps which is  15.8% of  the  total  measured attack 
capacity. Therefore affirming that a product (AD) by Microsoft is most commonly located in 
its network as part of service offerings. The remainder of the top contributing networks are as 
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Figure 41: Count of the CLDAP reflectors per number of received responses



anticipated – the world’s largest data centers providing dedicated servers and cloud solutions 
(Hetzner, OVH, Online) and the world’s largest cloud providers (Google, Amazon). It is likely 
that these providers are used by both individual companies and service providers that provide 
AD hosting. Iomart provides managed hosted Microsoft solutions thus there could be an issue 
with default deployment configuration or end-user misconfiguration. Interserver (ASN 19318) 
provides affordable unmanaged virtualized Microsoft Windows servers which might attract 
less  experienced  administrators  causing  misconfiguration.  This  AS  capacity  distribution 
further confirms that these CLDAP reflectors are AD services. Protocols common on low-
power residential devices would not have this type of overwhelming data center and cloud 
provider distribution.

ASN AS name Country Gbps
8075 MICROSOFT-CORP-MSN-AS-BLOCK US 66.5
24940 Hetzner Online GmbH DE 55.6
8075 MICROSOFT-CORP-MSN-AS-BLOCK NL 34.8
53755 IOFLOOD US 15.3
16276 OVH SAS FR 14.3
8075 MICROSOFT-CORP-MSN-AS-BLOCK IE 11.4
15169 GOOGLE US 10.7
20860 Iomart Cloud Services Limited GB 10.5
19318 IS-AS-1 US 10.4
12876 Online S.a.s. FR 9.3
8560 1&1 Ionos Se DE 9
8972 Host Europe GmbH DE 8.8
16509 AMAZON-02 US 8.3
8151 Uninet S.A. de C.V. MX 8.3
14618 AMAZON-AES US 8.1

Table 6: Top AS measured attack capacity contribution for the CLDAP 

Response content analysis is outside of the scope of this research but per CLDAP ping 
specification  it  can  leak  some  information  about  AD,  e.g.,  identify  precise  ownership. 
Response size distribution is presented in figure  43 it is fairly even in comparison to other 
measured  protocols.  There  are  no  responses  smaller  than  81  bytes  resulting  in  minimal 
observed BAF 81/53=1.52 but only extremely small reflector subset responds with low BAF. 
The maximum measured BAF is 3162/53=59.66. More than 97% of measured reflectors are 
having BAF above 35 which is significant in comparison to other measured and overviewed 
protocols.
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The CLDAP reflector measured speed distribution is presented in figure 44. 12% of the 
reflectors had speeds below 10 Mbps and can be considered low contributors to the overall 
capacity. 57% of the reflectors had speeds up to 100 Mbps. About 43% of the reflectors had 
speeds from 100 Mbps up to maximum measured 952 Mbps, and only 6 reflectors had speeds 
above 900 Mbps. Malicious actors would prefer to abuse the largest contributors (100 Mbps 
or more) if no RRLs exist, if RRLs do actually exist then anything besides low contributors 
would suffice.

Overall  CLDAP has  been  measured  to  be  a  protocol  with  a  comparatively  small 
reflector set having large BAF and no (or insufficient) RRL totaling in noteworthy global 
attack capacity of 869.7 Gbps (RR 80%). This combination makes protocol prime for abuse 
but reviewed literature reports attacks in only tens of Gbps. More detailed investigation is 
warranted to determine if a higher RRL is present, and are the measured reflectors honeypots.

4.7. Memcached

This protocol is unique compared to all the other measured ones in multiple ways. Most 
of the long-term abused protocols are present on CPE or other low-power devices reachable 
on the Internet. Memcached is generally deployed in an enterprise environment where each 
high-performance  server  can  have  unrestricted  gigabit  or  10-gigabit  connectivity,  as  this 
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protocol is providing high-performance service then the software is not a bottleneck either. 
Meaning  each  reflector  could  fill  all  the  available  bandwidth  capacity  thus  negatively 
affecting  the  performance  of  its  primary  functionality  that  could  be  detected  by  the 
administrators. Notification efforts also could reach the responsible administrators that have 
the incentive and capability to act upon them. As this protocol sufficiently affected mitigation 
service providers, they actively participated in the remediation efforts [62].

The Memcached protocol has been the record holder for the reflected DDoS attack size 
against an individual target since 2018 with the reported observed attack capacity of 1.7 Tbps 
[60].  The  author  has  measured  its  attack  capacity  to  be  only  319  Mbps  in  May  2020, 
contributed by only 12 reflectors which could have been aggressive honeypots, measuring 
methodology  allows  to  exclude  insignificantly  contributing  hosts  from  the  calculation. 
Therefore the author considered this protocol to be fully remediated which will likely not 
have a resurgence. Because of the current way how the attack capacity is being understood 
decision makers and the public could be wrongly assuming that the most referenced number 
in the capacity context is undisputably relevant to the current state of affairs. Which is not the 
case. How quickly was this protocol remediated? For how long this protocol and attack size 
has been wrongly considered a major concern?

In the same way as the peak attack is observed in a specific network and point in time a 
singular measurement is no different. The solution for the “next Memcached” is to have a 
system continuously measuring attack capacity for each actively abused protocol where newly 
abused protocol monitoring could be added quickly. No further periodical measurements are 
needed for the seemingly fully remediated protocols like Memcached as the likelihood for 
these protocols to be abused again is low and can be caused only by the default configuration 
bundled with the application package or the source code.

The  author  confidently  reported  this  full  protocol  remediation  in  a  paper  [10] and 
presented it  at  the 16th International Conference on Cyber Warfare and Security in 2021, 
without receiving any pushback from the reviewers, audience members, and later on readers. 
In a 2021 paper, Kopp et al.  [39] reported their observations from a major European IXP 
privileged vantage point. The paper included observed Memcached attacks reaching 37 Gbps 
of attack size from 1,556 reflectors.  And while the analyzed data were collected between 
September 23, 2019 and April 20, 2020 and is just a month before the author’s measurements 
(the latest version presented in this thesis) commenced in May 2020, the author presumes that  
this  discrepancy  rather  illustrates  limitations  of  the  proposed  measurement  methodology 
instead of the possibility that full remediation occurred in a span of 1 month. Implemented 
[4.9.1. Data validation] explicitly can’t guarantee the data quality for the first measurement of 
a protocol having a low reflector count because of the lack of a stable baseline (minimum few 
scanned reflectors  per  minute,  preferably few measured per  minute)  and lack of  the pre-
existing  baseline.  Whilst  it  accentuates  another  author’s  claim  –  there  already  are 
underutilized approaches suitable for the remediation which are discussed in [6. Remediating
DDoS attacks].
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4.8. Other protocols

The attack capacity monitoring system has been designed with the ability to add new 
protocols easily, meaning, any potential, newly or previously abused protocol can be added 
conveniently  to the monitoring system. This section discusses some of the other potential 
candidates for measurement implementation that are present in different types of academic 
and industry sources [28], [35], [39], [68], [73]. Any UDP-based protocol can be reflected but 
for large-scale abuse causing sizeable DDoS attacks three preconditions must be met – a large 
number of reachable reflectors, significant BAF, and lack of RRL, the protocols discussed in 
this section lack one or more of these properties preventing them from being record breakers. 
The protocol set discussed in this section is not meant to be exhaustive but rather overviews 
different protocol categories and their distinct properties.

4.8.1. CharGEN

Character Generator Protocol (CharGEN) is a historic protocol defined in RFC 864 as a 
useful debugging service that simply sends data without regard to the input [152]. This data is 
character  sequence  preferably  a  recognizable  pattern  such  as  printable  ASCII  characters. 
Although CharGEN supports both TCP and UDP, in the scope of this thesis only UDP is 
reviewed. Per RFC 864 CharGEN UDP on port 19 responds with a random number (between 
0 and 512) of characters (bytes) in one datagram as a response to each received datagram 
[152]. While this was not a concern in 1993 when the protocol was defined, presently it is 
unimaginable  that  any  new  typical  protocol  would  be  defined  with  such  an  inherent 
amplification and reflection by design. CharGEN is the easiest protocol to abuse for DDoS 
attacks and to implement for the measurement from all discussed in this thesis.

From the IXP viewpoint, CharGEN was reported to be the eighth most abused protocol 
for DDoS attacks peaking at 7.6 Gbps observed attack capacity  [39]. Real BAF has been 
reported to  be 358.8  [153] which is  significantly higher  than expected from the protocol 
definition. Implementations might ignore the protocol definition and skew BAF upwards by 
not  having  low  character  count  responses  or  implementing  a  higher  upper  limit  for  the 
response size.

There are no indications that CharGEN attack capacity could be increasing making it a 
low priority for the attack capacity measurement. As there are no common use cases for this  
protocol nowadays it is rarely deployed by default and a natural decline in the quantity of 
reflectors is expected. The primary interest would be a singular measurement for the detailed 
analysis. Legacy deployment reduction can already be analyzed through simple protocol scans 
conducted by many research parties.

4.8.2. RPC

Open Network Computing Remote Procedure Call (RPC) specification contains a port 
mapper service that enables programs to bind to nondefault ports where the RPC port mapper 
is queried first by the connecting clients to determine the actual port to use. RPC port mapper  
abuse for the DDoS attacks was first reported in 2015 with BAF reaching 27 [154]. From the 
IXP vantage point, RPC has been reported to be the sixth most contributing protocol for the 
DDoS peaking  at  33  Gbps  attack  capacity  [39].  In  2022  RPC was  reported  to  be  more 
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contributing to the attack capacity than the measured SNMP and NTP protocols [28]. Because 
of  the  consistent  presence  in  the  DDoS  contribution  rankings  the  RPC  port  mapper  is 
prioritized for the measurement implementation.

4.8.3. Industrial protocols

Industrial protocols can be present on physical ICS devices and workstations managing 
these devices. Industrial devices vary greatly in their purpose and the negative effect that an 
attacker  can  cause.  There  has  been  a  monumental  effort  of  reducing  publicly  reachable 
industrial devices (which partially include IoT devices) via academic and industry scanning 
and notifying efforts  [94], [97]. The primary concern is the compromisation of devices to 
change their state or disable functionality, these devices are generally susceptible to DDoS 
and even DoS because of limited processing power. Rarely industrial protocols are considered 
for the role of reflectors.

For  an  industrial  protocol  to  be  abused  for  the  DDoS  attacks  there  are  specific 
conditions to be met besides supporting UDP communications. There should be a significant 
number of reachable devices on the Internet. These devices should simultaneously require 
remote  access  (functioning)  capability  and  not  cause  catastrophic  consequences  if 
compromised, thus justifying reachability and ignoring received warning notifications from 
scanners and tasked governmental entities, e.g., CERTs. These devices should have sufficient 
processing  power  and  networking  connectivity  which  allow  the  processing  of  incoming 
packets (many per second) without adversely affecting device functionality. It is rare for these 
conditions to be met together, BACnet is one case.

BACnet  is  a  communication  protocol  for  building  automation  and  control  enabling 
devices produced by different vendors to interconnect over a network  [155]. BACnet is a 
complex protocol designed to accommodate any type of automation that could be required in 
a building. For research purposes, BACnet generally is considered an ICS protocol  [94]. In 
2017 BACnet scanning identified 16,400 publicly reachable devices for which amplification 
scans were conducted in which 30 % of all BACnet devices allowed for a BAF of 20 or larger  
peaking at 120 [156]. In 2017 after distributed security advisory European IXP vantage point 
identified total bandwidth flow below 100 Mbps on the BACnet port range, a large portion 
most likely being scanning traffic  [157]. Maximizing BACnet BAF requires reconnaissance 
scans and payload tuning which makes this protocol unattractive for attackers to abuse. For 
the same reason, it makes measuring this protocol not worth the effort.

IoT protocols sometimes are grouped with ICS in scanning research. The difference is 
the  maximum catastrophic  consequences  that  the  compromised IoT and ICS devices  can 
cause.  IoT  devices  have  experienced  explosive  growth  (including  publicly  reachable 
deployments) and various protocols have been developed for those. CoAP is a simple UDP 
protocol that is intended for low-power devices (IoT) on unreliable networks which has been 
abused  for  DDoS  attacks  and  has  a  BAF  of  34  [158].  Although  IoT  specific  protocol 
development and deployment are to be monitored (and potentially measured),  the record-
breaking 1.2 Tbps DDoS attack was a direct flood not involving amplification and reflection 
from 500,000 IoT devices compromised by Mirai malware [159], and additionally, many of 
the IoT devices already implement widely abused protocol such as SSDP and SNMP [160].
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4.8.4. VPN protocols

Virtual private network (VPN) protocols have exploded in usage caused by privacy and 
security concerns, and the growth of remote working. VPNs generally offer secured remote 
access to a private network. By design most VPN servers have to be reachable on the Internet 
thus turning the ones utilizing UDP protocol into reflectors, meaning, only RRL is a valid 
remediation path.

OpenVPN  is  one  of  the  most  well-known  VPN  protocols  widely  deployed  in  the 
industry. OpenVPN literature almost exclusively focuses on preventing DDoS attacks against 
the  OpenVPN  infrastructure,  e.g.,  using  hash-based  message  authentication  codes  [161]. 
OpenVPN  implementing  servers  are  listening  on  UDP  port  1194  for  new  clients  and 
established connections,  when a  client  wants  to  initiate  a  new session  it  sends  a  special 
initiation packet to which the server responds multiple times until receives acknowledgment 
or  exhausts  the  resending  limit  [162].  As  the  spoofed  victim  will  not  respond  with  the 
expected acknowledgment this retry feature addressing UDP unreliability creates both packet 
and bandwidth amplification proportional to the resending limit.

OpenVPN has been suspected of being already abused for DDoS reflection years before 
industry reports and other research publications [48]. IXP viewpoint demonstrated OpenVPN 
being the twelfth protocol by maximum observed attack capacity peaking at 4.7 Gbps [39]. 
NSFOCUS measured the average BAF to be 5.9 [163] which is insufficient to cause a record-
breaking or even a major DDoS attack without a large reflector set and a colossal spoofable 
bandwidth investment from a malicious attacker. A later industry report by Corero Network 
Security  observed attacks  reaching 30 Gbps  capacity  and indicating  a  growing reachable 
reflector count [162].

This  development  prioritizes  OpenVPN measurement  implementation  over  all  other 
potential protocols discussed. Not only OpenVPN deployment is growing but many of those 
deployments  are  industry  grade  (high-powered  servers  with  high  capacity  network 
connections) combined with uncertain real-life RRL and no calculated global average BAF 
which  might  be  a  warning  sign  that  protocol  could  be  abused  to  a  greater  extent  than 
previously observed.  Any other VPN protocols  utilizing UDP are potential  candidates for 
abuse and might justify exploratory measurements. As VPN implementations are generally 
considered security software, security features such as RRL are expected to be present which 
in combination with limited reflector count might explain the lack of publicly known other  
VPN protocol abuse.

4.8.5. Gaming protocols

Gaming  is  a  niche  that  has  been  oftentimes  ignored  or  excluded  when  discussing 
computing  in  general.  Although  it  has  experienced  explosive  growth  and  has  become 
acknowledged use of technology, the DDoS cases publicly discussed are only major attacks 
against gaming infrastructure causing worldwide disruption in entertainment. There are also 
attacks against individual gamers when a specific gaming protocol (or other means) leaks the 
IP address. Finally, services implementing gaming protocols can be abused for the reflection, 
while centrally managed servers and game clients can be remediated by the developers if a 
major abuse is detected, the game servers that are individually managed and game clients that  
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implement multiplayer server functionality might remain susceptible to reflection for a long 
time. Most of these multiplayer use cases require public reachability.

Legacy  games  with  limited  or  no  centralized  multiplayer  options  are  especially 
susceptible as exposing network ports to the Internet might be the only way how to play it 
with other people and the implementations are less likely to have a RRL present. Quake3 
network code part has been ported to many games therefore all of them inherit amplification  
possibility with a BAF of around 15 [151]. Source game engine is used in many once popular 
shooter games and has a BAF of around 5 having 25,000 reflectors  [151]. A more modern 
case is Steam in-home streaming which enabled remote gaming and had a BAF of 17 and 
totaled around 347,000 reflectors until it was fully remediated after a software update [151].

Although  there  are  numerous  end-user  gaming  configurations  susceptible  to 
amplification abuse neither academic  [39] nor industry  [28] sources report any noteworthy 
contribution to the DDoS attack capacity. Therefore measurement implementations are not 
warranted at the moment.

4.8.6. OS specific protocols

Network services running on end-user computers which are built-in by default in an OS 
can become major contributors to DDoS attacks. A specific OS version can be deployed on 
millions of computers where an abusable service may be enabled by default for all or some of  
them, or might be enabled manually for a large subset of those. End-user computers have 
sufficient processing power and may have high-speed Internet connectivity which provides 
public reachability deliberately or because of a misconfiguration. While servers (having the 
same or different default services) can be fitting into this category, most mobile devices don’t 
have direct reachability and thus are unlikely to be abused in this fashion. These properties 
make default  OS services  prime for  large-scale  abuse  while  simultaneously  providing an 
efficient remediation path through automated OS updates.

Apple Remote Management service (ARMS) is  a  remote management service often 
used for organizational management of macOS systems. In 2019 it was reported that ARMS 
has been abused for the first time in DDoS attacks and reached a BAF of 35.5 having around 
54,000  reflectors  [164].  Further  confirming  that  a  major  university  released  a  security 
advisory that  a  significant  number  of  their  macOS systems participated in  DDoS attacks 
advising disabling the service or firewalling it [165]. From the IXP vantage point, ARMS was 
reported to be the ninth most abused protocol for the DDoS peaking at 6.2 Gbps observed 
attack capacity [39].

 Network Basic Input/Output System (NetBIOS) is a legacy network protocol suite that 
includes a name service (WINS on Microsoft Windows OS) which is only needed within local 
networks and only for legacy use. There is no legitimate use for it on the public Internet.  
Although this service is a legacy one with dwindling numbers only in 2015 first DDoS attacks 
have been reported then reaching 15.7 Gbps capacity  [166]. NetBIOS has a comparatively 
low BAF reaching 3.85 [167] which combined with a limited reflector count explains the low 
prevalence of abuse for DDoS attacks.
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4.8.7. Discovery protocols

Discovery protocols are designed to enable services and devices of a specific class or 
made by a specific vendor to discover and establish communications between themselves in 
an automatic way. These protocols are almost exclusively designed to function on internal 
networks and not be publicly reachable. Although a multitude of discovery protocols have 
been defined only a few have sufficient numbers of network misconfiguration enabling public 
reachability.  IXP vantage  point  identified  WS-Discovery  and  Ubiquiti  Device  Discovery 
protocols being significantly abused for the DDoS reflection in the real world [39].

Ubiquiti  produces  a  wide  variety  of  networked  devices  for  both  residential  and 
commercial  uses,  most  of  the  produced device  models  share  part  of  the  firmware  which 
includes device discovery functionality. A simple 4-byte request payload generates a large 
response containing properties of the device (e.g., name, model, firmware version) causing 
BAF up to 35  [168]. It was reported to be the eleventh most abused protocol from an IXP 
vantage point in 2019 peaking at 5.2 Gbps attack capacity  [39]. In 2019 abuse generated a 
DDoS attack peaking at a 348.91 Gbps capacity utilizing 24.57% of the reachable Ubiquiti  
devices  [169].  Cloudflare  reported  that  in  the  second  quarter  of  2022  Ubiquiti  device 
discovery abuse was experiencing growth and was considered an emerging threat to their 
infrastructure while not being a significant one in actuality [28].

Web Services Dynamic Discovery (WS-Discovery) is a standardized protocol utilizing 
multicast to locate services (e.g., printers) on a local network [170]. Although the standard is 
not new, only in 2019 the widespread abuse for DDoS attacks was reported, in addition to 
standard  UDP reflection  cause  the  secondary  cause  is  that  the  WS-Discovery  probes  are 
intended  to  use  the  LAN  scoped  multicast  IP  address,  however,  implementations  are 
responding to these probes when using a unicast IP address [171]. A later report indicated that 
87.7% of the WS-Discovery implementing devices, or approximately 700,000, were video 
surveillance devices [172]. This camera prevalence is explained by the Open Network Video 
Interface Forum (standardizing organization) recommendations to implement WS-Discovery 
since 2010 [173]. WS-Discovery was reported to reach a BAF of 15.3 [171], exceeding the 
real-world DDoS attack capacity of 350 Gbps [173].

Discovery  protocol  implementations  on  networking  devices  (including  the  ones 
requiring remote access, e.g., IP cameras) make those susceptible to default misconfiguration 
unnecessarily exposing abusable service on the public interface and consequently to the whole 
Internet. Combining the reachability of these devices with limited remediation possibilities for 
the end users prioritizes measurement implementation.

4.9. Data quality

For any Internet measurement research arguably the  most challenging aspect is data 
quality. The implemented research methodology always relies on the scanning stage which is 
susceptible to acknowledged data quality issues that are either addressed or accepted in this 
research field but the measurement stage raises some additional unique issues. In the context 
of  current research, the main considerations are individual measurement and long-term data 
quality. These are affected by primarily external factors. This section discusses identified data 
quality issues and how these were addressed.
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4.9.1. Data validation

Internal  factors  –  measurement  system  setup,  developed  code,  OS,  and  hardware 
performance in the context of data quality and ability to process all the incoming data are not  
discussed in detail here. The implementation decision to conduct slow scans alleviates most of 
the data quality issues that could be caused by exceeding the system’s resources, e.g., fully 
loaded CPU or network memory buffers would call into question if the conducted individual 
measurement timings were affected by any delays. The overall system has been developed in 
an iterative process and relies on high-performance tools for which the author hasn’t observed 
hitting any limits (CPU, RAM, network buffers, etc.) or being overloaded.

Human error  does play a  role  in  the data  quality.  Simply not  offloading completed 
measurement data from the measurement server to the analysis server can fill the storage and 
invalidate the last conducted measurement entirely. Monitoring exit codes and error messages 
of the used software tools for every conducted measurement permits to identify major issues 
and if needed disregard that specific measurement.

After the individual protocol measurement is completed a timeline is generated from the 
tool outputs, measurement debug logs, system bandwidth utilization, and the packet capture. 
Selected  minute  precision  permits  the  identification  of  any  significant  anomalies  while 
leveling off  individual  device  measurements  (e.g.,  a  singular  amplifier  providing BAF in 
thousands). The generated result is compared to the previously established baseline. This is 
the most powerful approach to detect any issues with data and attempt to trace those back to  
the source and ultimately make a decision to disregard measurement fully.

This data validation method relies on three major assumptions. First, the randomization 
of destination IP addresses for the scanning and the consequent measurements produces a 
stable baseline of decisions and network traffic across the whole timeline. Second, DDoS 
defense activation  should take some time (minutes or  hours,  not  seconds) because of  the 
destination randomization as well. Third, if any network issues arise they take significantly 
less time than the scanning time frame making it detectable. As the scanning rate in  PPS is 
fixed and known then a variety of ratios  can be calculated using the data from  the debug 
sources – how many responses are received per the sent packets, how many are directed to 
measurement or rejected, how many are decided to be measured or rejected, how many are 
pre-checked successfully or fail, how many packets and bytes are received per measurement, 
etc. If the selected ratios are not stable across the whole timeline then manual investigation is 
required. It does not invalidate the measurement data automatically, there can be scenarios 
where a single misbehaving device can skew ratios for a part of the timeline.

The time series of a single complete SNMP protocol measurement properties conducted 
on May 29, 2020 is presented in figure 45. Every single reviewed measurement parameter is 
expected to be within a baseline range throughout the whole scan. These ranges are parameter 
and  protocol  specific,  e.g.,  outgoing  network  bandwidth  “ifstat_out”  is  almost  constant 
primarily  consisting  of  a  constant  scanning  traffic  flow which  is  slightly  inflated  by  the 
individual device measurements. This protocol measurement is within the baseline range and 
accepted for analysis in [4.5. SNMP]. If the outgoing network flow would be varying or the 
incoming  network  would  be  within  range  but  having  unstable  input  for  measurement  or 
measurement results these would be indicating that there is an internal issue that needs to be 
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investigated. Many more combinations can indicate that external factors have affected the 
measurement and some of those are reviewed in the following section.

Variance  in  the  timeline  depends  on  the  protocol  being  measured.  The  timeline 
verification has proven to function well for common protocols. If a protocol is measured for 
the first time and has very few reflectors that respond (e.g., Memcached) then only a few 
ratios from the timeline can be extracted. In these cases, it is impossible to determine if the 
measurement produced high-quality data. Persistently monitored protocols are measured at 
least  twice  per  month  to  mitigate  both  detectable  anomalies  in  generated  timelines  and 
undetectable ones which could be caused by some of the core assumptions being violated. 
Comparing calculated values and raw debug data across different measurements of the same 
protocol  can  provide  secondary  verification.  The  variance  between  these  measurements 
generally is significant but it is still suitable to verify that changes introduced to the code base 
do not affect the results in a way that those become incomparable with the previous ones.

4.9.2. Blacklisting

Temporary and permanent (across multiple scans) blocking (blacklisting, greylisting) 
from the  scanned  networks  is  a  known  issue  for  all  Internet  measurement  research  and 
scanning in general.  Multiple public grey lists that include the scanning IP addresses and 
networks that utilize those were identified. Historically these lists have been created from 
honeypot data or user reports and were fairly static – adding new IP addresses would take 
time  while  removal  might  not  have  been  even  implemented.  These  lists  can  be 
interchangeably used by organizations or end-users in routers, firewalls, and network services. 
CZ.NIC project Turris ships routers to end-users with enabled greylist containing IP addresses 
used in this research  [174] which is also reused by third parties. It is not feasible to detect 
small individual globally dispersed networks using greylists this way. Maintainers of these 
types of greylists do not care about intent and all scanning activity from any party is treated as 
undesired. A more modern approach is network intelligence which enables to make automated 
decisions on a case by case basis. One of the largest network intelligence services GreyNoise 
labels this research IP addresses as benign through communication with the author  [175]. 
Blacklisting concerns prevent measuring rate limiting for high RRL protocol implementations 
as the consequences might affect subsequent scans and measurements.
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The number of unique /24 subnets per protocol that have sent at least one UDP packet 
within a scan or measurement stage is presented in figure 46. The decrease in three out of four 
protocols  includes  both  decrease  in  device  count  and  an  increase  in  network  blocking. 
Cybergeen reflector  count  in figure  52 presents  a  similar  picture of  3 protocols  having a 
decrease in the reflector count. It might be a mix between blocking and reflector remediation. 
Without  an independent  scan from a  "clean"  (not  included in  any grey-  or  blacklists)  IP 
address range not actively used in scanning or malicious activities before it is not possible to 
determine how many networks have blocked the measurements.

A unique challenge that is uncommon for scanning research is DDoS defenses kicking 
in and affecting data quality for specific target networks. It is a proper functioning of defense 
systems as packet payloads being sent are the ones triggering amplification and the packets 
received as responses look like real DDoS attacks on a miniature scale. It is a hard problem to  
address properly because of slow scan rate, churn, different scenarios of defenses activating, 
and dynamically changing network paths. The only feasible way how to address this was for 
the measurement server to select a data center and transit provider that do not have automatic 
DDoS defenses for low traffic amounts.

Figure  45 visualizes a way how the major data quality issues are detected, including 
major  blockings  that  occurred  within  a  single  protocol  measurement.  In  this  case 
“json_no_resp”  (a  reflector  that  reached  the  measurement  stage  but  didn’t  respond  in  it) 
displays a persistent increment in the second half of the measurement. This type of increase 
would correspond with what could be a temporary DDoS defense kicking in and staying on 
until the end of the measurement (plus some additional timeout). These parameters are always 
reviewed  in  combination  with  each  other  and  in  this  case  for  the  same  time  period 
“pcap_uniq_ip_measure” (IP addresses where the measurement packets are sent to) increased 
significantly which corresponds to an increase in failed individual measurements. Meaning in 
this case alternative explanations are more likely – the end (beginning) of a workday in a 
region where these devices are prevalent.

Long-term data quality decline is unavoidable in any Internet scanning research relying 
on a static IP address set (including this one). Even if only slow safe scans are being executed  
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over  the  years  blacklists  and  their  propagation  into  firewalls  accumulate.  Rarely  active 
scanning research IP addresses are removed from the blacklists.

A  combination  of  blacklisting,  long-term  decline,  and  exclusion  requests  can  be 
addressed in a uniform way by establishing a simple estimate for each specific network that 
can’t  be measured anymore.  This estimate can rely either on historical  measurement data 
adjusted for global trends or external data sources. The current capacity calculation relies only 
on the direct measurements but could be adapted possibly with the theoretical estimates that 
are discussed in [5.4. Measured vs. theoretical capacity].

4.9.3. IP fragmentation

IP packet fragmentation for this type of network research is expected, the utilized zmap 
scanning tool operates at a low networking layer (before OS fragment reassembly) and does 
not  reassemble  fragmented packets.  It  is  observed in  the  scanning data  as  the  maximum 
received responses do not exceed 1472 bytes (maximum UDP payload for the standard MTU 
of 1500 bytes). For the proposed methodology this scanning behavior does not matter as the 
decision to measure the scanned reflector is based on the received response not being smaller 
than  the  scanning  payload.  All  analyzed  (and  discussed)  protocol  payloads  are  always 
significantly below this 1472 byte threshold. But for the measurement stage, all the timings 
and calculations are for the whole UDP responses which does involve packet reassembly by 
the OS. Per RFC 791 fragment reassembly is a task for the “destination host”  [89] – the 
measurement server of this research. 

Therefore there are fringe cases where a reflector has responded with a small response 
count (e.g., 2) with these responses exceeding MTU because of the UDP and Internet routing 
nature fragments could be delivered to the measurement server in a different order and with 
different  delays.  The measurement  server  OS network stack buffers  these fragments  until 
reassembly can be completed and then delivers whole responses to the measurement software. 
If all these reassembled responses of a single measured reflector are delivered concurrently 
internally via the network stack then measurement calculations can produce speeds (e.g., 11 
Gbps) exceeding the physical network link 1 Gbps.

The  number  of  this  type  of  occurrence  is  small  and varies  based  on the  measured 
protocol, Internet “behavior”, load on the OS network stack, etc. (e.g., 1 case per 100,000 
reflectors measured). Nevertheless, it could add up to 100 or more Gbps of bogus capacity for  
a single protocol measurement. The selected solution is simple – disregarding all measured 
reflectors with calculated capacity above physical link speed. The author already claims that 2 
measured responses provide unreliable data and it is only ever used to highlight this point. 
Fragmentation is not an issue for the analyzed capacity at RR 80% (minimum 40 responses 
for the implemented protocols), not a single measurement has been affected at this RR in a  
way that resulted in an anomalous reflector measurement. Although theoretically possible at 
any RR, these bogus measurements almost exclusively occur at RR minimum 2 responses 
data set, the next common RR 20% is rarely affected.

Reassembly in the measurement implementation is conducted by the OS network stack 
transparently and without any knowledge from the measurement software. Some precision in 
speed calculations and overall capacity might be increased if individual fragmented packets 
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would  be  timed instead  of  whole  UDP payloads.  The  author  estimates  that  the  achieved 
improvement would be negligible compared to other concerns discussed in this section.

4.9.4. Anomalies

The Internet is an anomalous place but daily Internet users do not normally experience 
any Internet-level anomalies instead what they perceive as abnormal usually is misbehaving 
local network or malfunctioning remote service. The full  Internet scans do reveal a small 
number of anomalies that can affect the measurement stage, the two types of these anomalies 
did affect the testing setup and were addressed. Most common causes for these anomalies are 
human  errors  (network  device  misconfiguration)  and  protocol  implementation  errors  or 
incompatibility.

A common anomaly that is often treated as normal behavior in Internet-wide scans is the 
IP address and port number mismatch. It occurs when a device receiving a packet responds 
from a different IP address or port than it was addressed to. This is undesired behavior and is 
unexpected in many protocol implementations, firewalls, and NAT devices thus preventing 
responses  from being received or  properly  processed by the  initial  requester.  One of  the 
scenarios causing mismatch is the deployment of servers providing services publicly on the 
Internet which include multiple IP addresses therefore specific services might bind sending to 
a specific IP address or interface but receive packets on all IP addresses, normally it wouldn’t 
affect normal clients as they would communicate with the proper IP addresses (e.g., pointed 
domain names).  The port  mismatch is  irrelevant  to the capacity measurement.  IP address 
mismatch is detected and preserved in the data structure, as implementation is utilizing a wide 
port  range  for  receiving  measurement  responses  it  is  possible  to  distinguish  noise  (e.g., 
backscatter) from the mismatched replies.

The most significant issue that is specific to the measurement and less relevant to the 
common scanning is routing loops. A single routing loop can produce millions of packets as 
the response to a single request packet, it happens either if the singular response gets looped 
or the singular request gets looped and every response packet actually was produced by the 
reflector. A small number of looped responses (even one) can produce continuous response 
flow in hundreds of Mbps and sometimes even exceed 1 Gbps which causes delays and packet 
drops for the measurement of individual reflectors which later can produce unreliable capacity 
calculation. It has been observed and reported by researchers for years, primarily in the NTP 
context  [36].  The  author  has  observed  this  issue  since  2014  (first  conducted  NTP 
measurements) varying in intensity (from daily to once every few months) only in Japan’s AS 
and only in NTP measurement data sets. Starting late 2021 and up to the middle of 2022 
author has observed this looping extending to other protocols and for some periods to every 
consecutive conducted protocol measurement. The DNS research by Nosyk et al. identified 
115 routing loops in 2021 scan data acting as “mega” amplifiers  abusable for  the DDoS 
attacks which they reported to the network operators [176]. Although the IP addresses are not 
publicized the described behavior fully matches what is observed in the measurement research 
(also for non-DNS protocols) therefore these are likely the same routing loops. The selected 
solution is to fully pause the measurement when the physical link gets saturated until  the 
looped traffic flow stops, usually for 10-30 minutes but it  can repeat multiple times from 
different reflectors for a single protocol measurement.
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5. GLOBAL ATTACK CAPACITY

This chapter  explores factors limiting the total  attack capacity,  compares theoretical 
estimates with the measurement results, and reviews trends of the protocols measured in [4.
Protocol  measurements].  Global  attack  capacity  is  estimated  and  the  largest  contributors 
country  and  network-wise  are  identified,  supplementary  data  views  are  presented.  This 
chapter relies only on the data sets (May 2020 – April 2021) which have been published in the 
peer-reviewed papers, earlier data have been discarded as incomparable, and newer data are 
collected and processed for future articles.

5.1. Factors limiting total attack capacity

It might be tempting to sum up all the measured protocol capacity values together to 
produce a single value of the total worldwide DDoS attack capacity. In reality, there are two 
major and a wide range of minor factors that limit the attack capacity.

Every single network has a limited upload bandwidth capacity that is available for the 
outgoing DDoS attack traffic to be utilized. A particular network’s connection capacity is 
directly determined by the utilized physical technology, router capability, free unused capacity 
of the uplink, and contractual agreement with the ISP or transit provider. The issue is that it is 
not  clear  where  to  draw the  “border”  for  every network and what  the  capacity  of  every 
network actually is. The easiest solution would be splitting the Internet by the AS and using 
public information from IXP monitoring projects and estimating private peering capacity. But 
no accurate result is possible, the issue is that a single AS can contain a large number of 
separate networks with their own limits which decreases estimate quality. Even if reasonable 
estimates per network basis are established, then the layer of limitation could move up to the 
transit provider level, as their routers often are not designed to handle maximum load through 
all the connections same time.

There have been proposed ways how to limit unrealistically large estimates in the DDoS 
capacity context. A simplistic idea would be a physical throughput constraint of the largest 
subsea cable as the upper limit of the largest single DDoS attack possible [6] which has many 
technical  considerations  but  the  measured  capacity  in  this  thesis  is  far  below  this  limit  
anyway. Another approach is to limit individual reflector contribution by the upload capacity 
extracted from a third-party data set  [4] which still  produces an unrealistic  total  capacity 
estimate of more than 100 Tbps.

Another  major  factor  is  that  a  single  device  could  be  providing  multiple  abusable 
services at the same time. In these cases, only the protocol providing higher bandwidth should 
be counted towards total attack capacity. It might be easy if the protocol measurements for  
each IP address happen within a short time frame (seconds or minutes) but in the designed 
solution it is not the case. Larger the time difference between measurements per IP the less  
precise it becomes. IP address reachability is affected by dynamic addressing, operating hours, 
network anomalies, and other factors.
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5.2. Estimating total attack capacity

The bottom-up approach implemented in the individual protocol measurements which 
excludes individual non-contributing reflectors (based on the RR) from the protocol capacity 
not only eliminates false attack capacity but consequently also decreases the likelihood that 
the particular network’s calculated capacity exceeds the free available capacity. This thesis 
doesn’t address any individual network bottlenecks. 

Overlapping protocols on a single device is the only factor limiting total attack capacity 
that  is  considered at  the current  stage of  the research.  In  theory,  multiple  large data  sets 
consisting of services running network protocols should have a large number of overlapping 
devices. The produced total attack capacity relies on 5 protocol (NTP, DNS, SSDP, SNMP, 
CLDAP) measurements conducted throughout May 2020. These 5 data sets are spread across 
the whole month therefore only devices with static IP addresses and rarely changing dynamic 
IP addresses  (e.g.,  always-on  CPE)  are  properly  handled.  These  are  the  same  data  sets 
analyzed in [4. Protocol measurements] with RR 80%.

12,899  IP  addresses  had  overlapping  2  protocols  and  only  10  had  overlapping  3 
protocols, there were no 4 or 5 protocol overlaps. For the overlapping protocols, only the 
maximum bandwidth  contributions  were  selected.  The  overlapped  excluded  capacity  was 
calculated  to  be  278  Gbps  or  only  0.86%  of  the  all  protocol  capacity  total.  The  non-
overlapping total attack capacity for these 5 protocols for this thesis was calculated to be 
31.33 Tbps.

5.3. Attack capacity over time

[4. Protocol measurements] present individual protocol measurements at a single point 
in time in May 2020. This section reviews measured reflector count and protocol capacity 
over the one-year period (May 2020 – April 2021). Reflector count excludes the ones not 
measured  for  any  reason  (generally  low  BAF)  and  because  of  the  required  comparison 
between quantity and capacity, only the reflectors having 2 or more measurement responses 
are included in the presented data.

The reflector count per protocol in figure  47 portrays an expected picture, there is a 
persistent-protocol dependent proportion maintained between the minimum 2 responses and 
RR 80%. It is possible that the raw scanning quantitative results would reveal remediation 
when compared to RR 80% but only in a longer time period. Although even consecutive 
measurements  of  a  single  protocol  can  vary  fairly  significantly  for  a  variety  of  reasons 
discussed in this thesis, the trend over the year(-s) can be relied on. While 3 out of 4 protocols  
have an expected steady decline in the reflector count caused by remediation and physical 
end-of-life of less secure devices, the SSDP demonstrates a slight increase. The most likely 
cause is the deployment of new abusable devices having no RRL as both quantitative values 
increase proportionally. This trend is worrying and contradicts many years of preached best 
practices of not deploying devices with exposed services on public network interfaces.
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Figure  48 presents the calculated attack capacity for the same quantitative data sets 
presented  in  figure  47.  Comparing  these  two  visualizations  indicate  a  few  interesting 
possibilities, one of that being that all the initial pre-measuring filterings in most cases already 
exclude a  lot  of  non-contributors  therefore  relative  capacity  proportions  are  much closer. 
Although figure 47 presents a clear DNS reflector count decrease trend, the produced capacity 
is much more stable (stagnating) indicating that the reflector count decrease is fully negated 
by the individual reflector network connection speed increase. Which fully explains the long-
term abuse  of  the  DNS.  SNMP reflector  count  decrease  is  matched with  the  appropriate 
capacity reduction. SSDP reflector count increase is matched with the capacity gain indicating 
that  these  newly  deployed  devices  are  not  remediated  for  amplification  either.  The  most 
sensible explanation would be unsecured CPE devices being deployed for new clients by 
mismanaged ISPs. 

NTP and other highly remediated protocols can visualize the capacity difference based 
on RR, lack of the high RR calculated capacity would always significantly overstate how 
much abusable potential is available. The proposed methodology provides an excellent way 
how to track remediation progress but none of the measured protocols experienced a full 
remediation cycle within the time frame of the measurement data set. Best results would be 
produced if the protocols were measured for many years and newly abused would be added 
instantaneously.
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Figure 47: Reflector count for received 2 responses vs. 80% responses



5.4. Measured vs. theoretical capacity

This  section  provides  validation  and  comparison  of  the  proposed  measurement 
methodology of  this  thesis  to  the only existing alternative methodology  [4],  more details 
discussed together with co-authors are published in [6], in the same paper author of this thesis 
has replicated and updated theoretical capacity methodology to match relevant timeframe of 
this  research  and  available  data  sets.  Measurement  methodology  provides  measured  or 
empirical  capacity  while  the  alternative  methodology  [4] provides  theoretical  or  potential 
capacity.

5.4.1. ASN Estimates

The top 5 ASN (with country code) per each protocol are presented with the theoretical 
capacity in figure  49 and the measured capacity in figure  50. These Sankey diagrams also 
clarify a contribution across those ASNs and by protocol, which enriches the understanding of 
the top ASN contributors. Specifically, it can be observed that the top ASNs often contribute  
across more than one protocol. It is not possible to overstate the value of this insight, in that it 
also permits remediators to focus any interventions with ASNs across more than one protocol.  
Furthermore,  it  demonstrates  that  they  are  not  uniform  contributors  and  that  the  top 
contributors often dwarf the contribution of those further down the list. These two facts alone 
imply a national or international policy intervention efficiency that could be exploited.
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Figure 48: Measured capacity for received 2 responses vs. 80% responses



Many of the theoretical top 5 ASNs do also show up in the measured top 5. Producing a  
graph of more than the top 5 quickly becomes unintelligible. However, similar results are 
found near the top of the rankings for any top N, thus justifying theoretical estimation as a  
cost-effective method that produces similar results.

That same narrative bears out when the measured capacity is reviewed instead of the 
theoretical, though sometimes the ASN in the top N changes. This makes sense since the  
theoretical estimation method relied on both CyberGreen and MLab data, and mostly used 
averages or percentiles to come to their conclusion. By empirically scanning and measuring 
some of the quantitative biases inherent in the estimative approaches can be avoided.
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Figure 50: Top 5 ASNs by measured capacity in May 2020

Figure 49: Top 5 ASNs by theoretical potential in May 2020



Figure 51 visualizes the difference between DRDoS severity measurement strategies. If 
the focus is on the reflector count reductions (as represented by CyberGreen data), or only 
theoretical  estimation methods are used (as represented  [4]),  many opportunities for cost-
efficient harm mitigation could be missed. The estimation and measurement results suggest it  
is possible to achieve a 30-70 percent reduction in reflective DDoS harm for any protocol by 
working with only 5 ASNs on remediation strategies. As if that isn't enough of a targeted 
intervention  opportunity,  the  same ASNs are  often  heavy  contributors  to  other  protocols' 
pollution as well, so it is not needed to target 20 ASNs to achieve great impact across the four  
major reflective protocols. Those policy interventions could occur at the international level 
(diplomatic discussions), national level (regulatory requirements), ASN level (rate limiting, 
reflector  exclusions,  BCP38),  or  device  manufacturer  level  (secure  by  design,  default 
configuration) to affect change in the handful of IoT device manufacturers that harm everyone 
[177] and perhaps  IoT firmware  liability  could be  considered as  an effective  mechanism 
beyond the ASN [178]. The really key thing is that it prioritizes which ASNs should really be 
targeted in one’s sphere of influence: The ones with the most bandwidth.

CyberGreen reflector node count data over time is presented in figure  52. Certainly, 
great reductions have been achieved over the twelve months in reflector counts. The variance 
in  NTP  though  seems  interesting.  Either  this  suggests  complications  in  scanning 
methodologies or network instability or perhaps massive variations in NTP deployment.
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Figure 51: Top DDoS capacity contributing ASNs in May 2020 according to 3 measures 



If  the  CyberGreen  harm  mitigation  thesis  is  correct,  that  reducing  reflector  count 
reduces potential, then such reductions should be seen in the measured capacity in figure 53. 
Since no similar reductions can be observed, it can be concluded that the wrong reflectors are  
being targeted for  interventions,  and that  bandwidth of  the ASN or reflector  really is  the 
greatest  contributing  factor  to  large  DDoS  attacks.  Theoretical  NTP  potential  greatly 
overestimates the impact (it uses CyberGreen count data), compared to the NTP measured 
contribution that  is  3 orders of  magnitude lower!  Additionally,  SSDP reflector  counts are 
static in figure 52 and yet the measured potential is rising slightly in figure 53.

Focusing on reflector  count  suggests  interventions at  many locations all  around the 
globe are equal in priority, with relatively linear results. The author with co-authors articulates 
that one would get very non-linear effects (order of magnitude improvements) by focusing on 
bandwidth instead of just large reflector counts [6]. This is a fantastic opportunity in a policy 
sense given the development of carpet bombing and multi-protocol attacks [179].
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Figure 52: CyberGreen node count

Figure 53: Theoretical potential vs. measured bandwidth capacity



5.4.2. Comparing measured and theoretical capacity

Theoretical capacity is faster and easier while still being useful if one can not scan for 
any  reason.  Empirical  measurement  methods  are  more  accurate  but  also  more  time  and 
resource consuming. The two are complementary though, because the differential can expose 
if mitigations or remediations are in place, or if network errors are at play, particularly when 
used over time. Through the exploration [6] it was determined that both have their place in 
organizations seeking to explore DDoS issues. Albeit the measuring has a huge disadvantage 
of  not  being  able  to  be  applied  before  particular  protocol  implementation  and  the  first 
conducted measurement  (post-processing and calculation can still  be  changed for  the  old 
measurement data),  while the theoretical  estimates can “look back in time” as far as any 
adapted data sources permit and adjust any constraints for the capacity calculations.

Conducting these estimates and measurements for ASNs rather than countries is the way 
forward. This is because the variance in bandwidth at the AS level is often lower, but also 
because it attributes the organization where policy intervention might be most impactful. That 
in turn also removes some of the diplomatic argument that this intervention is just a tool of 
foreign policy, and thus are all nations considered equally responsible to focus on top high 
bandwidth ASNs.

Geographic capacity distribution is provided for the theoretical capacity in figure  54, 
and the measured capacity in figure 55. It demonstrates these two comparative understandings 
– measured vs. theoretical, ASN vs. Country. In all visualizations (including non-geographic 
ones) measured values are more pronounced and extreme. The top 3 countries are the same 
but  the  first  2  places  are  switched,  why?  The  first  possibility  could  be  a  scanning 
(measurement) point  location in the USA for the theoretical  estimate,  and Europe for the 
measured capacity. This reinforces the inconvenient truth about the Internet measurement – 
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Figure 54: Theoretical capacity for DNS, NTP, SSDP, SNMP protocols in May 2020



results differ based on where and when the scan is conducted. Other discrepancies could be 
attributed to differences in the bandwidth calculation and rate limit detection.

These summed capacity  presentations are  always skewed by some protocols  having 
disproportionately large contributions, especially the measured capacity as some remediation 
and mitigation have been incorporated in the results, e.g., DNS overshadowing all others.

Although  these  are  great  representations  of  summed  bandwidth  capacity  across  all 
protocols, there is limited utility for any intervention and individual protocol considerations 
raise additional  research questions.  Taiwan has the highest  both measured and theoretical 
capacity globally for the SSDP protocol. South Korea has the highest theoretical but a low 
measured capacity for the SNMP protocol. It doesn't mean these countries have the worst 
reflector problem but quite the opposite can be true if rate limiting, past remediation, and 
present mitigation are taken into account. 

All protocol visualizations demonstrate that these are average countries in absolute and 
relative terms.  It  might  indicate that  some ISPs deploy CPE with a default  configuration 
running these abusable protocols that is also unique for these countries. In the SSDP case, 
these protocols might not have a rate limiting or have a higher one than the measurement uses. 
SNMP is a more interesting case as the theoretical potential indicates that there is a significant  
number  of  abusable  devices  but  measurement  indicates  that  these  devices  are  either  rate 
limited or bandwidth limited and therefore less contributing to the real global attack capacity.

This is merely one example, to illustrate that both country, ASN, and even protocol-
specific  considerations  all  contribute  in  unique  ways  to  these  two metrics.  One  must  be 
careful  to  communicate  the  implications  of  those  factors  on  the  research.  Plenty  of 
opportunity for future research examining the interplay of those factors on metrics and these 
issues. 
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Figure 55: Measured capacity for DNS, NTP, SSDP, SNMP protocols in May 2020



To illustrate this interplay further four geographic representations were produced which 
normalize relative to the human population in figures 56 and 57 and IP assignment in figures 
58 and 59.

Internet  propagation  differs  vastly  across  the  globe,  the  IP  address  allocation  is 
disproportional. The focus here is on IPv4 ranges which are mostly allocated to countries with 
early Internet adoption. The per capita representation is not ideal as a visualization, though it 
is still important. Even with IP address allocation the Internet availability varies vastly within 
countries. As the concern is only with publicly reachable devices, developing countries with 
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Figure 56: Theoretical capacity relative to population in May 2020

Figure 57: Measured capacity relative to population in May 2020



limited  IPv4  address  allocations  might  employ  NAT or  similar  solutions.  In  the  case  of 
internally spoofed traffic or IPv6 direct assignments, this capacity might increase but that is 
currently indeterminable for technical reasons.

While  measured  capacity  relative  to  population  presents  more  outliers  than  the 
theoretical estimates, the opposite is true for the capacity presentation relative to announced 
IP addresses. Iceland is noteworthy in all four relative presentations. What can be extracted 
from these four relative rankings by being diplomatic and unbiased, without knowing the 
country or even hemisphere it is in? Per capita theoretical contribution is almost proportional 
to reflector count simply indicating globally disproportional reflector count – the largest in the 
world. Per capita measured contribution still being high (but not the highest) on its own can 
indicate various (even contradicting) possibilities – largest (monopolistic) ISP in the country 
deploying unsecured CPE, popular devices without RRL being common, data centers with 
large reflector count, high residential Internet connection speeds.

Per announced IP addresses theoretical capacity is still the globally highest ranking – it 
indicates either Internet connection speeds (primarily upload) being high for the reflectors or 
having anomalously large reflector count which can’t persist in today’s Internet without being 
abused  for  the  DDoS  attacks  and  not  causing  issues  for  the  reflector  hosting  networks 
themselves requiring remediation or mitigation. A middle ground can be true – a large number 
of reflectors having high-speed Internet connections. Per announced IP addresses measured 
capacity ranking average across the globe means remediation and possibly mitigation are in 
place,  there  is  RRL likely  commonly  present  and major  networks  might  have  mitigation 
activated by attack packets. Globally this country has better network management practices 
and potentially legal policies that address the DDoS attack capacity than most of the other 
countries,  having  one  of  the  most  effective  remediation  and  mitigation  relative  to  its 
population. Is Iceland any of that? Yes, most if not all! The small population might skew 
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Figure 58: Theoretical capacity relative to announced IP addresses in May 2020



rankings more easily  even for  relative views,  but  Iceland has both high-speed residential 
Internet and large data centers, it is technologically, societally, and legally developed. It might  
indicate that these reflectors are services running in data centers on high-power servers but  
actually do not contribute as much capacity because of the remediation and mitigation. But 
neither this nor most other cases can be explained with any more depth at the country level of  
data resolution.

The intention of all these visualizations is to demonstrate that ASN level discussions are 
far  more  accurate  quantitatively,  and  also  neutralize  some  of  the  diplomatic  discussions. 
Without pointing out any papers, for example, it is common to see quantitative research of  
reflector, server, botnet, compromised, etc. node counts with (specific countries in) Asia being 
justifiable in the first place disregarding relative metrics (provided visualizations) and actual 
contribution (measurement methodology). Thus regardless of large reflector counts the global 
south  does  not  contribute  nearly  as  much  (disproportionally)  to  DDoS capacity  as  some 
reports and research lead to believe.
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Figure 59: Measured capacity relative to announced IP addresses in May 2020



6. REMEDIATING DDOS ATTACKS

Full technical remediation of either IP spoofing or the presence of reflectors solves the 
DRDoS  issue  completely.  Significant  remediation  of  both  of  these  root  causes  would 
substantially decrease the attack and required mitigation capacity but the growing network 
bandwidth for  both end-user  and global  transit  negates  the remediation efforts.  But  if  no 
remediation  efforts  had  occurred  there  would  be  individual  and  overall  DRDoS  attack 
capacity growth proportional to the network capacity growth. This chapter discusses some 
additional remediation possibilities of the DRDoS attacks and related concerns in the context 
of this research which have been published in [10].

6.1. Actors and motivation

Understanding some of the actors on the Internet landscape can provide clues as to why 
the world is struggling with remediation efforts. Ordinary users merely want to access remote 
services  offered  by  organizations.  Malicious  actors  range  widely  in  their  capabilities  and 
motivations but ultimately seek to prevent users from accessing targeted services. Most of the 
published research focuses on these three types of actors,  but there are others who either 
contribute to the problem or can contribute to the remediation.

6.1.1. ISPs and transit service providers

Many of the transit service providers and some of the ISPs and data centers do not have 
the capability to filter  out large application-layer DDoS attacks.  The motivation for these 
types of actors is to provide network services to all of their clients while maintaining customer 
satisfaction and fulfilling service-level agreements. If the attack size is not affecting other 
clients, it might get passed on to the victim. The victim may or may not have the means to  
deal with the specific attack. If the attack is large enough to affect other clients, then the 
transit  providers  have  to  mitigate  it  and  often  the  only  means  to  do  that  is  to  employ  
blackholing as remote from the victim in network topology as possible [48]. As the attacked 
service loses Internet connectivity, the attack can be considered successful.

ISPs are externalizing the cost of having open reflectors on their networks. From their 
perspective,  there  might  be  no  drawbacks  even  on  the  network  bandwidth  consumption. 
Networks that focus on specific customer segments, e.g., residential vs. data centers usually 
have unbalanced network bandwidth consumption – unused capacity of upload or download 
respectively. When reflectors in a residential ISP network are generating amplified responses, 
they  consume  this  unused  upload  bandwidth  capacity.  As  long  as  this  consumption  is  
relatively small and does not affect other clients or the network routers, there are no ill effects  
for the ISP and therefore no motivation to address the issue.

Often the target of the DDoS attacks are commercial services hosted in data centers then 
this unbalance enables to receive attack download bandwidth without any additional expenses 
to the extent of reserve capacity. If the free capacity is sufficient and the network has an 
appropriate filtering solution, then the attack can be filtered. The larger the data center is the 
more free capacity its network might have meaning larger attacks could be filtered out, some 
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of the largest data centers in the world do offer DDoS filtering at little or no cost and are able  
to handle most of the attacks. Smaller data centers and ISPs can be overwhelmed by a single 
attack.

If  an  ISP has  balanced  bandwidth  by  either  offering  services  to  both  bandwidth-
generating  and consuming clients  or  by  selling  unused capacity  as  a  transit,  it  can  have 
financial incentives and thus motivation to keep wasted bandwidth to a minimum. Technical 
solutions or a network monitoring and management practice can significantly reduce wasted 
bandwidth for the ISP.

No legislation specifically targets the negligence of having public reflectors present on 
the networks. And even if a DDoS attack from a specific set of reflectors caused provable 
damages, the liability could be shifted to the end client hosting these reflectors. Overall, a 
significant number of ISPs that host public reflectors have little motivation to address this  
issue.

6.1.2. Mitigation service providers

DDoS mitigation services often receive the largest attacks on the Internet. These service 
providers might exclusively offer DDoS filtering or accompany it with CDN or other network 
services.  The  business  model  is  straightforward,  acquire  ingress  bandwidth  capacity  that 
exceeds the largest expected attacks and deploy a filtering solution that can drop the attack 
traffic while forwarding the legitimate packets to the client.

Whenever  a  new  protocol  is  abused,  or  a  new  attack  size  record  is  broken,  these 
providers publish a technical report. These reports are the most referenced sources for the 
DDoS capacity and largest attacks in academia, industry, and media, making them excellent  
sources of free worldwide marketing.

As long as expected attack capacity and future growth are manageable, and no record-
breaking attacks happen, these providers are in a safe market position. These providers have 
the  most  technical  insights  of  what  is  the  current  state  of  affairs  and  what  needs  to  be 
addressed first. But remediating the current state of affairs are negative incentives to these 
providers as significantly remediating the issue can lead to lost competitive advantage or even 
loss of a business model.

6.1.3. Device manufacturers

Often overlooked is the fact that a large number of (most) reflectors are not needed 
public  services  but  are  simply  CPE,  residential,  and  business  devices  with  default 
configurations connected to the Internet. The problem is significantly exacerbated by the class  
of  devices  that  have  router  functionality  with  separate  internal  and  external  network 
interfaces. Services on the internal interface might be required, but they are not contributing 
to the public reflector problem while services on the external interface could contain reflectors 
and generally are not needed for functionality required by the actual internal users.

While residential device manufacturers often engage in a race to the bottom price-wise, 
it is achieved by cutting corners, software quality and security have been first to suffer. If a 
device is compromised because the default configuration exposed the control panel to the 
Internet and default credentials or a vulnerability in the software were exploitable, then it may 
at the very least become part of the botnet. Users of these devices might not even notice 
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negative effects, or they might wonder why the CAPTCHAs have become more prevalent or 
why the Internet sometimes slows down. In more extreme cases user’s information could be 
stolen, or even further exploitation conducted to take over other devices in the network. If this  
is  the  case  with  the  mass  exploitation  of  specific  manufacturer’s  devices  with  tangible 
consequences for the users, it might turn into a negative press. The manufacturers that are 
valuing their brand are incentivized to minimize such occurrences and fix these issues, so they 
do not reoccur in the future. Same time a large number of devices operating as open reflectors  
do not harm direct customers, lacking the bad press or other reasons which would motivate 
the manufacturer to address the issue.

6.1.4. Policymakers and legislature

In all developed countries, causing a DDoS attack already falls under some criminal act.  
Malicious actors responsible for reflected DDoS attacks are the hardest to identify. The global 
nature of the Internet and DDoS could mean a single attack against a company registered in 
one  jurisdiction  could  be  affecting  services  physically  hosted  in  one  or  more  other 
jurisdictions which is caused by an attacker located in another jurisdiction who uses spoofing 
capacity and reflectors located in any number of other jurisdictions. While charging criminals 
and  affecting  international  law  is  problematic,  the  legislatures  and  regulators  have  the 
devotion  to  improving  overall  human  life  and  should  be  employed  on  the  mission  to  
remediate the DDoS attacks.

6.2. Remediating DDoS attacks

What kinds of remediation efforts are being conducted already? The most visible one 
targeting  the  source  networks  is  scanning  for  open  reflectors  and  notifying  network 
administrators. What could be other simple solutions applicable to the previously discussed 
actors?

6.2.1. Notifying network administrators

Various academic and industry research focuses on conducting scans for  knowingly 
abused services reachable on the Internet and notifying network or abuse contacts.  If  the 
network is properly managed these notices are forwarded to the end client and maybe the 
client  is  even assisted  with  solving  the  issue.  Perhaps  the  network  has  specific  terms of 
service that mandate clients to limit or block its reflectors that may or may not be enforced. 
Poorly managed networks do not even forward these notices. While running various reflector 
honeypots, the author has encountered a large number of forwarded notices on some of the 
well-managed  networks.  But  the  question  stands,  what  the  effectiveness  of  sending  such 
notices is?

The quantity of reflectors for long-term abused protocols seems to be decreasing over 
time in most cases. The question is, to what extent the notification efforts play a role in this  
decrease?  No  research  investigates  this,  and  thus  no  reliable  assertion  can  be  made.  An 
alternative argument can be made that devices that are abusable are present on the Internet  
until  the  end  of  their  lifetime  or  until  network  configuration  changes.  This  could  be 
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completely detached from any remediation efforts, but no investigation into this argument has 
been conducted either.

The  repetitive  nature  of  the  notification  e-mails  combined  with  the  lack  of  any 
perceived value for the networks makes its effectiveness questionable. Providing an estimate 
of potentially wasted bandwidth capacity calculated for each network can offer at least some 
perceived value. Measuring the impact of this remediation approach is tricky but a detailed 
report hidden by tracked link and capacity changes in the specific network over time against  
the baseline could provide insights into its effectiveness. Same time network administrators 
are less likely to click links than perceive self-contained detailed information in the e-mail.

6.2.2. ISPs and net neutrality

Although net neutrality has been a hot topic in the last few years, there are widespread 
precedents of it being violated towards some protocols for the benefit of ISPs. While DPI and 
traffic shaping in residential and mobile networks have been widely investigated, discussed, 
and criticized, the lesser-known and measured practice of ISPs and data centers blocking or 
limiting specific ports are not disparaged. Most commonly it targets e-mail sending ports and 
either block those by default with an opt-out ability but a rate limiting or filtering system 
could be employed instead. Why client perception differs between these two cases is open for 
debate, it could be that an opt-out feature is viewed as a sufficient option or motivation is 
taken into account.

Why are  the mail  sending ports  so special?  Spam has been a  problem even before 
reflected DDoS attacks became a norm. As it directly affects the productivity and safety of the 
users and businesses,  various mitigation approaches have been developed, primarily spam 
filtering and blacklisting compromised spam sending hosts. While spam filtering is not 100% 
precise so is the blocking of individual IP addresses of compromised hosts as well. If the 
network  administrator  is  not  taking expedited  action  against  a  spamming host,  it  can  be 
assumed that the same will happen with other spam-sending hosts on the same network. Thus 
blacklisting the whole network or decreasing its reputation seems reasonable to protect the 
users.  As individual  blacklist  management is  time-consuming global  blacklists  utilized by 
many mail hosters have become commonplace.

If ISPs wish to offer clients the ability to directly send e-mails that are not rejected or 
classified  as  spam by  most  receivers,  they  have  to  actively  keep  themselves  outside  the 
blacklist. Whenever an abusive host appears on the network, swift action has to be taken to 
stop spamming by limiting network connectivity or requesting the client to solve the issue. 
Otherwise, clients can not send e-mails, and thus ISP can only have clients that do not need 
the functionality or accept this drawback. Most of the ISPs elect to deal with the spam issue to 
avoid being added to the blacklists.

As  discussed  before,  there  are  ISPs  that  externalize  the  costs  of  poor  network 
management practices and have no incentives to act otherwise. The question is, can they be 
forced to improve the management of their networks? Can the blacklist approach that is being 
used for fighting spam be replicated for the DDoS? 

What would be the cost for ISPs of being added to the blacklist? There are already other  
blacklists besides the spam ones. Usually, they consist of individual hosts (or small subnets) 
whose behavior is deemed malicious, e.g., spreading malware, aggressive scanning, probing 
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services, and brute-forcing credentials. These blacklists are often deployed by governmental 
or other organizations striving for more security. Surprisingly this might not penalize the ISP 
at all as non-abusive clients might not experience any limitations. Combined with the fact that 
reflectors are not malicious and blacklisting those is pointless, this approach is unsuitable as a  
mitigation strategy.

Previously  discussed  offenses  could  decrease  the  total  reputation  of  the  network. 
Greylisting the whole ISPs based on this reputation can be effective as it affects many clients.  
A few hosts brute-forcing credentials might force websites that rely on the network reputation 
to require all the ISP clients to always solve a CAPTCHA. Credit card transactions or other 
actions  might  be  delayed  for  manual  processing  or  fail  by  default  as  labeled  potentially 
fraudulent. Client satisfaction can drop, and they could be looking for other ISP which does 
provide  a  financial  incentive  to  meet  some  reputational  baseline.  Relying  on  the  same 
greylists could be done only for networks that allow spoofed IP packets and only if it could be 
proven that the spoofing is actively happening. 

The industry might need a new type of greylist for DDoS reputation and a way how to 
penalize ISPs. The penalty should be relevant to the DDoS issue, e.g., the same CAPTCHA 
that many DDoS mitigation services employ could penalize the whole networks known to 
allow spoofed packets or contains a disproportionately large number of open reflectors.

Whenever there is a discussion requiring third parties to implement a new regulation, 
there  is  always  a  question  of  bearing  the  costs.  It  happens  with  ISPs  whenever  national 
governments  require  expensive  DPI  or  data  retention  systems.  Basic  solutions  for  both 
blocking packets being addressed to reflectors and IP address spoofing are simple and cheap. 
Blocking all packets incoming from the Internet addressed to a few known abused ports for an 
ISP is trivial and cost-free on existing equipment.  The only incurred cost is managing or 
providing self-service functionality for clients to opt out.

This is already happening to an extent, for example, one of the largest ISPs in the USA 
Charter  Communications  already  enforces  default  port  blocking  for  their  residential  and 
business Internet clients [180]. This ISP is not even concealing the reasons for blocking, from 
the 16 blocked ports 4 are stated to be “routinely exploited” for the DDoS. These blocked 
protocols  are  QOTD,  CharGEN,  SSDP,  and  Routing  information  protocol  plus  NetBIOS 
which could be also abused for DDoS attacks. SSDP is the only one of these protocols that 
have been measured in this thesis, indicating that this might be a rather simple system where 
exclusions are rare or unsupported and no advanced packet inspection is possible, leaving 
other more abused but essential protocols like DNS unaffected.

This approach remediates targeted protocol reflectors which does decrease the global 
attack capacity. Every client opt-out has a computational cost for IP packet routing which can 
be significant on the network edge, every common protocol being blocked without an opt-out 
feature has a financial cost for providing support to clients, satisfaction loss from clients, and 
maybe even the ultimate cost of losing clients. This is one the simplest way how to remediate 
the global DDoS attack capacity but how to balance everyone’s interests? One of the ways 
would be for the ISPs to deploy CPEs (primarily network routers) with commonly abused 
ports blocked by default with the option of manual not automated port opening on the client’s 
device, not the ISP network which alleviates some of the discussed drawbacks. But if there is 
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no ISP issued default CPE modem or router then the responsibility transfers to [6.2.3. Devices
and regulation].

Some mitigations outside of the victim’s network do exist. They are rarely publicized or 
discussed,  in [4.3.  DNS] simplistic mitigation has been detected in a transit  network that 
activates  when  an  undisclosed  threshold  has  been  reached.  An  unclear  mitigation  or 
remediation has made [4.7. Memcached] unmeasurable. Data in this thesis suggest that there 
are mitigation and remediation solutions that are applied to the highest abused protocols even 
in transit. But those are likely computationally costly and the proliferation of those across 
transit providers is unknown. Can those be applied to all abused protocols across the globe? 
Can this be enforced through legislation? Are there any hidden motivation conflicts? This  
avenue is veiled and the author can’t answer any of these questions.

6.2.3. Devices and regulation

Publicly reachable reflectors running on consumer devices is  something that  can be 
started  being  addressed  already  now.  California  state  legislature  has  passed  a  bill  [181] 
requiring connected devices to have basic security measures to protect consumers. While this 
does not directly affect consumers, there are no reasons why this type of legislation could not  
improve the overall security of the Internet by requiring external interfaces not to provide any 
unneeded services by default.  If  this regulation in at  least  one large market is  introduced 
rationally, then it would be more cost-effective for manufacturers of these consumer devices 
to supply the same secured version of the device to all markets. 

While a legislature could, in the same way, require ISPs to offer basic firewalls with an 
opt-out feature, it would not have as large a snowball effect in other jurisdictions. As patching 
of the consumer devices is done rarely, the old ones might continue contributing reflector 
capacity until end-of-life without this ISP regulation.

To  start  addressing  the  issue  from the  device  perspective,  decision-makers  need  to 
understand which device classes and manufacturers contribute the most to the capacity. Then 
the  most  prominent  manufacturers  can  be  addressed  directly,  and this  knowledge  can  be 
presented  to  legislatures  to  justify  actions.  Only  if  national  legislation  has  proven  to  be 
effective, it is justifiable to advocate for international laws and regulations.

A report on a research project for the European Commission by Leverett et al.  [178] 
discusses  general  device  issues  that  translate  well  to  this  thesis  and  DDoS  attacks.  “To 
improve a system, we have to be able to measure it” [178] is the main goal of the thesis which 
combined “governments have a duty to collect decent statistics, so that all can understand 
what’s happening and those stakeholders with the ability to fix things can do so” [178] is the 
only feasible way how to sufficiently address the global DDoS attack capacity within any 
reasonable time frame. The introduction of liability for software vendors was proposed as 
well  which  can  transform  into  responsibility  to  provide  security  patches  (preferably 
automated) for years, e.g., disabling all listening ports on the external interfaces of routers and 
other CPE. The final proposal of establishing a European Union level technical agency to 
provide “a shared resource for policymakers and regulators” [178] can bring all these points 
together to properly inform and guide the European Union level process to remediate the 
DDoS  attack  capacity  which  can  develop  into  global  improvements  and  attack  capacity 
reduction.
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RESULTS

Research presented in this thesis has resulted in a methodology for measuring individual 
protocol DDoS attack capacity, the first of its kind in academic and industry public sources.  
The  closest  existing  sources  provide  only  estimates  not  based  on  measuring  individual 
devices. The proposed methodology was implemented and tested in this thesis for some of the 
currently  and  historically  most  abused  protocols.  The  measurement  implementation  is 
reusable by design for a continuous monitoring system. Designed measurement modules are 
completely independent of specific protocols.

For this thesis it was established that devices significantly contributing to the DDoS 
attack capacity have a minimum response rate of 80% which is used for all the attack capacity 
calculations: NTP –  43 Gbps, DNS –  27.5 Tbps, SSDP –  808 Gbps, SNMP –  2.47 Tbps, 
CLDAP – 870 Gbps. For these 5 protocols, the non-overlapping global DDoS attack capacity 
was calculated to be 31.33 Tbps.

Different data views and visualizations have been explored to analyze these individual 
protocols  –  rate  limit  detection,  amplification  distribution,  attack  capacity  geographic 
distribution, response round trip time, individual device speed distribution, etc.

Although countries with the largest attack capacity contributions are always discussed it  
was established throughout the whole thesis that individual networks (AS) are the primary 
culprits and remediation discussion should target them not the individual countries or regions.  
It was established that even more in-depth analysis is needed for the sets of devices behaving 
uniformly  and  are  present  only  in  particular  networks  or  across  many.  The  device 
classification topic has been explored and classifiers were developed but the overall device 
classification research field has not yet  progressed sufficiently to apply it  to the reflector 
classification.

Implementation  limitations  and  drawbacks  were  explored,  and  challenges  with  data 
quality were discussed. Protocols that have low reflector counts can’t be measured for the first 
time reliably if significant mitigation or remediation exists, e.g., Memcached protocol was 
measured  to  have  almost  no  attack  capacity  although  more  likely  it  was  mitigated  on  a 
network level.

To compare measurement results the only existing alternative the theoretical estimation 
methodology was adapted for the relevant measurement execution time frame. Although early 
on the author claimed that the theoretical estimation is an unreliable methodology, it  was 
determined  that  both  methodologies  have  advantages  and  disadvantages  but  both  can 
supplement the understanding of the DDoS attack capacity. The theoretical methodology is 
easier, cheaper, and faster, it can also be applied to old data sets to “look back in time”. While  
the measurement methodology calculations can be applied only after the first measurement of 
the targeted protocol, then a more precise capacity is produced that also reveals if there are 
any remediation or mitigation that was not addressed by the theoretical estimate. 

Relative capacity contributions have been reviewed which is an uncommon approach 
but  it  revealed  that  many  claims  highlighting  “problematic”  regions  (e.g.,  Asia)  can  be 
misleading  when  (measured)  remediation  and  population  or  network  size  are  taken  into 
account.
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CONCLUSIONS

When this research topic was proposed and the scope defined, the outcome seemed clear 
to the author – individual attack capacities would be precisely measured, all these capacities 
totaled in accordance with the individual network boundaries and limitations, produced results 
being relied on by the decision makers on all levels for the remediation efforts to address the 
long-term reflected DDoS issue. Although the measurement methodology was defined and 
implemented, individual protocols were measured and the total attack capacity calculated thus 
achieving  the  desired  results  many  unanticipated  issues  were  identified  and  many  new 
research questions were raised.

The produced results can be considered the best existing empirical estimates rather than 
precise measurements.  Although the capacity is  the main output of the measurement it  is 
affected  by  many permanent  (e.g.,  location,  ISP,  transit  provider)  and  transient  (e.g.,  the 
Internet load, day of the week, defenses engaging) factors discussed throughout this thesis, the 
additional extracted information for instance rate limiting and amplification distribution can 
uncover existing remediation or mitigation, which can be continuously monitored and be a 
much more valuable improvement metric.

Device classification through this research has emerged as the next level of addressing 
liability and responsibility for the reflector attack capacity contribution rather than a mere 
presence on the Internet. The author expected the device classification field to progress faster 
than  it  did.  A significant  portion  of  the  published  device  classification  research  was  not 
reproducible.  Although  this  research  contributed  to  the  device  classification  field  for  the 
reflector classification a more complex multi-protocol feature extraction is required.

While  conducting  the  experimental  measurements  various  behaviors  that  can  be 
considered remediation or temporary mitigation were identified for some protocols on transit 
networks. These defenses are not publicized and are not necessarily observable by malicious 
actors but rather are directed toward victims. Some of these fully remediate a protocol’s attack 
capacity – Memcached from the measurement system vantage point is fully remediated. How 
prevalent and efficient is this mitigation or remediation? What prevents all the other abused 
protocols to be remediated this way? The author has discussed some of the possible technical 
reasoning but there are a lot of unknowns that also can’t be investigated from the established 
measuring location alone. The author has discussed and speculated about possible motivating 
factors that might have a major concealed impact resulting in insufficient global remediation. 
Maybe major ISPs or transit providers have a competitive advantage by having more reserve 
capacity available to mitigate the DDoS attacks? Maybe DDoS attack mitigators as major 
actors don’t want to fully remediate the DDoS capacity to preserve their business model? 
More  than  on one  occasion  in  an  academic  setting  the  author  was  accused of  spreading 
unsubstantiated or conspiratorial opinion just for raising such questions.

The implemented methodology and produced measurement data permit multiple future 
research directions. The most promising ones are – changes happening to the protocols over 
the  longer  term  besides  the  capacity  (for  the  implemented  protocols  data  are  already 
acquired),  capacity  by  devices  (when  suitable  classifiers  are  developed),  network  owner 
notification of “wasted” bandwidth, and measuring resulting remediation.
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APPENDIX A: EXAMPLE MEASUREMENT OUTPUT

{"ip":  "X.X.X.X",  "start_time":  1588550688.7644281, "responses":  {"X.X.X.X":  [[10,  3028, 
0.03528285026550293,  0.03642892837524414],  [10,  3028,  0.05456995964050293,  0.055734872817993164],  [10, 
3028,  0.020968914031982422,  0.022217750549316406],  [10,  3028,  0.0642237663269043,  0.06536293029785156], 
[10,  3028,  0.04365396499633789,  0.044815778732299805],  [10,  3028,  0.022374868392944336, 
0.02420496940612793], [10, 3028, 0.04237079620361328, 0.04354095458984375], [10, 3028, 0.05327296257019043, 
0.05440497398376465],  [10,  3028,  0.049173831939697266,  0.050256967544555664],  [10,  3028, 
0.024599790573120117,  0.02778792381286621],  [10,  3028,  0.036708831787109375,  0.03795886039733887],  [10, 
3028,  0.03398776054382324,  0.03508877754211426],  [10,  3028,  0.04101085662841797,  0.042154788970947266], 
[10,  3028,  0.038144826889038086,  0.03928995132446289],  [10,  3028,  0.03162884712219238, 
0.03378891944885254], [10, 3028, 0.045068979263305664, 0.0462489128112793], [10, 3028, 0.04773092269897461, 
0.04893183708190918], [10, 3028, 0.0504298210144043, 0.05171990394592285], [10, 3028, 0.04641389846801758, 
0.047540903091430664],  [10,  3028,  0.028375864028930664,  0.031262874603271484],  [10,  3028, 
0.07112479209899902,  0.07230591773986816],  [10,  3028,  0.055925846099853516,  0.057057857513427734],  [10, 
3028, 0.05728483200073242, 0.05853581428527832], [10, 3028, 0.0395357608795166, 0.04083895683288574], [10, 
3028, 0.06702685356140137, 0.06820487976074219], [10, 3028, 0.05870676040649414, 0.0599207878112793], [10, 
3028,  0.061421871185302734,  0.06270480155944824],  [10,  3028,  0.09051895141601562,  0.09163975715637207], 
[10, 3028, 0.06842184066772461, 0.0695638656616211], [10, 3028, 0.051927804946899414, 0.05306887626647949], 
[10, 3028, 0.07250595092773438, 0.0737297534942627], [10, 3028, 0.06569290161132812, 0.06683087348937988], 
[10, 3028, 0.07659077644348145, 0.07790184020996094], [10, 3028, 0.08643674850463867, 0.08759784698486328], 
[10, 3028, 0.07527780532836914, 0.07640385627746582], [10, 3028, 0.07941579818725586, 0.08055686950683594], 
[10, 3028, 0.09316492080688477, 0.09429478645324707], [10, 3028, 0.08071374893188477, 0.08205080032348633], 
[10, 3028, 0.08516693115234375, 0.08626794815063477], [10, 3028, 0.07398581504821777, 0.07509684562683105], 
[10, 3028, 0.08359789848327637, 0.08490681648254395], [10, 3028, 0.06971383094787598, 0.07096576690673828], 
[10, 3028, 0.08229875564575195, 0.08340287208557129], [10, 3028, 0.06290197372436523, 0.06403183937072754], 
[10, 3028, 0.06017875671386719, 0.06129789352416992], [10, 3028, 0.07811880111694336, 0.07928276062011719], 
[10, 3028, 0.09176778793334961, 0.0929718017578125], [10, 3028, 0.09449291229248047, 0.09574389457702637], 
[10, 3028, 0.0891427993774414, 0.09025692939758301], [10, 3028, 0.08780097961425781, 0.08901095390319824]], 
"X.X.X.X_packets": 
["485454502f312e3120323030204f4b0d0a43616368652d436f6e74726f6c3a206d61782d6167653d3132300d0a4558543a0d0a4c6
f636174696f6e3a20687474703a2f2f3139322e3136382e302e313a36353533352f726f6f74446573632e786d6c0d0a536572766572
3a204c696e75782f322e342e32322d312e323131352e6e70746c2055506e502f312e30206d696e6975706e70642f312e300d0a53543
a2075706e703a726f6f746465766963650d0a55534e3a20757569643a62646531316532322d316464312d313162322d383738332d66
65653938373838373961663a3a75706e703a726f6f746465766963650d0a0d0a", 
"485454502f312e3120323030204f4b0d0a43616368652d436f6e74726f6c3a206d61782d6167653d3132300d0a4558543a0d0a4c6f
636174696f6e3a20687474703a2f2f3139322e3136382e302e313a36353533352f726f6f74446573632e786d6c0d0a5365727665723
a204c696e75782f322e342e32322d312e323131352e6e70746c2055506e502f312e30206d696e6975706e70642f312e300d0a53543a
2075726e3a736368656d61732d75706e702d6f72673a6465766963653a496e7465726e6574476174657761794465766963653a0d0a5
5534e3a20757569643a62646531316532322d316464312d313162322d383738332d6665653938373838373961663a3a75726e3a7363
68656d61732d75706e702d6f72673a6465766963653a496e7465726e6574476174657761794465766963653a0d0a0d0a", 
"485454502f312e3120323030204f4b0d0a43616368652d436f6e74726f6c3a206d61782d6167653d3132300d0a4558543a0d0a4c6f
636174696f6e3a20687474703a2f2f3139322e3136382e302e313a36353533352f726f6f74446573632e786d6c0d0a5365727665723
a204c696e75782f322e342e32322d312e323131352e6e70746c2055506e502f312e30206d696e6975706e70642f312e300d0a53543a
2075726e3a736368656d61732d75706e702d6f72673a6465766963653a57414e4465766963653a0d0a55534e3a20757569643a62646
533386230382d316464312d313162322d383136362d6439383962376331303830613a3a75726e3a736368656d61732d75706e702d6f
72673a6465766963653a57414e4465766963653a0d0a0d0a", 
"485454502f312e3120323030204f4b0d0a43616368652d436f6e74726f6c3a206d61782d6167653d3132300d0a4558543a0d0a4c6f
636174696f6e3a20687474703a2f2f3139322e3136382e302e313a36353533352f726f6f74446573632e786d6c0d0a5365727665723
a204c696e75782f322e342e32322d312e323131352e6e70746c2055506e502f312e30206d696e6975706e70642f312e300d0a53543a
2075726e3a736368656d61732d75706e702d6f72673a736572766963653a57414e436f6d6d6f6e496e74657266616365436f6e66696
73a0d0a55534e3a20757569643a62646533386230382d316464312d313162322d383136362d6439383962376331303830613a3a7572
6e3a736368656d61732d75706e702d6f72673a736572766963653a57414e436f6d6d6f6e496e74657266616365436f6e6669673a0d0
a0d0a", 
"485454502f312e3120323030204f4b0d0a43616368652d436f6e74726f6c3a206d61782d6167653d3132300d0a4558543a0d0a4c6f
636174696f6e3a20687474703a2f2f3139322e3136382e302e313a36353533352f726f6f74446573632e786d6c0d0a5365727665723
a204c696e75782f322e342e32322d312e323131352e6e70746c2055506e502f312e30206d696e6975706e70642f312e300d0a53543a
2075726e3a736368656d61732d75706e702d6f72673a6465766963653a57414e436f6e6e656374696f6e4465766963653a0d0a55534
e3a20757569643a62646537613762612d316464312d313162322d383136652d6134373039363238663234323a3a75726e3a73636865
6d61732d75706e702d6f72673a6465766963653a57414e436f6e6e656374696f6e4465766963653a0d0a0d0a", 
"485454502f312e3120323030204f4b0d0a43616368652d436f6e74726f6c3a206d61782d6167653d3132300d0a4558543a0d0a4c6f
636174696f6e3a20687474703a2f2f3139322e3136382e302e313a36353533352f726f6f74446573632e786d6c0d0a5365727665723
a204c696e75782f322e342e32322d312e323131352e6e70746c2055506e502f312e30206d696e6975706e70642f312e300d0a53543a
2075726e3a736368656d61732d75706e702d6f72673a736572766963653a57414e505050436f6e6e656374696f6e3a0d0a55534e3a2
0757569643a62646537613762612d316464312d313162322d383136652d6134373039363238663234323a3a75726e3a736368656d61
732d75706e702d6f72673a736572766963653a57414e505050436f6e6e656374696f6e3a0d0a0d0a", 
"485454502f312e3120323030204f4b0d0a43616368652d436f6e74726f6c3a206d61782d6167653d3132300d0a4558543a0d0a4c6f
636174696f6e3a20687474703a2f2f3139322e3136382e302e313a36353533352f726f6f74446573632e786d6c0d0a5365727665723
a204c696e75782f322e342e32322d312e323131352e6e70746c2055506e502f312e30206d696e6975706e70642f312e300d0a53543a
2075726e3a736368656d61732d75706e702d6f72673a736572766963653a57414e4950436f6e6e656374696f6e3a0d0a55534e3a207
57569643a62646537613762612d316464312d313162322d383136652d6134373039363238663234323a3a75726e3a736368656d6173
2d75706e702d6f72673a736572766963653a57414e4950436f6e6e656374696f6e3a0d0a0d0a", 
"485454502f312e3120323030204f4b0d0a43616368652d436f6e74726f6c3a206d61782d6167653d3132300d0a4558543a0d0a4c6f
636174696f6e3a20687474703a2f2f3139322e3136382e302e313a36353533352f726f6f74446573632e786d6c0d0a5365727665723
a204c696e75782f322e342e32322d312e323131352e6e70746c2055506e502f312e30206d696e6975706e70642f312e300d0a53543a
2075726e3a736368656d61732d75706e702d6f72673a736572766963653a4c6179657233466f7277617264696e673a0d0a55534e3a2
0757569643a62646531316532322d316464312d313162322d383738332d6665653938373838373961663a3a75726e3a736368656d61
732d75706e702d6f72673a736572766963653a4c6179657233466f7277617264696e673a0d0a0d0a", 
"485454502f312e3120323030204f4b0d0a43616368652d436f6e74726f6c3a206d61782d6167653d3132300d0a4558543a0d0a4c6f
636174696f6e3a20687474703a2f2f3139322e3136382e302e313a36353533352f726f6f74446573632e786d6c0d0a5365727665723
a204c696e75782f322e342e32322d312e323131352e6e70746c2055506e502f312e30206d696e6975706e70642f312e300d0a53543a
2075726e3a736368656d61732d77696669616c6c69616e63652d6f72673a6465766963653a5746414465766963653a0d0a55534e3a2
0757569643a62646561313932382d316464312d313162322d613864302d6232303432396561643838363a3a75726e3a736368656d61
732d77696669616c6c69616e63652d6f72673a6465766963653a5746414465766963653a0d0a0d0a", 
"485454502f312e3120323030204f4b0d0a43616368652d436f6e74726f6c3a206d61782d6167653d3132300d0a4558543a0d0a4c6f
636174696f6e3a20687474703a2f2f3139322e3136382e302e313a36353533352f726f6f74446573632e786d6c0d0a5365727665723
a204c696e75782f322e342e32322d312e323131352e6e70746c2055506e502f312e30206d696e6975706e70642f312e300d0a53543a
2075726e3a736368656d61732d77696669616c6c69616e63652d6f72673a736572766963653a574641574c414e436f6e6669673a0d0
a55534e3a20757569643a62646561313932382d316464312d313162322d613864302d6232303432396561643838363a3a75726e3a73
6368656d61732d77696669616c6c69616e63652d6f72673a736572766963653a574641574c414e436f6e6669673a0d0a0d0a"]}}
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APPENDIX B: SSDP MOST COMMON RESPONSE PAYLOAD

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Cache-Control: max-age=120
EXT:
Location: http://192.168.0.1:65535/rootDesc.xml
Server: Linux/2.4.22-1.2115.nptl UPnP/1.0 miniupnpd/1.0
ST: upnp:rootdevice
USN: uuid:bde11e22-1dd1-11b2-8783-fee9878879af::upnp:rootdevice

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Cache-Control: max-age=120
EXT:
Location: http://192.168.0.1:65535/rootDesc.xml
Server: Linux/2.4.22-1.2115.nptl UPnP/1.0 miniupnpd/1.0
ST: urn:schemas-upnp-org:device:InternetGatewayDevice:
USN: uuid:bde11e22-1dd1-11b2-8783-fee9878879af::urn:schemas-upnp-
org:device:InternetGatewayDevice:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Cache-Control: max-age=120
EXT:
Location: http://192.168.0.1:65535/rootDesc.xml
Server: Linux/2.4.22-1.2115.nptl UPnP/1.0 miniupnpd/1.0
ST: urn:schemas-upnp-org:device:WANDevice:
USN: uuid:bde38b08-1dd1-11b2-8166-d989b7c1080a::urn:schemas-upnp-org:device:WANDevice:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Cache-Control: max-age=120
EXT:
Location: http://192.168.0.1:65535/rootDesc.xml
Server: Linux/2.4.22-1.2115.nptl UPnP/1.0 miniupnpd/1.0
ST: urn:schemas-upnp-org:service:WANCommonInterfaceConfig:
USN: uuid:bde38b08-1dd1-11b2-8166-d989b7c1080a::urn:schemas-upnp-
org:service:WANCommonInterfaceConfig:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Cache-Control: max-age=120
EXT:
Location: http://192.168.0.1:65535/rootDesc.xml
Server: Linux/2.4.22-1.2115.nptl UPnP/1.0 miniupnpd/1.0
ST: urn:schemas-upnp-org:device:WANConnectionDevice:
USN: uuid:bde7a7ba-1dd1-11b2-816e-a4709628f242::urn:schemas-upnp-org:device:WANConnectionDevice:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Cache-Control: max-age=120
EXT:
Location: http://192.168.0.1:65535/rootDesc.xml
Server: Linux/2.4.22-1.2115.nptl UPnP/1.0 miniupnpd/1.0
ST: urn:schemas-upnp-org:service:WANPPPConnection:
USN: uuid:bde7a7ba-1dd1-11b2-816e-a4709628f242::urn:schemas-upnp-org:service:WANPPPConnection:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Cache-Control: max-age=120
EXT:
Location: http://192.168.0.1:65535/rootDesc.xml
Server: Linux/2.4.22-1.2115.nptl UPnP/1.0 miniupnpd/1.0
ST: urn:schemas-upnp-org:service:WANIPConnection:
USN: uuid:bde7a7ba-1dd1-11b2-816e-a4709628f242::urn:schemas-upnp-org:service:WANIPConnection:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Cache-Control: max-age=120
EXT:
Location: http://192.168.0.1:65535/rootDesc.xml
Server: Linux/2.4.22-1.2115.nptl UPnP/1.0 miniupnpd/1.0
ST: urn:schemas-upnp-org:service:Layer3Forwarding:
USN: uuid:bde11e22-1dd1-11b2-8783-fee9878879af::urn:schemas-upnp-org:service:Layer3Forwarding:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Cache-Control: max-age=120
EXT:
Location: http://192.168.0.1:65535/rootDesc.xml
Server: Linux/2.4.22-1.2115.nptl UPnP/1.0 miniupnpd/1.0
ST: urn:schemas-wifialliance-org:device:WFADevice:
USN: uuid:bdea1928-1dd1-11b2-a8d0-b20429ead886::urn:schemas-wifialliance-org:device:WFADevice:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Cache-Control: max-age=120
EXT:
Location: http://192.168.0.1:65535/rootDesc.xml
Server: Linux/2.4.22-1.2115.nptl UPnP/1.0 miniupnpd/1.0
ST: urn:schemas-wifialliance-org:service:WFAWLANConfig:
USN: uuid:bdea1928-1dd1-11b2-a8d0-b20429ead886::urn:schemas-wifialliance-
org:service:WFAWLANConfig:
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